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PREFACE
The

results contained in the following

paper are born of the desire

to ascertain so far as possible the relation of the native people of the

—

plains to one phase of their indigenous physical environment ^its
plant life and their ingenuity in supplying their necessities and

—

pleasures therefrom.

supply available to
greatly restricted as

ropean race draws

must be borne in mind that the sources of
any of the tribes of the American race were
compared with the field from which our EuIt

its supplies.

Many

of the plants of this continent

utilized by its native people, however, might well be useful acquisitions for our people if made known to us.
Another potent reason for gathering such information while it
may still be obtained, before the death of all the old people who

alone possess

it, is

that

it is

only in the light of knowledge of physical

that folklore, ritual, ceremony, custom, song, story,

environments
philosophy can be interpreted intelligently.
spiritual life of a people is reflected

The

intellectual

from their material

life.

and
and

The

more fully and clearly the physical environment of a people is known
the more accurately can all their cultural expressions be interpreted.
old people themselves appreciate this and have expressed themselves as glad to give me all the information they could in the matters

The

my

of

inquiry, in order that, as they said, future generations of their

people as well as the white people may know and understand
their manner of life. To this end my informants in the several tribes
have taken pains and have shown great patience in instructing me in

own

their lore.

The information here
intelligent

and

collated has been obtained at first

hand from

credible old persons, thoroughly conversant with the

matters which they discussed. The various items have been rigorously checked by independent corroborative evidence from other individuals of the same tribe and of different tribes through a protracted
period. The work of the interpreters employed has also been verified

by comparison and by

my own

study of the languages of the various

tribes interviewed.

The information was obtained by bringing

actual specimens of

each plant to the observation and identification of many informants, and the names, uses, and preparation in each case were noted

on the spot at the dictation of the informant.
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I have met uniform courtesy, kindness, and hospitality at the
hands of Indians of the several tribes in the pursuit of my inquiries, and my sincere thanks are due to very many men and
women of the tribes, their great number preventing acknowledgment to them here by name. Special mention for conspicuous
service rendered the author should Ije made of Dr. Susan La Flesche
Picotte and her sister, Mrs. Walter T. Diddock, of Walthill, Nebr.,
daughters of Chief Iron Eye, otherwise Joseph La Flesche, of the
Omaha tribe. Of the same tribe should be mentioned Wajapa,
White Horse, George Miller, Daniel Webster, Amos W^alker, and
Richard Robinson.
Penishka, of the Ponca tribe, enrolled on the Government rolls
as Jack Penishka, Niobrara, Nebr., has given much useful information of his tribe.
Of the Teton Dakota, mention should be made of Fast Horse and
his wife, Joseph Horncloud, Otto Chiefeagle, and the well-known

Short Bull.

Of the Pawnee, special thanks are due Mr. James R. Murie, Mr.
Alfred Murie and his wife, Chief White Eagle, Mr. David Gillingham, Mrs. Rhoda Knife-Chief and Mr. Charles Knife-Chief.
My thanks are due also to Dr. Charles E. Bessey, of the University
of Nebraska, for suggestions and encouragement in carrying on the
work and to him and Mr. James Mooney for reading the manuscript.

I

wish to acknowledge also

my

obligation to Mr.

W.

E. Safford

for his painstaking aid in arranging and verifying the botanical

nomenclature.
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USES OF PLANTS BY THE INDIANS OF THE MISSOURI
RIVER REGION
By Melvin TiAxnoLPH Gilmore

INTEODUCTION
During the period which has elapsed since the European occupancy
of the continent of North America there has never been a thoroughgoing, comprehensive survey of the flora with respect to the knowledge of it and its uses possessed by the aboriginal population. Until
recent years little study had been made of the ethnobotany of any of
Individual studies
the tribes or of any phytogeographic region.
have been made, but the subject has not claimed a proportionate
share of interest with other phases of botanical study. The people
of the European race in coming into the New World have not really
sought to make friends of the native population, or to make adequate
use of the plants or the animals indigenous to this continent, but
rather to exterminate everything found here and to supplant it with
the plants and animals to which they were accustomed at home. It
is quite natural that aliens should have a longing for the familiar
things of home, but the surest road to contentment would be by way
of gaining friendly acquaintance with the new environment. "Wliatever of good we may find in the new land need not exclude the good
things we may bring from the old, but rather augment the sum total

contributing to our welfare. Agriculture and horticulture should
constanth' improve the useful plants we already have, while discovery
of others should be sought.

We shall make the best and most economical use of all our land
when our population shall have become adjusted in habit to the natural conditions. The country can not be wholly made over and adjusted to a people of foreign habits and tastes. There are large tracts
of land in America whose bounty is wasted because the plants which
can be grown on them are not acceptable to our people. This is not

because these plants are not in themselves useful and desirable, but
because their valuable qualities are unknown. So long as the peo53

:
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pie of the country do not

demand

articles of

food other than those

which our European ancestors were accustomed those

to

[eth. ann. 33

articles will

be subject to demand in excess of production, with consequent enhancement of cost, while at the same time we have large land areas
practically unproductive because the plants they are best fitted to
produce are not utilized. The adjustment of American consumption

American conditions of production will bring about greater improvement in conditions of life than any other material agency.
The people of any country must finall}^ subsist on those articles of
food which their own soil is best fitted to produce. Xew articles of
diet must come into use, and all the resources of our own country
must be adequately developed.
Dr. J. W. Harshberger has well stated the practical uses and the
to

correlations of ethnobotanic study
Phytoseograpliy, or plant geogrnphy in its widest sense, is concernert not
only with the distribution of wild plants, but also with the laws governing the
distribution of cultivated plants. In order to determine the origin of the latter

— that
—

spread

the original center from which the cultivation of such plants has

is,

necessary to examine the historic, archeologic, philologic, ethand botanic evidence of the past use of such plants by the aboriginal
This investigation affords interesting data which can be
of America.
it

is

nologic,

tribes

applied practically in enlarging the

list

of plants adaptable to the uses of civi-

man.
Ethnobotany is useful as suggesting new lines of modern
manufacture, for example, new methods of weaving goods, as illustrated by
the practical application of the careful studies of pueblo fabrics by Frank H.
Gushing. It is of importance, therefore, to seek out these primitive races and
ascertain the plants which they have found available in their economic life,
in order chat perchance the valuable properties they have utilized in their
wild life may fill some vacant niche in our own, may prove of value in time
of need or when tlie population of America becomes so dense as to require
lized

.

.

.

the utilization of

all of

our natural resources.'

NEGLECTED OPPOETUNITIES
That we have had

in the past exceptional opportunities for ob-

taining aboriginal jalant lore, which we have failed to recognize,
disdained to accept, or neglected to improve, is well shown by an
incident narrated in his journal by the great botanical explorer,

Bradbury, in the beginning of the nineteenth century. How much
information might then have been obtained which is no longer available
In 1809 Bradbury accompanied a trading expedition up the
Missouri Eiver as far as the villages of the Arikara.
!

proceeded along the bluffs [in the vicinity of the Omaha village which was
where Homer, Dakota County. Nebr.. now is] and
was very successfiil in my researches, but had not been long employed when
He came up and shook hands with
I saw an old Indian galloping toward me.
I

at that time near the place

'

Harshberger, Phytogeographic Influences In the Arts and Industries of American

Aborigines,

p.

26.

"

ETHNIC BOTANY

QHMOEE]

me and, pointing to the plants I liad collected,
to wliich I replied, " Ne pas bon." He then said,
plied, " Oui."
He again shook liands and rode
through the village

I

was stopped by

a

group of

55
said,

"

Bon pour manger?

"Bon pour medicine?" I reOn my return
away.
squaws, who invited me very
.

.

.

liimlly into tlieir lodges, calling me Wakendaya^ (physician).
I declined accepting their invitation, showing them that the san was near isetting. and that
They then invited me to stay
it would iie night before 1 could reach the boats.

night
of which

all

;

this also
I

found

I

declined, but suffered

tliey

them

to

examine

my

plants, for all

had names.'

ETHNIC BOTANY
In savage and barbarous life the occupation of first importance
the quest of food. In the earliest times people had to possess a
practical working knowledge of plants with regard to their utilization for food; those which were edible, those by which shift could
be made at need to avert famine, and those which on account of
deleterious properties must be avoided at all times, came to be known
is

by experience of

all

the people in their range.

In the process of experiment some plants would be found which,
though not proving useful for food, would disclose properties which
could be used as correctives of unhealthy conditions of the body;
some would be foimd to allay fevers, some to stimulate certain functions, others having the effect to stop hemorrhage, and so on.
Certain persons in every tribe or social group, from taste and
habit, would come to possess a fund of such knowledge, and to these
all simpler folk, or those more occupied with other things, would
resort.
These wise ones then would know how to add the weight
and dignity of ceremony and circumstance so that the laity should
not fail to award due appreciation to the possessors of such knowledge; thus arose the rituals connected with the uses and the teaching of the same. Persons who desired to acquire such knowledge
applied to those who possessed it, and if of approved character and
prudence they, upon presentation of the customary fees or gifts,
were duly instructed. These primitive professors of botany would
then conduct their disciples on private excursions to the haunts of
the pfants and there impart to them the knowledge of the characteristics and habits, ecologic relations, and geographic di.stribution
of the plants, together with their uses, methods, and time of gathering, preserving, and preparing for medicinal use, and the proper
way to apply them.
' Bradbury must have been mistaken as to the meaning of tbc people or have misunderstood the term used, because the Omaha word for " physician " is warathe.
The
word irakn''dnpi means "something supernatural." This may be the word Bradbury
heard and has given as wakendatja, or he may have misunderstood some other word.
No such word as wakendana has been found by me in the Omaha language.
'^Bradbury, Travels in the Interior of America, p. 75.
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Besides this body of special plant lore there was also a great deal
of knowledge of plants in general and their
range, habits, and habitat,

diffused

among

common uses, their
common people.

the

There was also a body of folk sayings and myths alluding
commonlj' known.

to plants

INFLUENCE OF FLORA ON HUMAN ACTIVITIES AND
CULTURE
The dominant character of the vegetation of a region is always an
important factor in shaping the culture of that region, not only
directly by the raw materials which it supplies or withholds, but
indirectly also through the floral influence on the fauna. The chase
of the buffalo with all tliat it entailed in habits of domestic life, instrumentalities and forms of government, industrial activities, and
religious rites, was direct!}' related to the prairie and phiins formations of vegetation.
The food staples, the style of housebuilding,
and forms of industry were quite dift'erent in the prairie region from
what they were in the eastern woodland regions, and in the desert
region of the Southwest they were different from either of the first
two regions.
The Dakota came into the prairie region from the east in the lake
region, impelled by the onset of the Chippewa, who had the advantage of firearms acquired from the French. In the lake region
they had as the most important article of vegetal food the gi-ain of
Zizania aqu<itica.
As they migrated westward the quantity of
Zizania diminished and the lack had to be supplied by substitution
of something which the prairie might afford. One of the food plants
of greatest importance they found on the prairie is Psoralea esculenta-.
The Dakota name of the wild rice, Zizania aqimtica.. is /)«?'"
and of Psoralea esciilcnta is t-ips!"na. From the etymology of these
two names Dr. J. R. Walker, of Pine Ridge, has suggested that the
second is derived from the first, indicating the thought of its usefulness as a food in place of what had Ijeen the plant of greatest importance in the food supply of the region formerly inhabited by this
people. Doctor Walker offers this suggestion only as a possible explanation of the derivation of tipsi"n-a.
Ti"ta is the Dakota word
for "prairie"; na is a suffix diminutive. It is suggested, then, that
in frpsi"na we have a compound from f!''ta-psi'"-na.
This seems a
]ilausible explanation. It need not implj' that Psoralea was thought
to be like Zizania, but only that it was a little plant of the prairie,
//"/«, which served a use like to that of Z/26f« /«.//«'".
This is probably
a case in point, but whether so or not, instances could be cited of the
influence of A'egetation on language, as in case of some names of
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months, Wa^hushtecha-sha-ici, Red Strawberry moon i. e., the
moon (hmar month) when strawberries are red ripe, the name of
the month of June in the Dakota calendar.
The prevalence of certain plants often gave origin to place names.
As examples of such names may be cited the Omaha name of Logan
Creek, tributary of the Elkhorn Eiver, Taspa^-hi-hafe-ke (meaning
Another instance is the Omaha
name of Loup River, which is Nv^fa^-ke (river where nu abounds).

river where clumps of Crataegus are)

.

Glycine apios. The Omaha name of Little
Maa-ozhi-ke (river full of cottonwoods, maa).
The character of the flora of a region has its effect on the style
of architecture. The tribes of the eastern woodlands had abundance
of timber for building, so their houses were log structures or frames
covered with bark. In Neliraska, where the forest growth was very
limited, the dwelling was the earth lodge, a frame of timbers
thatched with prairie grass and covered with earth.
A people living with nature, and largely dependent upon nature,
will note with care every natural aspect in their environment. Accustomed to observe through the days and the seasons, in times of
stress and of repose, every natural feature, they will watch for every
sign of the impending mood of nature, every intimation of her favor
and every monition of her austerity. Living thus in daily association with the natural features of a region some of the more notable will assume a sort of personality in the popular mind, and so
come to have place in philosophic thought and religious ritual.
Throughoiit the range of the Plains tribes they saw everywhere
the Cottonwood, the willow, and the cedar. These trees by their appearance impressed the imagination of the primitive mind. The
cedar, appearing to be withdrawn into lonely places, and standing
dark and still, like an Indian with his robe drawn over his head
in prayer and meditation, seemed to be in communion with the
Higher Powers. The willow was always found along the watercourses, as though it had some duty or function in the world in
connection with this element so imperatively and constantly needful
to man and to all other living forms. The cottonwood they found
in such diverse situations, appearing always so self-reliant, showing
such prodigious fecundity, its lustrous young leaves in springtime
by their sheen and by their restlessness reflecting the splendor of the
sun like the dancing ripples of a lake, that to this tree also they
ascribed mystery. This peculiarity of the foliage of the cottonwood
is quite remarkable, so that it is said the air is never so still that
there is not motion of cottonwood leaves.
Even in still summer
afternoons, and at night when all else was still, they could ever hear
the rustling of cottonwood leaves by the passage of little vagrant
A^u

is

the

Omaha name of

Blue River

is
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And

air.

Higher Powers,

[eth. ann. 33

the winds themselves were the paths of the

so they

were constantly reminded of the mystic

character of this tree.

The Sacred

Omaha

Pole,

Nation, was

an object of the greatest veneration

made

to

the

of cottonwood.

These three trees will serve as examples of plants to which mysis ascribed and which had symbolism in the rituals of religion.
In the chapter on the aboriginal uses of plants, where the plants are
listed according to taxonomic order, several others will be found.
It will be found that the sense of beauty and the pleasure-giving
arts will, with every people, find outlet and expression by means of
the natural products of their own region. Much of the enjoyment
of art arises from association. The tribes of Nebraska found within
their range many plants yielding pigments to gratify the love of
color; they also found many plants whose leaves or seeds yield
fragrance. All of these scents are clean and wholesome and redolent
of the pure outdoors and freshness of breezes from nature's garden
and the farthest removed from any suggestion of hothouse culture
and of the moiling of crowds. By a whiif of any of these odors one
is mentally carried, by the power of association and suggestion, to
the wide, quiet spaces, where the mind may recover fi'om throngsickness and distraction of the multitude and regain power and

tery

poise.

Native plants of the region also furnished the materials for perit is noteworthy that it has not been found
that flowers were used for this purpose by any of the tribes of the
plains.
It was often remarked that the people admired the wild
flowers in their natural state, but they never plucked them. However, beads and pendants were made from many seeds.
sonal adornment, although

INFLUENCE OF HUMAN POPULATION ON FLOEA
It

would be most interesting

if

we could determine with any degree

of accuracy the efficient factors in the redistribution of vegetation

over the ice-devastated region after the glacial retreat.
like to

know

We

should

the distance, velocity, and direction, and the active

agents, eolian, hydrographic, faunal,

currents in the resurgence of floral

and anthropic, of the various

life

over the region formerly ice

covered.

We see the results of human agency as a factor in plant migration
veiy clearly in the introduction into this State of a number of plants
since the advent of Europeans.
Some species introduced here are
indigenous on the Atlantic seaboard, some have been brought from
EurojDe and naturalized in the Eastern States, and thence brought

GILMORE]
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here by immigrants from those States; other species, for instance
Sahola pestifcr (Russian thistle), have been introduced directly from

Europe.

Verbascum thapsus (mullein), Arctium Trdnus (burdock), Leontodon taraxacum (dandelion), and many other weeds now very common, are of recent introduction by this means, besides many plants
purposely introduced by the white settlers, such as Nepeta cataria
(catnip), Roripa armoracia (horseradish), and other herbaceous
plants, and fruit and timber trees, vines, and shrubs.
Although these sources of plant immigration into Nebraska are
recognized, the human factor in plant distribution prior to the
European advent is not so obvious and may not have suggested itself
to most of my readers. But the people of the resident tribes traveled
extensively and received visitors from distant tribes. Their wants
required for various purposes a great number of species of plants
from mountain and plain and valley, from prairie and from woodland, from regions as remote from each other as the Rio CJrande and
the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence.
Their cultivated plants were all probably of Mexican origin, comprised in the Cuc'whita.ceae (squashes, pumpkins, gourds, and watermelons), Phaseolus vulgaris (garden bean) in 15 or more varieties,
Zea mays (corn) in five general types aggregating from 15 to 20
varieties, and their tobacco, N'wotiwna quad rival vis.
But besides these known plant immigrants already carried into Nebraska by human agency before the advent of Europeans, certain facts
lead me to believe that some plants not under cultivation, at least in
the ordinary sense, owe their presence here to human transportation, either designed or undesigned.
Parts of certain plants, and in
most cases the fruits or fruiting parts, were desired and used for their
fragrance, as the seeds of Aquilegia canadensis, the fruiting tops of
Thalictrtim, purpurascens, the entire plant of Galium, triflorum^ the
fruits of
ftstulosa.

lea\es and tops of Monarda
of these easily might be, and probably were, unde-

Zanthoxylwm americanum, and

Any

signedly distributed by the movements of persons carrying them.
Desirable fruits were likely carried from camp to camp and their
seeds dropped in a viable condition often in places favorable to their

growth. Malus ioensis is found in Iowa and on the west side of the
Missouri River in the southeast part of Nebraska, but nowhere higher
up the Missouri on the west side except on a certain creek flowing
into the Niobrara from the south near the line between Knox County
and Holt County. The Omaha and Ponca call this creek Apple
Creek on that account. The original seed, so far from their kind,
probably reached this place in camp kitchen refuse.
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and Lobelia cardinalis are both found in certain rePawnee domain. Acorus is exceedingly
by the Pawnee, and also by the other triljes, for medici-

Acortis calamus

stricted areas within the old

highly i^rized
nal use, and by the Pawnee especially for ritualistic religious use.
Also its seeds wei'e used for beads. Seeds obtained originally at a
place far distant might have been lost in the margins of streams, and
so have been introduced unwittingly. Moreover, seeds or living roots
might have been brought purposely and set by the priests and doctors
without the knowledge of the laity. Thus this plant may have been
introduced to the few jDlaces where it is now to be found in Nebraska
either with or without design. At all events it appears most probable
that it was introduced by human agency. It is significant that the
isolated areas where it is found are comparatively near old Pawnee
village sites. Lobelia was a plant to which mystic power in love affairs was attributed. It was used in making love charms. Of course
the methods and formulae for compounding love medicines were not

known

employ such a charm must
it and must pay the
fees and follow the instructions of his counsellor. In order to have the
medicine convenient the wise ones might very naturally think of trying to introduce it to grow in their own country. Quite naturally,
too, its introduction, if accomplished, would be secretly effected. Adto everyone, so a person desiring to

resort to

some one reputed

to

have knowledge of

is contrary to the professional code.
In another place the recent dissemination of MeJUofus is discussed.
When the Pawnee were removed from Nebraska to Oklahoma they
carried with them seeds from Nebraska, their mother country, to the
land, foreign to them, which circumstances they had no power to conBesides the seeds of their cultivated
trol caused them to colonize.
crops they carried stores of dried fruits as part of their food supply.
Among these were quantities of dried plums, often dried entire without pitting. At the present time there are thickets of Prwnus americana wherever are seen the lodge rings of the original earth lodges
which they first occupied when they went to Oklahoma. This fact I
observed when I visited that tribe in pursuit of information in their
plant lore. From consideration of such facts as are here demonstrated I am of the opinion that human occupation and activities
were more or less efficient factors in the distribution of plants in Nebraska as found by the first comers of the European race.
The most casual observer can perceive that Europeans, since their
advent, have greatly changed the flora by introducing new species
and depleting the numbers of some and augmenting the numbers
of certain other species. A very great depletion has occurred in the
grassland flora by reason of the large areas in which the original
Other areas
flora has been completely exterminated by the plow.

vertising
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have been overgrazed until the original balance of vegetation has
been destroyed by the unnatural competition induced among the
native species as well as by the added competitive factor of introduced species. Thus many pasture lands may now be seen in which
hard and bitter species, such as Solidago rig'uJa and Vemonla
fasciculata, not desired by grazing animals, have inordinately increased.
Not only have some species of the natural prairie flora
been thus decreased and others increased, but the woodland flora
has been considerably augmented not only by artificial planting,
but also by attendant protection of the natural increase, which
protection has been in some instances intentional and in others only
coincidental.

The introduction and dissemination
the

human

human agency

of species by

It remains to notice

in aboriginal time has been discussed already.

factor in depletion of certain species

and augmentation

Probably the chief means
of others prior to European advent.
employed by the tribes, affecting the floral balance, was that of
Their habit of firing the grasslands was effective in retarding
advance of woodland with all its associate flora and very
probably even drove back the forest line and exterminated some
ai'eas which, previous to any human occupancy, had been possessed
by forest growth.
fire.

the

TAXONOMIC LIST OF PLAXTS USED BY INDIANS OF
THE MISSOURI RIVER REGION
^

Protophyceae and Ztgophyceae

Without

specification of genera or even of orders

to say that a green stain for decoration of

it

is sufficient

implements made of

wood was obtained from masses of the green aquatic vegetation popknown as "pond scum " or " frog spit." The green substance
used by the people of the tribes for the purpose of making a green
idarly

stain, obtained

by them from sluggish streams and ponds, doubtless

consisted of colonies of Protococcus, Vlothrkc, Chaetophora, Sjnro-

gyra,

etc.

Agaricaceae
Bull. Elm Cap.
used for food by the tribes acquainted with it.
When young and tender it is most delicious. It grows in decayed
spots on Acer negimdo and Vlmus sp. The writer discovered its use

Pleurotcs ttlmarius
This fungus

is

for food among the peojale of the Dakota Nation. Some women were
gathering it in a grove of boxelder near the place where the Cannonball River flows into the Missouri River, and they gave information
^

See glossary of plant names,

p.

139.
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Tliey were looking for it in decayed spots caused by
tapping the trees for the purpose of sugar making, for these people
still make sugar from the sap of the boxelder.
as to its use.

POLYPORACEAE
POLTSTICTUS VERSICOLOR (L.) Fr.
CAa" na!"h'pa (Dakota), "tree ears"

'

(ch-a",

BRACKET FUNGI

wood or

tree; 7ia."kpa,

ear).

The Dakota

use this fungus for food

when young and

tender, ex-

cept specimens growing on ash trees (Fraxinus), which they say

They

are bitter.

ai'e

prepared by boiling.

USTILAGINACEAE
UsTiLAGO MATDis (DC.) Cda.

Wahaia

Kthi

Com

(Omaha-Ponca)

;

SMUTS

Smut.

literally,

"corn sores" or "blis-

ters " (irahaha. corn).

This fungus was used for food by both

Omaha and Pawnee.

For

this purpose the spore fruits were gathered as soon as they appeared,

while firm and white, and boiled.

They were

said to be very good.

Lycoperdaceae

puitballs

LtcopErdon gemmatum Batsch., Calvatia cyathaformis (Bosc.)
Morg., BovisTA PLUMBEA Pers. Puffball.
Hokshi chekpa (Dakota), "baby's navel" {hoJcshi, baby; ckekpa,
navel).

The Pawnee name

is

Kaho

rahik

(kaho, the

when it is used as
mushrooms, commonly designated

old), descriptive of

it

in the stage

name

-j-

rahdk,

a styptic.

puifballs, were
The prairie
gathered and kept for use as a styptic for any wounds, especially
for application to the umbilicus of newborn infants. From its universal application to this use among the Dakota is derived their name
for the puffball. In the young stage it is used for food. It is used
While white and
also as a styptic by the Ponca and the Omaha.
firm, before the spores formed, it was sometimes roasted for food
by the Omaha, but this use was unknown to my informant among

the Dakota.

Helvellaceae

MoRCHELLA ESCULENTA

(L.) Pers.

Morcl.

Mikai Kthi (Oniaha-Ponca), "star sore" {mikai, star;
They are much esteemed for food and are eaten boiled.

fifh?,

sore).

"
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Parmeliaceae

Paemelia borreri Turn.

Lichen.

CJui^ wiziye (Dakota).

USNEACEAE

UsNEA BARBATA Hoffm.

Lichen.

Cha:" wisiye (Dakota).

This lichen and the preceding one are by the Dakota used in the
same way and given the same name. They were used to make a
yellow dyQ for porcupine quills; for this purpose the lichens were
boiled and the quills dipped in the resulting liquid.

Equisetaceae
Equisettjm
Ma'^de

{ma^de,

Horsetail, Scouring Rush, Snakegrass, Joint Eush.
(Omaha-Ponca), " to-make-a-bow-smooth

sp.

idhe

shnaha.

bow shnaha,
;

.to

smooth

;

idhe carries the idea of pur-

Designated also shangga wathate because horses
(shangga) eat it with avidity.
Pakarut (Pawnee).
It was used by these tribes for polishing, as we use sandpaper.
Winnebago children sometimes made whistles of the stems, but the
older people warned them not to do so lest snakes should come.
pose or use).

PiNACEAE

CONIFERS

PiNus MURRAYANA Orcg. Com. Lodgepolc Pine.
Wasi (Dakota).
While not indigenous to Nebraska, this tree was known and prized
for use as tipi poles. The tribes of eastern Nebraska made trips to
obtain

it

in its habitat or traded for it with their western neighbors.

JtJNiPERUs viRGiNiANA L. Cedar.
Hante or Knnte sha (Dakota) sha, " red."
;

Maazi (Omaha-Ponca).
Tawatsaako (Pawnee).
The fruits are known as hante itika, " cedar eggs." The fruits
and leaves were boiled together and the decoction was used internally
for coughs. It was given to horses also as a remedy for coughs.
For a cold in the head twigs were burned and the smoke inhaled, the
burning twigs and the head being enveloped in a blanket. Because
the cedar tree
'•

is

sacred to the mythical thunderbird, his nest being

in the cedar of the western mountains," cedar

boughs were put on
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ward off lightning, " as white men put up lightning
said.
informant
rods," my
1849-50
Asiatic cholera was epidemic among the Teton
year
In the
Oglala
were
encamped at that time where Pine Ridge
The
Dakota.
the tipi poles to

Agency now is. Many of the people died and others scattered in a
Red Cloud, then a young man, tried various treatments,
panic.
This was drunk and was used
finally a decoction of cedar leaves.
proved
to
have
and
is
said
a cure.
for
bathing,
also
for
name
the
cedar
is numzi.
Cedar twigs
Omaha-Ponca
The
were used on the hot stones in the vapor bath, especially in purificatory rites. J. Owen Dorsey ^ says, " In the Osage traditions, cedar
symbolizes the tree of life." Francis La Flesche'' says:

An

ancient cedar pole was also In the keeping of the We'shV^sMe gens,
This veneralile object was once the
in the Tent of War.
In creation myths the cedar is
central figure in rites that have been lost.

and was lodged

associated with the advent of the

human

race

other myths connect this tree

;

The thunder birds were said to live " in a forest of
with the thunder.
cedars ..." There is a tradition that in olden times, in the spring after
the first thunder had sounded, in the ceremony which then took place this
Cedar Pole was painted and anointed at the great tribal festival held while
ou the buffalo hunt.

As

a

remedy

for nervousness

and bad dreams the Pawnee used

the smoke treatment, burning cedar twigs for the purpose.

Typhaceae

Ttpha

latifolta L.

(PI.

Cat-tail.

Wihuta-hu (Dakota)

;

1, h.)

wikuta, "the bottom of a tipi " {hn, plant-

body, herb, shrub, or tree; in a Dakota plant name hu signifies
"plant," as does hi in the Omaha language).
Wahxih'' igaskonthe (Omaha-Ponca); wahaha, corn; Iffaskonfhc,
similar, referring to the appearance of the floral spikes sj'nchronously with the matiu-ing of the corn.

Ksho-ki" (Winnebago) ksho, prairie chicken, hi", feather. The
plucked down resembles in color and texture the finer feathers
;

of the prairie chicken.

Hawahaum (Pawnee).
Kirit-tach.ai'ush
itch)

;

eyes if

so
it

(Pawnee), "eye itch"

named because

the flying

(kirit,

down

tacharush,

eye;

causes itching of the

gets into them.

The down was used

to

make

infants, to prevent chafing, as

dressings for burns and scalds; on

we

use talcum; and as

a

filling for

pillows and padding for cradle boards and in quilting baby wrappings.

Pieces of the stem were essential elements in
'

Slouan Cults,

"

Fletcbcr and La Flesche, The

p.

391.

Omaha

Tribe, pp. 457-458.
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ceremonial object, of the Omaha and Ponca known as nlniba weawa/n,
used in the Wawan ceremony. In a family in which the birth of
a child was expected the women busied themselves in collecting a
great quantity of the down of Typha, in a mass of whicli was laid

newborn infant; that which adhered after drying the mother
removed by manipulation after moistening with milk from her
breasts. Cotton fabrics were unknown to the Plains tribes previous
to the coming of white traders, hence, instead of cotton diapers, pads
of cat-tail down were used for the purpose by the mothers in these

the

tribes.

AlilSMACEAE
SAGrrTAEL\ LATiFOLiA WiUd.
Pshitola (Dakota )

(PI. lA.)

Arrowleaf.

(Omaha-Ponca).

Si"

,

Si"-poro (Winnebago).

Kirit (Pawnee), " cricket " (from the likeness of the tuber to the
form of a cricket) known also as kifs-kaf, "standing in water,"
;

the tuber being termed kirit.

By

all these tribes the tubers were used for food, prepared by boilor
roasting. The Pawnee must have some other use for the plant
ing
because an old medicine-man showed excited interest when he saw a

my

specimen in
the use

Omaha myth,

In the

taria {Si^)

Went

collection, but he did not

communicate to me what

is.

" Ishtinike

and the Four Creators," Sagitmyth " How the Big Turtle

mentioned,^ also in the

War." 2

to

Peter

is

Kalm

^

in 1749

mentions Saglttaria as a food plant among

the Algonquian Indians:

name of a plant, tlie root of which they were
... It grows in low, muddy, and very wet
ground. The root is oblong, commonly an inch and a half long, and one inch
and a quarter broad in the middle; but some of the roots have been as
big as a man's fists.
The Indians either boiled this root or roasted It in
Katniss

is

another Indian

likewise accustomed

to

eat,

Their katniss is an arrow-head or Sagitiaria, and is only a
.
.
variety of the Swedish arrow-head or Sagitiaria sagittifolia, for the plant above
hot ashes.

the ground

.

is

entirely the same, but the root under

American than

iu the

in the

European.

Mr. Osbeck,

ground

mentions that the Chinese plant a Sar/ittaria, and eat
undoubtedly to be a variety of this katniss.
1

Dorsey, 0cgiha Language, p. 554.
(The translator mistranslated
p. 250.

^ Ibid,

si'^

"wild

"

Peter Kalm.

Travels into North America,

74936° —19—33 eth

5

Tol.

i,

p.

its

rice."

rice is Si" tiranintJe.)

386,

is

much

greater

voyage to China,
This seems
roots.

in his

Si" is Sagitiaria ; wild

.
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POACEAE
Slough Grass.

Spartina michattxiana Hitchc.

Sidu-M (Omaha-:Ponca).
This plant, which grows in all the swales of eastern Nebraska,
was used as thatching to su^Dport the earth covering of the lodges in
the permanent villages.

Savastana odorata

Sweet Grass.

(L.) Scribn.

Wachanga (Dakota.)
Peshe zonsta (Omaha-Ponca).
Manuska (Winnebago).
Ka taaru (Pawnee )
Sweet grass is found in northeastern Nebraska, and more abundantly northward and eastward. It was used for perfume and was
burned as an incense in any ceremony or ritual to induce the presence of good influences or benevolent powers, while wild sage, a
species of Artemisia, was burned to exorcise evil influences or malevolent powers. It was an essential element in the objects used in the
"Wawan ceremony of the Omaha and Ponca. According to J. Owen
Dorsey, wachanga

one of the plants used in connection with the

is

sun dance.^

On Palm Sundays

old Dakotas,

members of the church, when they

have received palms at the church, carry them home and tie sweet
grass with them when they put them up in their houses. At the
present time, it is said, some of the old jjeople still carry sweet grass
to church for the Palm Sunday service. This is from the old-time
association of sweet grass with sacred ceremonies and things holy.
When Chief Welkie, of the Pembina band of the Chippewa tribe,
made a treaty of peace with the Dakota tribe the ceremony included
the smoking of a pipe of tobacco mixed with sweet grass. This was,
no doubt, with the idea of summoning all good powers as witnesses
and helpers in concluding the desired peace.

Panicum virgatum L. Switch
Hade loathazhnlnde (Ponca).

On

Grass.

up the meat the people were careful
on grass of this species in head, because the glomes
of the spikelets would adhere to the meat and afterwards would stick
in the throat of one eating it.
the buffalo hunt, in cutting

to avoid laying

it

^

Stipa spartea Trin.
Grass.

Porcupine Grass. Spanish Needles, Needle

(PI. 2.)

Mika-hl (Omaha-Ponca), " comb plant" {mlka, comb).
Pitsuts (Pawnee), "hairbrush"; or Paari pitsuts, Pawnee hairbrush.
1

Simian Cults,

p.

454.
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The stiff awns of this grass were firmly bound into a bundle, from
which the pointed grains were burned off, leaving a brush used for
dressing the hair. This brush was used also in a certain part of the
ceremony heretofore mentioned as the Wawan of the Omaha-Ponca,
the Hako^ of the Pawnee.

•

ZizAxiA AQUATiCA L. Wild Rice, Indian Rice. (PI. 3.)
Ps^" (Dakota).
Si^waninda. (Omaha-Ponca).
Si" (Winnebago).
The range of wild rice is very extensive throughout the North
Temperate Zone. It is found in the shallow lakes of the Sand Hills of
Nebraska, still more northeastward in the lake region of Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and Michigan, and northward into Canada. This cereal
was an important part of the dietary of the tribes of Nebraska, but
not in so great a degree as with the tribes of the lake regions toward the northeast. It would seem worth while to raise wild rice
in any lakes and marshy flood plains in our State not otherwise
productive, and so add to our food resources.
From trial I can
say that it is very palatable and nutritious and, to my taste, the

most desirable
characterizes

cereal

it

have. A quotation from a consular report
most nutritious cereal in America." ^ The
on wild rice and its use among the aboriginal

we

as " the

most exhaustive treatise
tribes is that by Dr. A. E. Jenks.'

Zea mays L. Maize, Indian Corn.
WaTuruiheza (Dakota) Teton dialect, wagmeza.
Wahdba (Omaha-Ponca).
;

.

.

Nihits (Pawnee).

Maize was cultivated by all the tribes of Nebraska. Native informants say they had all the general types dent corn, flint corn,
flour corn, sweet corn, and pop com and that of most of these types
they had .several varieties. They maintained the purity of these
varieties from generation to generation by selecting typical ears for
seed and by planting varieties at some distance from each other.
They raised considerable quantities, part of which was preserved by
drying in the green stage, while the rest was allowed to ripen. The
ripe corn was prepared by pounding to a meal, by parching (sometimes by parching and then grinding), by hulling with lye from
ashes to make hominy, and in various other ways. Maize comprised
"
a large part of the food gupply. Corn was regarded as " mother
among the Nebraska tribes who cultivated it.

—

;

1

Plotcher.

*The
Pt. 2.

The Hako,

p. 220.
1013. p. 80.
Wild Rice Gatlierers of tlie

'Outlook,

May

10,

Upper

Lal^es, in

Nineteenth Rep. Bur. Amcr. Ethn.,
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When

the corn

was approaching maturity, and blackbirds made

depredations on the

Omaha

[eth. ann. 33

fields,

the

men

of the Wazhinga-thatazhi siihgens

chew up some grains of corn and spit the
chewed corn around over the field. Tiiis action was supposed to
keep the birds from doing any further damage.^
In the Omaha suligens, the Wazhinga-thatazhi ("those who eat no
small birds"), the people feared to eat the first mature ears lest the
small birds, particularly blackbirds, should come and devour the
of the

tribe used to

rest of the crop.-

A

white leaf appearing in a cornfield was hailed with joy by the
as a portent of a bountiful crojj for tlie year and of abundance of meat at the next buffalo hunt.
Among the Omaha if a murderer passed near a field it was feared
the effect would be to blight the crop. Some time in the latter half
of the nineteenth century a murderer, having passed his term of
exile for his crime, was returning to his people. As he approached
he was warned away from the fields by their owners. This individual was a mystery man (" medicine man ") and as such was considered to possess supernatural power, or to be able to enlist the aid of
supernatural powers by certain prayers and songs; hence as he came
by the fields he sang a song to the powers to avert the disastrous effect
on the crop, which otherwise his pi'esence might incur. Of this he

Omaha

assured the people to quiet their fears of blight on their crop.
Corn silks were gathered and, after being dried in the sun, were

away for use as food. To this end the dried corn silks were
grouhd with parched corn, and, it is said, gave sweetness to the
compound.
Our European race little appreciates the great number and variety
of corn food products made by the American tribes. No attempt is
stored

here

made even

to give a full list of such products.

Andropogon fuecatus Muhl.
Hade-zMde (Omaha-Ponca), "red hay" {hade, hay; shide, red).
This grass, the most common in the meadows and prairies of the
State, was ordinarily used to lay on the poles to support the earth
covering of the lodges. The stiff, jointed stems are termed in the
Omaha-Ponca language peska. These were often used by little
boys in play to make arrows for their toy bows. In making arrows
of the stems of this wild grass small boys of the Arikara, Mandan,
and Hidatsa tribes would commonly insert a thorn of Crataegus sp.
(thorn apple) for an arrow point. With such arrows to their little
bows they would train themselves to skill in archery by shooting
frogs. The first field matron to the Omaha taught the women to knit.
One woman, Ponka-sa° , lost her needles and imisrovised a set from
' Dorsey, Omaha Sociology, p. 238.
"Dorsey, Siouan Cults, p. 402.
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White Horse, an old medicine-man of the Omaha, told me of
a remedial use of Andropogon which he had obtained by purchase
from an Oto medicine-man. A decoction of the lower blades of this
grass chopped fine was drunk in cases of general debility and languor without definitely known cause. The same decoction was used
peslca.

bathing in case of fevers, for this purpose a cut being made
on the top of the head to which the decoction was applied. The people had great dread of fevers because of the evil effect they were supposed to have on the mind; this no doubt was because of delirium
which often accompanies fever.
also for

Cyperaceae
SciRPUS VALiDus Vald. Bulrush.
Psa (Dakota).
Sa-hi (Omaha-Ponca).
Sistat (Pawnee).
The tender white part at the base of the stem of the bulrush was
eaten fresh and raw by the Dakota. The stems were used to weave
A medicine-man of the Pawnee
into matting by all the tribes.
evinced lively interest when he saw a specimen in my collection, but
did not communicate any information about it, a fact from which I
infer

it

has some ceremonial use.

Araceae

Arisaematriphyllum (L.) Torr. Jack-in-the-pulpit. (PI. 4.)
Mikasi-maka" (Omaha-Ponca), "coyote medicine."
medicine (or herb)
Nikso koronk kaktsii, nitawau (Pawnee)
kahtsu; that bears, nitawau; what resembles, kororik; an ear of
corn, nikso. The name is strikingly descriptive of the ripened
;

fruit.

This plant is used medicinally by the Pawnee. When a Pawnee
medicine-man saw my specimen he evinced lively interest and
showed me a bag containing the pulverized corm, but was unwilling
Another Pawnee medicine-man, however, told
to tell me its use.
me of its use in treating headache by dusting on the top of the head

and on the temples.
The corm was pulverized and applied as a counterirritant for
rheumatism and similar pains, as irritant plasters are used by white
people.
to

The seeds of this plant were put
make rattles.

into gourd shells by the

Pawnee

AcoRus CALAMUS L.

Sweet Flag, Calamus.
Si"kpe-ta-wote (Dakota), " muskrat food "
food).

(ot''A;/)c,

muskrat

;

icote,

:

.
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Oinaha-Ponca )

MaJ^ka^-kereli (Winnebago).

Kahtshaitu (Pawnee)

ktthtsii, medicine; ha, in water; itu, l.ving.
All the tribes hold this plant in very high esteem. It was used
;

was drunk for fever, and the rootstock
chewed as a cough remedy and as a remedy for toothache. For
colic an infusion of tlie pounded root stock was drunk.
As
a remedy for colds the rootstock was chewed or a decoction was
drunk, or it was used in the smoke treatment. In fact, this part of
the jjlant seems to have been regarded as a panacea. AVhen a hunting party came to a place where the calamus grew the young men
gathered the green blades and braided them into garlands, which
they wore round the neck for their pleasant odor. It was ojie of
the plants to which mystic powers were ascribed. The blades were
used also ceremonially for garlands. In tlie mystery ceremonies of
as a carminative, a decoction

•was

the

Pawnee are songs about the calamus.

Among

the Teton Dakota in old times warriors chewed the root-

stock to a paste, which they rubbed on the face to prevent excitement

and fear

in the presence of the enemy.

Com M ELI NACEAE
Tradescantia virginica L. Spiderwort, Spider Lily. (PI. 5, a.)
This is a cliarmingly beautiful and delicate flower, deep blue in
color, with a tender-bodied plant of graceful lines. There is no more
appealingly beautiful flower on the western prairies than this one
when it is sparkling with dewdrops in the light of the first beams of
the rising sun. There is about it a suggestion of purity, freshness,

and daintiness.
Wlien a young man of the Dalcota Nation

is

in love,

and walking

alone on the prairie he finds this flower blooming, he sings to it a
song in which he personifies it with the qualities of his sweetheart's

character as they are called to his mind by the characteristics figuratively displayed by the flower before him. In his mind the beauties

of the flower and of the girl are nnitually transmuted and flow together into one image.
The following song, addi-essed to Tradescantia,
the Dakota language by Dr. A.
"

Wee

little

McG. Beede
dewy

tlower,

So blessed and so shy,
Thou'rt dear to me. and for

My

love for thee I'd die."

is

translated from
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LiLIACEAE

Wild Onion.

Allium mutabile Michx.
PsAi" (Dakota).
]\Ia"zho"ka- mantanaha

(

Omaha-Ponca )

Shi^hop (Winnebago).
Osidiwa (Pawnee).
Since the introduction of the cultivated onion the wild onion is
known to the Pawnee as Osidiwa tsitschiks, " native o-sidiica."
All the species of wild onion found within their habitat were used
for food by the Nebraska tribes,

commonly raw and

fresh as a relish,

sometimes cooked as a flavor for meat and soup, also fried.

Erythronitjm mesochoreuji Knerr and E. albidum Nutt. Spring
(PI. 6.)
Lily, Snake Lily.
Fledte-shutsh (Winnebago)
I was informed by Winnebago that children ate them raw with
avidity

when

freshly

LiLIUM UJIBELLATUM

The

dug

in springtime.

Pursll.

flowers of this ))lant, pulverized or chewed, were applied by

the Dakota as an antidote for the bites of a certain small poisonous
brown spider. It is said to relieve the inflammation and swelling

immediately.

Yucca glauca

Nutt.

Soapweed, Spanish Bayonet, Dagger Weed.

(Pis. 7, 8.)

Hupestula (Dakota).
Duwaduwa-hi (Omaha-Ponca).
Chahida-lcahtsu or ChaJcila-kahfsu (Pawnee).

was used by the Pawnee and Omaha in the smoke treatment.
the tribes the root was used like soap, especially for
washing the hair. On the high treeless plains the Teton Dakota,
for want of wood for fire-drills, utilized yucca. The hard, shai'ppointed blades were bound together with sinew to make the drill, and
the stem, peeled sind dried, was used as the hearth of the fire-making
apparatus, just as punk was used in the timbered regions.
Yucca leaves were macerated till the fibers were cleared, and,
with the sharp, hard point of the leaf still attached, were twined
into thread. The sharp point was used as a needle.

The

root

By

all

Smilax herbacea L. Jacob's Ladder.
Toshunvk aKuvshke (Winnebago), "otter armlet"

{toshunuk.

otter; aKuvshke, armlet).

The
taste.

fruits

were eaten at times by the

They were

Omaha

for their pleasant

said to be effectual in relieving hoarseness.
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IlUDACEAE

Blue Flag.

Iris versicolor L.
Mal'a"-skithc'^

cine

;

skithe,

in the sense

(PI. 9.)

(Omaha-Ponca), "sweet medicine" {nutl-a", medi"'
sweet) or perhaps in this case meaning not " sweet
,

we

use the word, but " stimulating," as the plant has

a pungent taste.

The

rootstock

was pulverized and mixed

witli water, or

more often

with saliva, and the infusion dropped into tlie ear to cure earache;
A paste was made to apply
it was used also to medicate ej'e-water.
to sores

and

bruises.

Salicaceae
PopuLTTS sARGENTii Dode. Cottonwood. (PI. 5, h.)
Wdffa cha" (Dakota) cha" means " wood " or '' tree."
Maa sho" (Omaha-Ponca), "cotton tree" {sho", wood or tree).
Natahaaru (Pawnee).
The Teton Dakota say that formerly the people peeled the young
sprouts and ate the inner bark because of its pleasant, sweet taste
;

and nutritive

value.

Young cottonwood branches and upper branches

of older trees were provided as forage for their horses and were
said to be as " good for
ers

them

as oats."

White trappers and

travel-

have recorded their observations as to the value of the

cot-

tonwood as forage.
Mystic properties were ascribed to the cottonwood. The Sacred
Pole of the Omaha was made from a cottonwood. This was an object
which seems to have had among that people a function somewhat
similar to that of the

brews.

Among the
the Omaha

Ark

list

of the Covenant

among

the ancient He-

of personal names pertaining to the Ka"za

tribe is that of Maa-zho"' Iloda, Gray Cottongens of
wood. Cottonwood bark was employed as a fuel for roasting the
clays used in making paints for heraldic and symbolic painting of
the skin. A yellow dye was made from the leaf buds in early spring.
A very pretty and interesting use of cottonwood leaves was made by
children in play. Thej^ split a leaf a short distance down from the
tip along the midrib: at equal distances from the tip they tore across

from the margin slightly; then, bending back the margin above the
smoke flaps, and drawing together the leaf-margins
below the rents and fastening them with a splinter or a thorn, they
had a toy tipi. These they made in numbers and placed them in
rents for the

circles like the

camp

circle of their tribe.

Nebraska tribes played thus.
1

It

ishnuld

The

children of

be noted that a number of different plants seem
as makix^-skithe, " sweet medicine."

Omaha and Ponka

all

the

It is interesting to note this manifestato bo

known by

the
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and resourcefulness of the Indian child
environment and providing its own amusement. Children sometimes gathered the cottony fruits of the Cottonwood before they were scattered by the wind and used them as
gum for chewing. In early spring, before the leaves appear, the
waxy buds of the cottonwood were boiled to make yellow dye.
Feathers for pluming arrows were dyed a yellowish color by dipping
in a decoction made by boiling the seed vessels of tliis tree.
Mention has been made already of the use of cottonwood leaves
by little girls in making toy tipis. They were also used to make toy
moccasins. For tliis purpose a rent was made at equal distances on
each side of the leaf about halfway from the tip to the petiole. The
edge of the leaf was now turned down in a line from this rent to the
base then the edges of the leaf from the rent to the tip were brought
together and pinned with a splinter to make the fore part, the edges
of the base were brought together and fastened to make the back
part, and behold
a tiny green moccasin of the pattern common
among the tribes of the plains, the top being turned down at the
tion of the inventive genius

mind thus reacting

to its

;

!

ankle.

young women made another pleasing use of the cottonThe tip of the leaf was put between the lips and the
sides pressed against the nostrils with the thumb and index finger
in such a way that one nostril was quite closed and the other partly so.
Then the breath was expelled through the partly closed nostril, viGirls and

wood

leaf.

brating on the leaf in such a way that very sweet musical notes were
produced, birdlike or flutelike in quality. The effect is most pleasing
to the ear.

The

green, unopened fruits of cottonwood were used by children as

beads and ear pendants in play.

Salix interior Eowlee. Sandbar Willow.
The stems of this willow were peeled and used in basketry by the

Omaha and

other tribes.

Salix sp.
Wa/ipe-popa (Dakota), generic name for willow.
Ri/hi (Winnebago).
Kifapafo (Pawnee).
Poles of willow of various species, overlaid on the heavier timbers
to sustain the thatch covered with earth, were used in the construction of the earth lodge. Small poles of willow were used to form the
frame of the sudatory, or bath lodge. Before European customs
had so far superseded the native tribal customs, willow had its place
in the funeral customs of the Omaha.
On the day of burial, the
fourth day after the death, at the time of starting from the home for

.
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young men, friends of the family of the deaccompany the funeral party to the

the place of interment,

ceased, appeared at the lodge to

They made

parallel gashes in the skin of the forearm, and
between these gashes, they thrust in the stems of
willow twigs leaving these thus depending from the arm. the twigs
were soon bathed in the blood of the young men, who thus attested
to the living their sympathy and condolence, while they sang the
tribal Song to the Spirit. This song is one of joyful cadence rather
than mournftd, because it is a pong of cheer to the departing spirit,
while their blood and tears manifest their sympathetic feeling for the
bereaved

grave.

lifting the skin
;

JUGLANDACEAE

JuGLANs NIGRA L.
Hnna (Dakota)

Black Waluut.
Teton dialect, gma; also by the Teton Dakota
called cha"-sapa, black wood.
Tdage (Omaha-Ponca). Tdage-hi, walnut tree.
Chah (Winnebago). Chak-hu, walnut tree.
Sahtaku (Pawnee).
The nuts were used for food and a black dye was made from the
root. The black walnut {tdage) is mentioned in the myth of "Ishtinike and the Four Creators." ' For food the nuts were eaten plain
or served with honey, or made into soup.
;

HicoRiA OVATA (Mill.) Britton. Hickory Nut.
Cha^su (Dakota). Cha'^su-hu, hickory tree.
AV's^ (Omaha-Ponca). /Vo"si-A/, hickory tree.
Pa'^ja (AVinnebago), nut. Pa"ja-hu, nwitreG.
Sahpakskiisu (Pawnee), skull nut, from the resemblance of the
nut {saht, nut; pakskmu, skull).
The nuts were used for food in the same way as walnuts. Sugar
was made from the sap as from Acer species, and also by boiling
hickory chips.

Betulaceae
CoRYLus AMERICANA Walt.

Uma

(Dakota).

Hazclnut.
ZJmu-hu, hazel bush.

U"zhin.ga (Omaha-Ponca).
U"2hinga-hi, hazel bush.
Huksik (Winnebago
The nuts were used for food as were other nuts, being eaten raw
with honey, or used as body for soup.
)

'

Dorsey, ^egiha Language,

p.

556.

.

..
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Paper or Canoe Birch.

Ta'^pa (Dakota).

Ta"pa-hu, birch tree. Teton dialect ChO^ha sa",
pale-bark {cha"-ha, bark; sa" pale).
The bark, shredded fine, was bound in bundles for torches. It
was used al'so as material for vessels to catch the sap from the
trees in sugar-making time, and for various household utensils.

Fagaceae
QuERCtrs macrocarpa Michx.
ZJskuyecha-hu (Dakota).
Tashka-hl ( Omaha-Ponca )
Chafthke-h u (Winnebago)
Patki-natawaivl (Pawnee)

;

Bur Oak.

patki, acorn; natawawi, bearing.

QuERcus RUBRA L. Red Oak.
Uta (Dakota). Ufa-ku, oak
B u ude-hi ( Omaha-Ponca )

tree.

Nahata-pah-at (Pawnee), "red-tree" {nahata, tree; paJiat, red).
Acorns, especially of Quercus rubra, were used for food. The

and astringent properties were extracted by leaching with
from basswood. The bark of the
root of any species of oak was scraped off and boiled and the decoction given for bowel trouble, especially in children.
bitter

wood

ashes, preferably the ashes

Ulmaceae

Ulmus AMERICANA
Pe (Dakota),

common

L.

" the

White Elm, American Elm.
elm "; pe cha^, " elm wood "; pe ikcheka, " the

elm."

Ezho'^ zho" (Omaha-Ponca), "elm tree," generic
ska, " white elm " {ska, white).

name; ezho" zho^

Taitsako ^aA;a (Pawnee), " white elm " {faitsoko, elm tal'a, white).
The wood was used for fuel forked trees were used for the posts
in building the earth lodge; sections of elm logs were used to make
:

;

huge corn mortars, while the pestles were also made of this wood.
Smaller mortars and pestles of this wood were made for grinding
medicines and perfumes. All these uses applied also to the other
species of elm.

Ulmus thomasi
Pe

Sarg.

Rock Elm.
"bow elm"

(itasipa, bow).
(Omaha-Ponca), " yellow elm " (zi, yellow).
This species and the preceding were both used for saddle trees.
It would seem from the Dakota name that it was formerly used for
making bows, but I have no direct information on that point.

itazipa (Dakota),

Ezko" zho"

zl

;

.
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Slippery Elm or Red Elm.
Pe tututupa (Dakota), or in Teton dialect /?e tutuHu "/>a.
Ezho'^ zMde (Omaha-Ponca), "red elm" {zhkle, red) or ezho''
zhide gthigthule, "slippery red elm" {gthigthide, slippery).
Wakidikidik Winnebago

tJLMtis FUL,VA Michx.

)

(

Taitsako pahat (Pawnee), " red elm " (pahaf, red).
Tlie bark, when weathered for several years till

it

glows with

jihosphorescence in the darkness, was used to catch the spark in firemaking. The fresh inner bark was boiled and the resulting decoction
as a laxative. The Omaha used to cook the inner bark
with buffalo fat in rendering out the tallow. They considered that
the bark gave a desirable flavor to the fat and added a preservative
quality, preventing it from becoming rancid. "Wlien the rendering
was finished the children always asked for the pieces of cooked

was cU'unk

bark, which they-prized as titbits.

The inner bark

fiber

was

also used for

making ropes and

cords.

Celtis occidentalis L. Hackberry.
Yamriumnugapi (Dakota), from yamnumnuga, "to crunch," because animals crunch its berries.

Guhe (Omaha-Ponca).
Wake-warutsh (Winnebago)

,

" raccoon

food "

{wake, raccoon

warutsh, food).

Kaapsit (Pawnee).
Omalia informants say the berries were eaten only casually, but the
Dakota used them as a flavor for meat. For this purpose they
pounded them fine, seeds and all. When they first saw pepper corns
of black pepper, and their use as a condiment when ground, they
likened them to ymnmimnugap! and so they called black pepper
yamnumnugapi loasJiichu", "white man's yamnumnugapi.'''
The Pawnee say they pounded the berries fine, added a little fat,
and mixed them with parched corn. They described the combination
as very good.

MORACEAE

ToxYLON poMiFERUM Raf

Osage Orange, Bois d'Arc.
Zho^-zi-zhu (Omaha-Ponca), "yellow-flesh wood" (zho'\ wood;
,?/, yellow: zhu. flesh).
.

Nakitshu (Pawnee).
This tree was not native to Nebraska, but its wood was used for
making bows whenever it could be obtained. It was gotten whenever
southern trips were made into its range, which is in the southern
part of

Oklahoma; or

tribes of that region.

it

was obtained by

gift or barter

from the
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HUMULTTS AMERICANA Nutt. HopS.
hjuwe (Dakota), but this only means twining, hjxiu^e^ on a
Since its European use in connection with yeast has
tree, cAa".
become known to them they call it wahpe onapoRye; waRpe.,

6'Aff"

" leaves"; onapoRi/e, " to puff up."

Maka^
its

skithe

(Omaha-Ponca), "sweet medicine."

leavening use

it is

Since learning

called in that connection wiunahiKu.

The Teton Dakota steeped the fruits to make a drink to allay
part of the root down 3 or 4 feet in
fevers and intestinal pains.
the ground was called maka'^ skithe, "sweet medicine"; this was

A

chewed and applied to wounds, either alone or in combination with
the root of Phijsalls lanceolata, " the crooked medicine," and that of
Anemone canadensis, " the little buffalo medicine."
Urticaceae

Urtica gracilis Ait. Nettle.
Hanuga-hi or nMnazhiha-M (Omaha-Ponca).
The dried stalks were crumpled in the hands or gently pounded
with a stone to free the fiber from the woody part. The first method
was more common. The fiber of nettles was used by Nebraska tribes
for spinning twine and cordage. Rope of this fiber was generally
used to hobble horses. It was also used to weave into cloth. It is
said that cloth of this fiber was used in the Sacred Bundle of the
Tent of War.
Small boys gathered the fiber of this plant to use as wadding for
their popguns.

Polygonaceae
RtnviEX CRispus L.

Sour Dock.

Shiakipi (Dakota).

Among

Dakota the green leaves, crushed, were bound
draw out the suppuration. The Omaha boiled the leaves
for food as white people do. This plant is naturalized from Europe.

on

the Teton

boils to

RtTMEX HYJiENOSEPALUS Torr.

Cauaigrc.
Kahts-pirakari or kahts-pilakari (Pawnee), "medicine with many
children"
(kakfsu, medicine; ph^a or pUa, children; kaii,
many), so called because of the sweet-potato-like roots clustered
at the base of the stem.
The plant is found indigenous in sandy slopes of river valleys in
the region of the Wichita Mountains of Oklahoma and southwestward. Since the allotment of their lands in severalty, the Wichita
and Pawnee are bringing this plant into cultivation. The root is
used as a remedy for diarrhea.

.
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ClXEXOPODIACEAE

Chenopodium album

L. Lamb's-quarter.
(Dakota), "greens" {loaKpe, leaves; tofo, green).
Kitsarius (Pawnee), " green juice " {kits, from kitsu, water, juice;

Walipe

toto

hidarivs, green).

This plant

is

naturalized from Europe, but appears to be so long

established that the fact of

Indians.

Among

young and

its

introduction seems

the Teton Dakota and the

tender,

now unknown

Omaha

to the

this plant, while

as pottage.
A Pawnee informant
now by the Pawnee, not in former times. It
by the Pawnee for painting bows and arrows

was cooked

so used

said that

it is

was used

in old times

green.

Nl'CTAGINACEAE

Alltonia nyctaginea Michx.

Wild

Four-o'clock.

Porpw (Dakota).
]\Iaka"-ioasek

(Omaha-Ponca), "strong medicine"

{m-aka", medi-

cine; wasek, strong).

Kahtstakat (Pawnee), "yellow medicine" {kahts, from kahtsu,
medicine takat, yellow )
By the Teton Dakota the root was boiled to make a decoction to
drink in case of fever. Together with roots of Echinacea angiisti;

The prescription for this
it was boiled to make a vermifuge.
purpose required the drinking of it four nights at bedtime, after
which, at the next evacuation, the worms would be voided. My informant. Fast Horse, of the Oglala tribe, said, '' If one has a big
worm [tape worm?], it comes away, too." Roots of AUionia and
Echinacea were also boiled together to make a remedy for swellings
of arms or legs. When applied, this must always be rubbed downward on the affected parts to reduce the swelling. Among the Ponka
the root was used as a remedy for wounds, for this purpose being
chewed and blown into them. Among the Pawnee the dried root,
ground fine, was applied dry as a remedy for sore mouth in babies.
folia

A

decoction of the root

was drunk by women

after childbirth to

reduce abdominal swelling.

Phttolaccaceae

Phytolacca Americana L. 'Pokeberry, Inkberry. Redweed.
The plant seems to be unknown to the Omaha, Ponca, and Dakota,
and known only in recent times to the Oto and Pawnee. It is a
late inti-oduction from the Eastern States and is reported only from
the extreme southeastern part of the State.

It

is

rather

oommcn

in

Oklahoma, whither the Oto, the Pawnee, and most of the Ponca
have been removed. So far as I was able to learn, they have there
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only for decorative purposes, a red stain obtained from the
fruit being employed in painting horses and various articles of use
or adornment.
used

it

Nymphaeaceae

Nymphaea advena
There
of the

is

some

Soland.

Large Yellow Pond Lily.

dialectic variation in the speech of the four tribes

Pawnee Nation, and by one

tribe, the Skidi, this

plant

called tukawia; by another, the Chawi,
seeds were cooked for food. This was the infoi-mation given, but
informants may have mistaken this plant for the next one.
it is

Neltjmbo lutea (Willd.) Pers.

called tut.

It

is

is

said the

my

Yellow Lotus, Water Chinquapin.

(PI. 10.)

Tewape (Dakota).
Tethawe (Omaha-Ponca).
Tsherop (Winnebago).

Tukawiu (Pawnee).
one of the plants considered to be invested with mystic
is an important native food plant, both the seeds and the
tubers being used. The plant was much sought and highly prized by
The hard, nutlike seeds were
the tribes living within its range.
cracked and freed of their shells and used with meat for making
soup. The tubers, also, after being peeled, were cut up and cooked
with meat or with hominy. It contributes a delicious flavor, unlike

This

powers.

any

is

It

other.

The tubers were harvested by wading into the pond to search for
them in the mud with the toes. When found, the mud was worked
away from them with the feet, and they were jjulled out by means
of a hooked stick. In shape and general appearance they much reThis resemblance between the banana and
the Omaha when bananas were first
were
called tethawe ega''\, " the things
they
their
notice,
so
brought to
now
the Omaha name of the banana.
tethaice^^''
which
is
that look like
when
first harvested, but to premight
be
cooked
Nehimho tubers
were
dried,
being first peeled and
use
they
serve them for winter
feature of the
anatomical
inch
long.
An
pieces
about
an
cut into
longitudinally
extending
tubular
air
spaces
ring
of
plant body is a
pertains,
naturally,
characteristic
also
stem.
This
throughout the
to the tubers and gives rise to a droll notion in regard to them. The
Indians say that one who is digging these tubers must be careful to
refrain from snuffing through the nostrils, else the cavities of the
tubers which he digs will become filled with mud and so spoiled.
Another notion held in regard to this plant is that the tubers gathered by a tall man will be long, while a short man will get short
semble a small banana.

Nelumho tubers was remarked by

tubers.
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natives employ the roots [sic] of

for food, preparing tliem by boiling.

.

.

.

tliis

plant,

Fully ripe, after a considerable

become as farinaceous, agreeable, and wholesome a diet as the
This same species ... is everywhere made use of by the natives,
both the nuts and roots. ^

boiling, they

potato.

who

.

.

collect

.

Eanuxctjlaceae

Thalictrum DASYCARPTrai Fisch. & Lall. Meadow Rue.
Wazimna (Dakota) vazi, "pine"; mna, "to smell."
;

(PI. 11, a.)

The name

seems to signify pinelike odor.

Nhwle-M (Omaha-Ponca),

" flute-iDlant" (niswofe, flute).

(Pawnee).

Skadiks or
By the Teton Dakota the fruits on approaching maturity in August are broken off and stored away for their pleasant odor; for
this purpose they are rubbed and scattered over the clothing.
The
Indians say the effect is enhanced by dampness. This, like all other
odors used by Indians, is of slight, evanescent fragrance. They used
no heavy scents; all are delicate and give a suggestion of wholesomeness and of the freedom of the uncontaminated outdoors.
The hollow stems were used liy small boys to make toy flutes
The Ponca sometimes used tlie tops as love channs.
(nisitde).
Bachelors rulibed the tops with saliva in the palms of the hands to
give them power to capture the affections of the desired maidens by
shaking hands with them. My informants said the plants of this
species gi'owing in Minnesota are better than those found in Nesl'aril'x

braska.

The Pawnees used this plant as a stimulant for horses, causing
them to snuff it into the nostrils when obliged to make forced
marches of three or four days' duration in order to escape from
enemies. For this purpose it was administered by rubbing it mixed
with a certain white clay on the muzzle of the horse.

Pulsatilla patens (L.) Mill.

Pasque Flower, Twin-flower.

(PI.

1, a.)

Hohtihi-chelcpa tcalicha (Dakota), "Twin-flower."

As

a counter-irritant for use in rheumatism and similar diseases
the leaves of Pulsatilla were crushed and applied to cause a blister.
This information was given by an old man of the Omaha tribe.

The people

of the Dakota Nation call this plant by a

language which means

''

bears just two flowering scapes.
servant of

all

name

in their

twin-flower," because usually each plant

Indians generally are keenly ob-

things in nature and reverent toward them.

They

have reverence and affection for the living creatures, the birds and
beasts, the trees and shrubs and flowering plants. They have stories
and songs about most of the plant and animal forms of life with
•

Nuttall, Flora of Arkansas Territory, p. 160.
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which they are acquainted. They believe that each species has its
own particular song which is the expression of its life or soul. The
Sono' of the Twin-flower here given is translated from the Dakota
language by Dr. A. McG. Beede.
" I

wish to encouraRe the children

Of other flower natious now appearing
All over the face of the earth
So while they awalien from sleeping

And come up from
I

am

the heart of the earth
standing here old and gray-headed."

is the very earliest bloomer in the spring, often appearsnow has disappeared. This fact explains the allusion
the
before
ing
"
I wish to encourage the children of other flower nawords
the
in
tions." The entire plant is hairy, and when ripe the head is white
and bushy, having the appearance of a full and heavy growth of
very white hair on the head of an old man. This appearance explains

Pulsatilla

the allusion in " I

am

standing here gray-headed."

Wlien an old Dakota first finds one of these flowers in the springtime it reminds him of his childhood, when he wandered over the
prairie hills at play, as free from care and sorrow as the flowers and
the birds. He sits down near the flower on the lap of Mother Earth,
takes out his pipe and fills it with tobacco. Then he reverently holds
the pipe toward the earth, then toward the sky, then toward the north,
the east, the south, and the west. After this act of silent invocation
he smokes. While he smokes he meditates upon all the changing
scenes of his lifetime, his joys and sorrows, his hopes, his accomplishments, his disappointments, and the guidance which unseen
powers have given him in bringing him thus far on the way, and he
After
is encouraged to believe that he will be guided to the end.
finishing his pipe he i-ises and plucks the flower and carries it home
to show his grandchildren, singing as he goes, The Song of the Twinflower, which he learned as a child, and which he now in turn teaches
to his grandchildren.
The mention of " reverently holding the pipe " is an allusion to a

Tobacco was used ceremonially and the
religions act of worship.
pipe might be considered as a kind of censer. The earth was poetically and mystically regarded as Mother of all living things, all
plants, animals, and human beings. The Sky likewise was regarded
as Father, and the Cardinal Points as the Paths of approach of the
all about us in this world. Man is not apart from
nor above nature but a part of nature. All good things in nature
are his friends and kindred, and he should be friendly with all.
In the Omaha tribe, and probably also in other tribes, Pulsatilla
had medicinal use. In cases of rheumatism and neuralgia the fresh
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leaves of Pulsatilla are crushed and applied on the surface over the
affected part.

It acts as a counter-irritant

and

will cause a blister

on the skin long enough. My informant especially cautioned
it must be used externally, as it would be dangerous and
that
me
harmful if taken internally.
if left

Anemone canadensis

Anemone, Wind Flower.

L.

Te-zhinga-maka'^ (Omaha-Ponca), "little buffalo medicine" (te,
buffalo; zhinga^ little; maka'\ medicine).
The root of this plant was one of the most highly esteemed medicines of the Omaha and Ponca. I do not know whether its value
rested more on real physiological effects or on the great mj'stic powers
it was prescribed for a great many ills, esby those who had the right to use it. It was applied externally and taken internally, and was used also as a wash for

ascribed to

it;

however,

pecially wounds,

sores affecting the eyes or other parts.

The

right to use this plant be-

longed to the medicine-men of the Te-sinde gens. To touch a buffalo
calf was taboo to this gens; hence the name of the plant, "little buffalo medicine." My informant, Amos Walker, of the Te-sinde gens
of the Omaha, said that the plant is male and female, and that the
flower of the male plant is white and that of the female red.

Anemone

cti^indrica A. Gray. Long-fruited Anemone.
Wathibaba-maka-' (Ponca), "playing-card medicine."
Some Ponca used the woolly fruits of this plant as charms for
good luck in playing cards, rubbing their hands in the smoke arising
from burning some of the fruits and also rubbing the palms with the
chewed fruit when about to engage in a card game.

Aquilegia canadensis L.

Wild Columbine.

(PI. 11, b.)

Inubtho^-kithe-sabe-hi (Omaha-Ponca), "black perfume plant"
{inubtho", fragi-ant; kit he, to make, to cause; sabe, black; hi,
plant).

SkaJikafit or Skarlkatit

(Pawnee), "black-seed"

{skali,

seed;

kafif, black).

The

seeds are used by

Omaha and

Ponca, especially by bachelors,

as a perfume. To obtain the odor the seeds must be crushed, a result
which the Omaha commonly get by chewing to a paste. This paste is

spread among the clothes, where its fragrant quality persists for a
long time, being perceptible whenever dampened by dew or rain.
Among the Pawnee the seeds are used for perfume and as a love
charm. In cases of fever and headache the seeds are crushed with an
elm-wood pestle in a mortar hollowed out of the same wood. The
resulting powder is put into hot water and the infusion is drunk.
P"or use as a love charm the pulverized seeds are rubbed in the palms,

and the

suitor contrives to shake

hands with the desired one, whose
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Omaha

girls

were
and

in fear of the plant because of this supposed property

was thought to cause
swains took delight in playfully

because, further, too strong a whiff of the odor

On

nosebleed.

this account

Omaha

frightening girls by suddenly thrusting some of the powder under
their noses.

Beeberidaceae

Cattlophyllum THAncTROiDES (L.) Michx. Blue Cohosh.
Zhu-tiakada-tanga-maka'^ (Omaha-Ponca) " great fever medicine "
,

{zhw, flesh; nahada, hot: tanga, great; maka", medicine). Zhunakada, literally " hot flesh," is the Omaha word for " fever."

A decoction
the most

of the root was given for fevers.

effectual febrifuge

known

to the

This was considered

Omaha.

Menispermaceae
Menispermttm canadense L. Moonseed.
Ingthahe-Imzi-i-ta (Omaha-Ponca), "thunder grapes" {ingthahe,
thunder; hasi, grapes; i, they; ta, genitive sign). Another name
of Menispermmn among the Ponca is Warm^ha hazi efai,
"grapes of the ghosts" {wana"ha, ghost or shade or spirit; hazi,
grapes).

Wanaghi-has (Winnebago),

literally

"ghost

fruit," or "fruit of

the ghosts or shades."

Hakakut (Pawnee), "sore mouth" {hakau, mouth; kuf, sore).
The several tribal names suggest the sinister character ascribed to
this

i:)lant.

Papaveraceae

Sanguinaria canadensis L. Bloodroot. (PI. 12.)
Minigathe maka" ^cau (Omaha-Ponca), "woman-seeking medicine."

Peh-hishuji (Winnebago).

means

" gourd,"

The

and the second,

first

" to

member of this compound
make red " hence the name
;

probably refers to the use of the plant for reddening gourd
rattles in ancient time, though I have never seen a rattle of
modern time so decorated.
For the purpose of dyeing red the root of this plant was boiled
with the materials to be dyed. For a love charm a bachelor of the
Ponca after rubbing some of the root on his palm would contrive
to shake hands with a girl he desired; if successfid in this, after five
or six days she would be found willing to marry him. From this use
comes the Oihaha-Ponca name of the plant. It was said to be used
sometimes also as a decorative skin stain.

.
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Saxifeagaceae

Grossularia MissotmiENsis (Xutt.) Cox.
Britt. Wild Gooseberry.
WiclmKdeshka (Dakota) Yankton dialect, icichaknaska; Teton
dialect, wichagnashka.
Pi'zi (Omuha-Ponca).
Haz-ponoponoh (Winnebago), "crunching fruit" {haz, fruit;
ponoponoK, crunching).
The berries of this plant were used for food in their season. A
children's game was described among the Omaha in which the children were counted off into two parties. Each individual of both
parties was given a portion of the acidulous unripe berries which
he must try to eat without making a grimace. The party less successful in this ordeal had to pay a forfeit to the victorious party
or to execute some performance for their amusement, as for instance,
to hop on one foot so many steps backward.
iS:

;

RiBES americanum Mill. Wild Black Currant.
C hap-ta-haza (Dakota), "Beaver-berries," from
{chapa, beaver; hazn, beri'y;

ta,

chapa-ta-haza

genitive sign).

Pezi nuga (Omaha-Ponca) pezi. gooseberry; nuga, male.
An Omaha said a strong decoction of the root is made to drink as
a remedy for kidney trouble. A Winnebago medicine-man said the
root of the black currant is used by women for uterine trouble.
;

ROSACEAE
Fragaria virginiana Duchesne and F. Americana (Porter) Britton.

Wild Strawberry.
Wazhushtecha

(PI. 13, a.)

Washushtecha-hu,

(Dakota).

Wazhitshtecha

sha in, the

moon when

strawberry

vine.

strawberries are ripe,

June {ska, red; wi, moon, lunar month).
Bashte (Omaha-Ponca). Bashte-hi, strawberry vine.
Haz-shchek (Winnebago) ha-z, fruit.
Aparu-huradti (Pawnee), "ground berry" {aparu, berry; huradu,
ground).
All the tribes were fond of wild strawberries and luxuriated in
;

them

in their season, but the fruit was too juicy to lend itself to
Young leaves
the process of drying successfully for winter use.

of the plant were infused to
bago.

make

a beverage like tea

by the Winne-

L. and R. strigosus Michx. Wild Raspberry.
Taka"hecha (Dakota). Taka"hecha-hu,rsiSY)hevry bush.

RuBus occiDENTALis

Agfhamu"gi (Omaha-Ponca)

Aparu (Pawnee),

berry.
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All the tribes used the berries for food, fresh in season, or dried
for winter use. Young leaves were steeped to make a drink like tea.
According to an Omaha informant the root was used medicinally,
for which purpose

it

given to children as

was scraped and boiled; the decoction was
a remedy for bowel trouble.

KosA PRATiNCOLA Greene. "Wild Rose.
0"zhi'^zhl"tka'hu, rosebush.

0"zhi"zhi"tka. (Dakota).

Wazhide (Omaha-Ponca).
Pahatu (Pawnee), red.
There are several species of Rosa in Nebraska, the most common
being Rosa pratincola, the prairie rose. The fruits are sometimes
eaten to tide over a period of food scarcity. An amusing instance
is told in the Omaha tribe of a time when the people were without
food and no game could be found. A man had been laboriously
gathering for his family a supply of wild rose fruits. After he
had a considerable quantity a man was seen returning with the
carcass of a deer he had been able to kill. At once the rose fruits
were cast away in prospect of the much -more excellent food which

had come

to hand.

It is said that the inner

bark of the rosebush was sometimes used

for smoking, either alone or mixed with tobacco.

The Pawnee say there are sometimes large, brown hypertrophied
growths on the lower part of the stems, which, when charred by
fire and crushed to powder, were applied as a dressing to bums.
A wash for inflammation of the eyes was made by steei^ing the
fruits, according to information from the Omaha.
THE SONG OF THE WILD ROSE

The following

is

language, by Dr.

xV.

Dakota
The people

a translation into English out of the

McG. Beede,

of an old

Dakota song.

of the Dakota Nation, and other tribes also, think of the various

plant and animal species as having each their own songs. With these
song is an expression of the soul and not a mere

people music

—

—

artistic exercise.

Where

the

word

"

Mother

"

appears in the following song

it

refers

Mother Earth," a living, conscious, holy being in Indian thought.
The earth was truly venerated and loved by these people, who considered themselves not as owners or potential owners of any part of
the land, but as being owned by the land which gave them birth and
which supplied their physical needs from her bounty and satisfied
their love of the beautiful by the beauty of her face in the landscape.
The trilled musical syllables at the close of the last two stanzas
express the spontaneous joy which comes to a person who has " lifeappreciation of Holy Earth,"
to

'•

!;

;

;
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The first stanza is an introduction by the narrator, not a part of
the " Song of the Wikl Kose." The remaining stanzas are the song
of the Wild Eose itself:
I

will tell

And you

you of something

can't balf imagine

I

know,

how good

the song of wild roses that grow
In the land the Dakota-folk love.

It's

From the heart of the Mother we come,
The kind Mother of Life and of All
And if ever you think she is dumb,
You should know that flowers are her

songs.

And all creatures that live are her songs.
And all creatures that die are her songs.
And the winds blowing by are her songs.
And she wants you to sing all her songs.
Like the purple in Daydawn we come.
hearts are so brimful of joy
That whene'er we're not singing we hum

And our

Ti-li-li-li-i,

ta-la-la-loo, ta-la-la-loo

When

a maiden is ready to wed
Tin wild roses all over her dress.
And a rose in the hair of tier head
Put new moccasins onto her feet.
Then the heart of the Mother will give
Her the songs of her own heart to sing:

And

she'll

Ti-li-li-li-i,

sing

all

the

Maltts ioensis (Wood) Britton.

She (Omaha-Ponca)
she-si,

moons she may

live,

ta-la-la-loo, ta-la-la-loo

;

she-hl,

Crab Apple.
ajjple

tree;

shr-zTio'^,

applewood;

apple seed.

The crab ai)ple was used for food by tribes having acquaintance with it. The Omaha and Ponca knew it as being found in the
Oto country along the Missouri, in the southeast part of Xebraska.
They said it is found nowhere west or north of this except on one
creek which flows into the Niobrara River from the south at about
the line between Knox and Holt Counties, 150 or 200 miles from any
other locality where trees of this species grow. This would seem
to indicate a case of plant migration by human agency^ the occasion being the dropping in camp, in some place favorable for germination, of fruits or viable seeds brought with camp supplies obtained on a trip of considerable but not at all unusual distance to
the. southeast.

.
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(
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Red Haw.

Omaha-Ponca )

Chosa"wa (Winnebago).
The fruit was sometimes used

for food, but

commonly

resorted to

only as a famine food.

Amelanchier alnifoll\ Nutt.
Wipasuka (Dakota).
Z/io" Kv/Ja

June Berry, Saskatoon.

(Omaha-Ponca). "gray wood"

{zho",

wood;

Kud<i,

gray).

Haz-shutsh (Winnebago), " red-fruit" (Aas, fruit; shutsh, red).
The berries were prized for food. The wood was used for arrowshafts.'

Prunus AMERICANA Marsh. Wild Plum.
Ka"te (Dakota), plum; ka^te-hti, plum

tree.

Ka^dc (Omaha-Ponca), plum; ka"de-hi^ plum tree.
Kantsh (Winnebago), plum; kantsh-hu, plum tree.
Niwaharit (Pawnee), plvun; Niwaharit-nahaapi, plum tree.
The fruit was highly valued for food, being eaten fresh and raw or
cooked as a sauce. The plums were also dried for winter use. They
were commonly pitted before drying, but the Pawnee say they often
dried them without removing the pits.
The Omaha planted their corn, beans, and squashes when the wild
plum came into bloom.
A broom for sweeping the floor of the dwelling was made by binding together a bundle of plum twigs. The plum was used because of
its toughness and elasticity.
'

An Omaha

infoi-mant said the bark of the roots, after being scraped

was applied as a remedy for abrasions of the skin.
Sprouts or young growths of the wild plum are used by the Teton
Dakota in making uviu"ya"pi. This is an offering or form of prayer,
consisting of a wand, made preferably from a wild-plum sprout
peeled and painted. If painted, the design and color are emblematic.
Near the tojD of the wand is fastened the offering proper, which may
take the form of anything acceptable to the higher powers. A small
quantity of smoking tobacco is an article very frequently used for this
and

boiled,

matter how small a portion of the thing offered is used,
Such offerings are
the immaterial self of the substance is in it.

purpose.

No

'WaWya"pi may be made by
done with appropriate ceremony, but the most
efficient procedure is to prepare an altar with due ceremony and there
set the wand uijright with the offering fastened near the top.^

usually

made

anyone

at

'

for the benefit of the sick.

any place

if

Rlggs, Dakota-English Dictionary,

p.

578.

For this information I am indeljted to Dr. .T. R. WalliPr. Government physician at
Pine Ridge, who has made very careful research into the ceremonies and rituals of the
Teton Dakota.
2

.
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Sand Cherry. (PI. 14.)
The Dakota have a saying

that if a person
gathering cherries moves in the direction conti'ary to the wind
the cherries will be good and sweet, but on the other hand if he
moves with the wind the cherries will be bitter and astringent.
The name (Wycyap'i expresses this idea.
No" pa tanga (Omaha-Ponca), "big cherry."
Kus apaani kaaruts (Pawnee), ''cherry-sitting-hiding" {kits,
cherry; apaaru, sitting; kaaruts, hiding).
Primus hesseyi is peculiarly indigenous to the Sand Hills area of
Nebraska. The bush is small, varying in height as the situation is
favorable or unfavorable to vegetation from less than 1 foot to 2-i feet.

The

fruits are purplish-black, 1.5 to 2 cm. in diameter, exceedingly

prolific

and varying

in quality,

some bushes bearing

fruit

somewhat

astringent, others very desirable fruit.

whom the sand cherries were accessible made fidl
them for food as a sauce during their fruiting season and
laid up stores of them for winter by drying as they did the plums.
An Ogiala said these cherries produce fruit only about once in two
All the tribes to

use of

years.

Padus nana (Du Eoi) Eoemer. Chokecherry. (PI. 13, h.)
Champa (Dakota).
No^'pa-zhinya (Omaha-Ponca), "little cherry" {no^pa, cherry).
Nahaapi nakaaruts (Pawnee) nakaarufs, cherry: nahuapi, tree.
The fruit has long been highly esteemed by all the tribes for food;
certain preparations of the cherry enter into old-time ceremonies and
rituals as well as into stories, songs, and myths. In certain sleight;

of-hand performances also this cherry is used. It is so highly
esteemed as to give the name to one of the months in the Dakota
calendar, C'a"pa-sapa-wl, " The-month-when-cherries-are-ripe " (literally. " black-cherry-moon ")
The fruit was eaten with much relish while fresh and was dried
for winter use. The gathering and drying of the fruit made a busy
time for the community. The people traveled for miles to the
streams along which the cherries were abundant. There they went
into camp and worked at preparing the cherries while they lasted, or
until as great a quantity as was required could be made ready. Since
the pits were too small to be removed by any practicable method, the
cherries were pounded to a pulp, pits and all. on stone mortal's, and
after being shaped into small cakes, were laid out to dry in the sun.
A favorite food preparation of the Dakota is ww^na, a sort of pemmican or mincemeat, the dried cherry forming the fruit for the compound.

UJ

<
-J
Q.

;
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The time of the Sun dance was determined by the ripening of the
It began on the first day of the full moon when cherries

cherries.

were

ripe.

A

Ponca informant told me that a decoction of cherry bark was
taken as a remedy for diarrhea. Anotlier informant of the same
tribe said a spoonful of the dried fruit very finely pulverized and
infused in hot water was used as a remedy for the same ailment.
According to the latter informant, trappers washed their traps
with water in which this bark had been boiled, in order to remove
the scent of former captures.

Padus melanocaepa (A. Nelson) Shafer. Western Chokecherry.
All that has just been said of Padus nana as to tribal nomenclature
and uses applies equally to Padus melanocarpa.
Mimosaceae

AcuAN

tLLiNOENSis (Michx.) Kuntze.

Pezhe gasatho (Omaha-Ponca),

Sj^ider-bean.

" rattle

plant" {pezhe, plant, herb;

gasafho, rattle).
Atikatsatsiks (Pawnee) " spider-bean "
,

ka, inside).

Ati{t)ka

tsatsiks.

{atit, bean tsatsiks, spider
Another name given is kitsit;

bad plant " {kits, plant; tsifsaris, bad). R'ifsi{ts/)fsai-is.
When mature the entire plant with its persistent pods filled with
seeds was used by little boys as a rattle when in play they mimicked
some of the dances of their people.
The Pawnee boiled the leaves to make a wash to apply as a remedy
saris, "

for the itch.

Caesalpixiaceae

Gtmnocladus dioica (L.) Koch. Kentucky
WaKnaKna ( Dakota )

Coilee-tree.

Na"tita (Omaha-Ponca).

Na"pashakanak (Winnebago).
Tohvts (Pawnee).
B3' the Dakota,

Omaha, Ponca, Winnebago, and Oto the bark of
was pulverized and, mixed with water,

the root after being dried

was used as a rectal injection in obstinate cases of constipation, for
which it was said to be an infallible remedy. This re;nedy was used
from time immemorial. Prior to contact with Europeans the Indians made their own syringes, an animal bladder being used for the
bulb and a hollow cylindrical bone, as the leg bone of a prairie
chicken, turkey, goose, or other bird, was used for the tube. The
bulb was attached to the tube by sinew wrapping. When the pulverized bark

was put

into the water its action

was carefully noted
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for a prognostication of tlie event. If the powder on touching the
water started to circle to tlae riglit and gradually mixed, it was

good omen for the recovery of the patient, but if the
bottom it was considered an omen of
A man whom I knew in the Omaha tribe had a very
his death.
bad case of constipation, which was finally given up by the medicinemen of his own tribe, as they could not relieve him. A medicine-man
of the Oto tribe, who was there on a visit, let it be known that he
could cure the case, so he was called in and had complete success.
One of the Omaha medicine-men. White Horse, wondered at the remarkable efficacy of the Oto remedy, purchased the secret, paying the
Oto a horse and $20 in money for knowledge of this remedy, which
he afterward imparted to me.
The pulverized bark of the root, if snutfed, causes uncontrollable
sneezing. On account of this property it was used as a stimulant
when a person was very sick and seemed near death, as in case of
coma. If on application of the powder to the nostrils, the patient
did not sneeze it was thought there was no hope of recovery. A
Pawnee informed me that the dry pod of the plant, pulverized, was
taken as

powder

a

settled quietly to the

used to cause sneezing for the relief of headache.

A

The Pawnee roast the seeds and eat them as chestnuts are eaten.
Winnebago said the seeds after being pounded in a mortar were

used for food.

A

Santee Dakota said the root was sometimes used for making

a black dye, but that it was not very good for the purpose. It was
used as a dyestuff together with some component unknown to my in-

formant.

The

He

said the root alone

seeds are used by the

was without

Winnebago

value.

for counters or tally checks

in gambling.

Fabaceae
Baptisia beacteata Ell. Black Eattle-pod.
Tdika shande nuga (Omaha-Ponca). male

tdilia

shaiulc;

also

called ffasatho, rattle.

Pira-kari (Pawnee)

The

first

;

from pirau, children, and

Omaha-Ponca name

kari,

many.

refers to the likeness of this plant

to Geoprumiion crassicarpum, which is called tdika shande. Bapt'inla,
being classed as similar to that but larger, more robust, is considered
male. The second name refers to its use by small boys as a rattle
when they play at having a dance. Pawnee boys used it in the same
way. The Pawnee after pulverizing the seeds mixed the powder
with butfalo fat as an ointment to be applied for colic by rubbing

on the abdomen.
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Thekmopsis rhombifolia

The

(

Nutt. ) Richards.
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False Lupine.

flowers of this plant were dried and used in fumigation, that

the smoke treatment, for rheumatism, especially inflammatory
rheumatism. The method of treatment was to mix the dried flowers
with hair and burn the mixture under the affected part, confining the
smoke and heat with a close covering. It is said that this treatment,
with this remedy, reduces the swelling at once and relieves the pain.
is,

Melilotus

alb.\ Desv.

^Yacha'^ga

and M. officinalis (L.) Lam. Sweet Clover.
(Dakota); wacha'"ga, sweet grass; hje-

iyechecha

checha, similar.

Melilotus

came from
for

it first

the

Omaha

coming

was introduced by the Europeans. Seeds probably
the east

among

the effects of the early missionaries,

appeared on the gi'ounds of the Presbyterian mission on
Reservation, which was built in 1856-57.

The Omaha

which had newly found its
way into their country with the white men. They noticed that its
odor resembled that of Savastana odorata^ which they venerated and
used in religious ceremonies. They were pleased with its odor, and
since it was perhaps associated in their minds with the white man's
religion, owing to its presence at the mission, they gathered bunches
of it because of its pleasant odor, which they carried to their homes.
Thus the plant was scattered all over the resei'vation, so that there
is a more thorough distribution of it in that county than in any
other part of the State that I have seen. The Dakota also are fond
of the plant's odor and liken it to Savastana., hence their name for it.
They gather bunches of Melilotus to hang in their houses for its
to the mission observed this plant,

fragrance.

Astragalus caroliniana L.
Ga^satKo (Omaha-Ponca),

Little Rattle-pod.
rattle.

When ripe, the stalks with their persistent pods were used by
small boys as rattles in the games in which they imitated the tribal
dances, hence the Omaha-Ponca name signifying " rattle." No other
use was found for the plant except to serve as a kind of mat on which
was

meat in course of butchering on the prairie, so that
kept free from dirt.
decoction of the root was used among the Teton Dakota as a
febrifuge for children.
it

laid the fresh

might

be-

A

Geoprumnon crassicarpum

(Nutt.) Rydb.
Buffalo Pea, Ground
Plum.
Pte ta toote (Dakota), " food of buffalo " {pte, buffalo; wote, food;
ta,

genitive sign).

-

.
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Tdika shande (Omaha-Ponca) called also iramide wenigthe from
a use that was made of it. Wam/de means " seed " in the sense
of seed designed for planting wenigthe means " something to
go with."
Both the Omaha and the Ponca in the old time gathered the fruits
of this plant, which are formed just at corn-planting time, and put
them with the seed corn. When the latter had been sufficiently soaked
No
it was planted, but the Geoi>rumn,on fruits were thrown away.
for
this
process
in
one in either tribe was able to give any reason
preparation of seed corn; it was an old custom, the origin of which
;

;

is

forgotten.

was used
cine" among the Chippewa.
Asti'agalus crassicarpus

^

Glyctrhiza u;pidota Pursh.

Wi-iiawizl
ous).

Wild

as an ingredient of "

war medi-

Licorice.

woman"

(Dakota), "jealous
(«/, woman; nnivlsi, jealsuggested
have
been
by the burs, which
The name is said to

"take hold of a man."
Pithahatusakitstsuhmt (Pawnee)

Among the Teton Dakota

a poultice for sore backs of horses

is

made

by chewing the leaves of this plant. For
The Indians say, "It tastes
the root and holds it in the mouth.
becomes
sweet." The leaves after
while
it
strong at first, but after a
toothache the sufferer chews

being steeped are applied to the ears for earache.
root is used as a remedy for fever in children.

A decoction of

the

PsoRALEA EscuLENTA Pursh. Pomme Blanche, Tipsin. (Pis. 15, 16.)
Tipsi" or tips'v'na (Dakota) Teton dialect, tipslHa.
Nugthe (Omaha-Ponca).
Tclol-einhi (Winnebago), hungry.
Patsuroka (Pawnee).
The roots of this plant were an important item of the vegetal
diet of the Plains tribes. After being peeled they were eaten fresh
and uncooked or cooked. Large quantities were dug in June and
early July to peel and diy for the winter food supply. The peeled
roots were braided in long strings by the tapering ends, as strings of
garlic are braided by the tops.
The root is both farinaceous and glutinous and seems to fonn a
desirable food with a palatable taste characteristic of the bean
;

family.
as this plant does, on the dry prairie in hard ground,
with the enlargement of the root several inches below the surface, it

Growing

^

Aslralarjus crnssicarpiis

-

Densmore, Chippewa Music

is

a

—

synonym
II,

of

Grnprnmnon crassicariium (Nutt.) Rydb.

pp. 63—64.
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of the plant breaks oif soon

blown away, scattering the seed, so the root
then almost impossible to find hence it must be harvested before

after ripening, and is
is

;

this occurs.

women and

The top

When

usually has three or four branches.

the

children go to the prairie to gather the roots, on finding a

plant the mother

tells

the children to note the directions in which the

and a child is sent in the general direction of
each branch to look for another plant, for they say the plants " point
to each other."
Psoralea has so important a place in the economy of the Plains
tribes and has had for so long a time that it enters into their myseveral branches point

thology, folklore, stories, and sleight-of-hand tricks. In the story
" How the Big Turtle Went to War," as told in the Omaha tribe, it
is

said IVug^euha"-bianui, ''Psoralea he cooked, they say."

^

Psoralea tenuiflora Pursh.
Tichanicha-hu (Dakota).
Among the Teton Dakota the root of this plant, with two others,
the names of which I did not learn, were boiled together to make a
medicine to be taken for consumption. Garlands were made of the
tops, to be worn for protection of the head from the heat of the sun
on very hot days.

Amorpha

fruticosa L. False Indigo, Water-string.
Kitsuhast (Pawnee), " water-string" (kitsu, water; hast u, string)
Whenever possible to obtain it near the butchering place on the
prairie this shrub was gathered and spread on the ground to receive
the pieces of meat and keep them clean.

Amorpha canescens

Pursh. Lead Plant, Shoestring.
Te-hu"fo"-hi (Omaha-Ponca), " buti'alo bellow plant"
hu"to'',

bellow;

that

time of blooming

its

hi,

plant).
is

The name

{te,

buffalo;

derived from the fact
synchronous with the rutting season
is

of the buffalo, being at that season the dominant blooming plant
on the prairie of the loess plain.

The stems were used by the Omaha for a moxa in cases of neuralgia
The small stems, broken in short pieces, were attached to the skin by moistening one end with the tongue. Then they
were fired and allowed to burn down to the skin.
An Oglala said the leaves were sometimes nsed to make a hot
and rheumatism.

drink like

tea,

and sometimes for smoking material.

For

this pur-

pose after being dried and crushed fine they were mixed with a
buffalo fat.
'

Dorsey 0egiha Language,

p.

256.

little
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Parosela enneandra (Nutt.) Britton.
An Oglala informant said the root
scription of the effect I shouhl think
I

effect.

it

is

From

poisonous.

must

her de-

liave a strong narcotic

have not had an analysis made.

Parosela aurea (Nutt.) Britton.
Pezhufa pa (Dakota), "bitter medicine."
An Oghila informant said a decoction of
colic

[eth. ann. 33

tlie

leaves

is

used for

and dysentery.

Petalostemum PURPUREtnn (Vent.) Rydb. Purple Prairie Clover,
and P. cANDiDUM (Willd.) Michx. White Prairie Clover.
WanuJicha (Dakota).
sl'ithe (Omaha-Ponca). This

Maka"

is one of several plants designated as Tnnha'' skifhe, sweet medicine.
Kiha piliwus hawastat (Pawnee), "broom weed" (k/ha, room;

piliwus,

broom; hawastatu, weed). Also called kahts-pidipatski,

small medicine {kahts, from kahtsu).

An

Oglala said the leaves were sometimes used to make a drink

According to a Ponca its root was commonly chewed for
Although the word maka^ appears in the OmahaPonca name, no medicinal property is ascribed to this plant by these
tribes so far as known now. The Pawnee name is derived from the
use of the tough, elastic stems to make brooms with which to sweep
the lodge.
The plant was used in old time by the Pawnee as a
prophylactic. The root, pulverized, was put into hot water. After
the sediment settled the water was drunk to keep away disease. The
sediment was collected in the drinking-shell and carried to a place
prepared for it, where it was buried with respect.

like tea.
its

pleasant taste.

Glycine apios L.

Indian Potato.

Mdo (Dakota) Teton
Nu (Omaha-Ponca).
;

(PI. 17.)

dialect, hlo.

Tdo (Winnebago).
Its

(Pawnee).

The
within

tubers of this plant were utilized for food by
its

range.

all

the tribes

These tubers were prepared by boiling or roasting.

Apios tiiberosa on the banks of streams and in alluvial bottoms is the true
modo or wild potato of the Sioux Indians,
and is extensively used as an article of diet.
It should not be confounded with the ground-nut of the South.'
poniine de terre of the French and the

Many explorers and early
New France make mention
'

2

...

settlers of Virginia,

New England, and

of the use of Apios

-

as food

Report of Commissioner of Agriculture for 1870, p. 405.
Glycine apios was formerly called Apios tuberosa.

by the
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various tribes in eastern North America, and not a few Europeans

had recourse to it
Le Jeune says
They

also for food.

eat, besides, roots,

such as bulbs of the red

French

taste of licorice; another that our

distinguished by tubers in the form of beads

The Swedish

botanist, Peter

Kahn,

:

a root which has a
"Rosary," because It is

lily

peoiile call

and some

;

others.*

in his journal, says:

Sopniss, or Hapniss, was the Indian name of a wild plant which they ate.
in New .Jersey and Pennsylvania still call it by that name, and
The roots resemble potatoes, and
it grows in the meadows in a good soil.
Mr. Bartram told me that the Indians who
were boiled by the Indians.
live farther in the country do not only eat these roots, which are equal in goodness to potatoes, but likewise take the peas which lie in the pods of this plant
and prepare them like common peas.'
.

.

.

The Swedes

.

Falcata comosa

Maka

.

.

(L.) Kuntze.

ta omnicha, or

Ground Bean.

(PI. 18.)

o"mnicha (Dakota), "ground beans" {maka,

ground; o"mnicha, beans; ta, genitive sign).
(Omaha-Ponca), "beans"; hi^bthi-hi, bean-vines.
Honi"k-boije (Winnebago).
Ati-kuraru (Pawnee), "ground beans" {atit, beans; uraru, earth,
ground; ku, genitive sign).
Falcata grows in dense masses of vines over shrubbery and other
vegetation in some places, especially along banks and the edge of
timber.
It forms two kinds of branches, bearing two forms of
flower, producing two different fruits.
Leafy branches climb over
shrubbery, but under these, in the shade, prostrate on the earth, starting out from the base of the main stem, are leafless, colorless branches,
forming a network on the surface of the ground. On these colorless,
leafless branches cleistogamous flowers form, which push into the
earth and there produce each a single bean closely invested by a
IIi"htki-abe

Each of these beans is from 10 mm. to 17 mm.
flat, and from 5 mm. to 10 mm.
thick.
The pods produced from the petaliferous flowers on the
upper leafy branches of the vine are 15 mm. to 20 mm. long and
membranaceous pod.

in long diameter, inclined to be

contain four or five dark, mottled, diminutive beans about the size
of lentils. No attention is paid to these small aerial beans, but the
large subterranean beans were eagerly sought as an article of food

on account of their agreeable

taste

and nutritive value.

From

these

qualities they contributed a considerable item in the dietary of the
tribes.

Voles dig them and garner them into hoards of a pint or more in
women would appropriate part of the voles' stores

a place, and the
'

2

Le Jeune's "Relation," in Jesuit Relations, vol.
Peter Kalm, Travels into North America, vol.

vi, p. 273.
i,

pp.

385-386.

'

:
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own
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The Pawnee formerly inhabited the larger part

use.

of Nebraska with villages on the Loup, the Platte, and the Eepublican Rivers. In 1875 they were removed to Oklahoma, where they

now

reside. Mr. James R. Miirie, of that tribe, in a letter of February 15, 1913. referring to Falcata, a specimen of which had been sent
him, said

We

call

them atikuraru

.

The Pawnees

.

.

ate them.

In winter time the

women

robbed

rats'

the old

women

see lima beans they say they look like atikuraru in Nebraska.

[sic]

nests and got big piles of them.

Nowadays when

Women of the Dakota Nation say that they not only obtained the
large ground beans of this species, garnered by the voles, or " wood
but that they also gathered the small beans produced in large
quantity on the upper branches of the same vine from petaliferous
mice,''

These smaller beans are about the size of lentils. The
produced from cleistogamous blossoms on leafless
branches spreading prostrate on the ground under the cover of the
upper branches, are about the size of lima beans, and grow at a depth
of an inch or two under the ground in the manner of peanuts.
A most interesting item in connection Avith this food plant is the
statement of the women of the Dakota Nation that they did not take
the ground beans from the stores of the little aninuils which gathered
them without giving some food commodity in return. They said it
was their custom to carry a bag of corn with them when they went
to look for the stores of beans gathered by the animals, and when
they took out any beans they put in place of them an equal quantity
of corn. They say that sometimes instead of corn they put some
other form of food acceptable to the animals in place of the beans
which they took away. They said it would be wicked to steal from
the animals, but they thought that a fair exchange was not robbery.
Father De Smet, the indefatigable Christian missionary to the
tribes of the upper Missouri, makes the following observation:
blossoms.
large

beans,

The earth pea nnd benn nre

nlso delicious

and nourishing roots

The above-named

[sic],

found

form a conThey
siderable portion of the sustenance of these Indians during wintor.
seek tliem in the places where the mice anil other little animals, in particular
the ground-squirrel, have piled them in heaps.
connnonly

in

low and alluvial lands.

roots

Phaseolus atjlgaris L. Garden Bean.
0"mnicha (Dakota).
Hi"bthi"ge (Omaha-Ponca).
Tlon'v^h (Winnebago).
Atit (Pawnee).

The garden bean

many

types and varieties is one of the
The earliest exgifts of the Western Hemisphere to the world.
>

in all its

De Smet,

Life and Travels, vol.

ii, p.

655.
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of finding them in cultivation among the tribes of North
America from Quebec soutll^yard through Mexico and Central America into most of South America. Dr. D. V. Havard says:
The common kidney bean (Phaseolus vulgaris Savi) Is a South American
plorei's tell

plant

.

.

.

Tlie finding of seeds of

tliis

species by Prof.

Witmack

in the pre-

historic graves of Arizona, not only completed the demonstration of its

can origin but likewise proved the antiquity of

its

culture in our

own

Ameri-

country.'

In considering the cultivated plants grown by the tribes of Nebraska at the time of the advent of EiiroiDeans it is of interest to
discover the probable region or regions of their origin and first

We

find the most advanced civilization on the conEuropean invasion was in Mexico and southward.
In that direction also we find the wild plants most nearly related to
the species aboriginally cultivated both there and in what is now
the United States, facts suggesting the probable area inhabited by

domestication.

tinent prior to

their wild prototypes. Doctor Coulter^ reports nine species of the
genus Phaseolus indigenous to western Texas, some or all of which,
judging from their size as he describes them, seem to make promising
candidates for domestication, and we can conjecture that some of
these or others farther south were the original of the cultivated varieties found here.
Before the coming of white men the Omaha cultivated many
varieties of beans of different sizes and colors, both bush beans and
climbing beans. The pole beans they called hi"f>thi"ge amW'thi'^
Bush beans were called
{hi."hfhi"ge^ bean; amo"fhi", walking).
hi"bthi"ge mo"tk!'' azM, "bean not walking" {azhi, not).
Since
their old order of life and industries have been broken up by the
incursion of Europeans they have lost the seed of a number of varieties which they formerly grew, but I have found four vacieties still
grown by them, and they can remember and describe the following
fifteen: 1. Black-spotted; 2. White-spotted; 3. Yellow-spotted;
•i.
Eed-spotted 5. Gray-spotted 6. Very red 7. A'^ery black 8. A
;

sort of dark-red

dark -yellow

;

;

;

9.

White

12. "VMiite

black around the hilum
liair

;

10.

A

;

;

sort of dark-blue

with red around the hilum
;

14.

Blue,

;

somewhat spotted

;

11.

A

sort of

with
Like the

13. "Wliite
;

15. "

of an elk," somewhat yellow-gray.

Lespedeza capitata Michx.

Rabbit-foot.

Te-hW^fo^-hi nuga (Omaha-Ponca),
{te,

"male

buffalo bellow plant"

buffalo; hu^to^, bellow; nuga, male).

Ainorph-a canescens

was considered fe-hu"fo"-h/ miga, female te-huHo^-hi.
Parus-as (Pawnee) pai^us. rabbit; as, foot.
The Pawnee name will be recognized as an appropriate descriptive
name. The Omaha and Ponca used the stems as they did those of
:

'
'i

Havard, Food Plants of North American Indians,
Botany of Western Texas, pp. 89-90.

Coulter,

74936° — 19— 33 eth

7

p.

99.
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Amorpha
loam

soil

Wild Sweet Pea.
(Omaha-Ponca), large-seeded

Nutt.

Hi"hthl-si-tanga

My

33

canescens for moxa. Amorphu they found in the sandy'
of valleys and Lespedeza on the hills of the loess plain.

Lathtrus ornatus
{si,

[eth. ann.

bean

hi''hfhi

seed; favga, large).

it and tell in what locality it is to be
they formerly saw it in the Sand
remembered
it
as
They
Hills when they went there on the hunt. Children sometimes gathered the pods, which they roasted and ate in sport. The plant was
not considered of any importance, although noted and named.

informants could describe

found.

Oxalidaceae
loNoxALis vioLACEA (L.) Small. Sheep Sorrel, Violet Wood Sori-el,
and Xanthoxalis stricta (L.) Small. Yellow Wood Sorrel.
Hade-satke (Omaha-Ponca), "sour herb" (Rade, herb, grass;
sour).

safh-e,

Various names were given. SkidadiJwrit, a name having
its taste, which they describe as " sour like salt "
some
kait, salt another name given was askiraiciyu; as, foot kira,

Pawnee

:

reference to
called

it

;

;

;

Another name given is kisosit. The Pawnee
buffalo
was
very fond of Xanthoxalis stncta. Children
say that the

water; iciyu, stands.

ate both species, especialh^ lono.raJis vioJacea, leaves, fla\\ers, scapes,

and bulbs.

The bulbs were pounded and fed

to horses to

make them

fleet.

Linaceae
LiNTJM LEwisn Pursh.

The

Wild Flax.

and used in cookery
both because of their highly nutritive value and for the agreeable
flavor which they added to that with which they were cooked.
seeds of the wild blue flax were gathered

Rutaceae
ZANTHOxrLTJM AMERicANUM

Mill.

Prickly Ash.

Ilakasits (Paw^nee), thorn.

Omaha young men
the

Pawnee the

used the fruits of this shrub as a perfume. By
were used as a remedy for horses in case of

fruits

retention of urine.

Meliaceae

Melia azederach L. China Berry.
Mnka'^zhide sahe (Omaha-Ponca), "black 'red-medicine.'"
Introduced into the Southern States early in the nineteenth cenit has become naturalized, growing freely along the streams of

tury,

.
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smooth black seeds inclosed in the waxy,
yellow translucent fruits, which are borne in great profusion. The
seeds have been utilized for beads by the tribes acquainted with them.
The Omaha traveling into Oklahoma have found them there, and
have taken up their use. They already had employed for beads as
well as for a good-luck charm the bright red seed of a species of
Erythnna. They say it grows somewhere to the southwest, toward
or in Mexico. They call it "red medicine," maka"' zMde {inaka'\
medicine; zhide, red). When the seeds of Melia were adopted for
use as beads they likened them to mako^ zhide, and so call them

Oklahoma.

It has large,

maka"-zhide sabe, " black red-medicine."

EtJPHOKBIACEAE

Croton texensis (Klotzsch) Muell. Arg.
One Pawnee informant said that very young

babies,

when

sick,

were bathed with a decoction of leaves of this plant.

Chamaesyce SERPTLLiroLiA

(Pers.) Small.

pezkl (Omaha-Ponca),
peshi, weed or herb)

Naze-ni

"milkweed"

(naze-ni,

milk;

this plant was boiled and the
J'oung mothers whose flow of milk was scanty
or lacking, in order to remedy that condition. This use of the plant
An
is probably prescribed according to the doctrine of signatures.

According

to a

decoction drunk

Ponca informant

bj^

Omaha

informant said it was used as a remedy in case of dysentery
and abdominal bloating in children. For this purpose the leaves of
the plant were dried and pulverized and applied after first crosshatching the abdomen with a knife and then further abrading the
sldn with the head of a certain plant, the identity of which I do not
know at present as I have not had a sample. Then the pulverized
leaves were rubbed by hand on the abraded surface. It was said to
cause a painful, smarting sensation and to act powerfully upon the
bowels through the intervening tissues and to give relief.

An

Oglala informant said

little

boys used the plant in play as a

headdress.

DiCHROPHTLLUM MARGINATUM

(Pursli) Kl.

mountain.
Karlpika or kalipika

&

Garcke.

Snow-on-the-

tsitdks, " poison."
tsitsiks (Pawnee)
Karipika or kalipika is the Pavpnee name of Asclepias syriaca, to
which they compare this plant, because of its millry juice, but
;

they recognize the poisonous quality of

all

the genus.

Anacardiaceae

Rhus

glabra L. Smooth Sumac. (PI. 19, a.)
Cha"-zi (Dakota), "yellow-wood" (sz, yellow).

Mi'hdi-M (Omaha-Ponca).
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Haz-rd-hu

(Winnebago), "water-fruit bush"

water; hu, plant,

ti-ee.

[eth. ann.

{haz,

fniit;

33

ni,

bush).

Nuppikt (Pawnee), ''sour top."
In the fall when the leaves turned red they were gathered and
dried for smoking by all the tribes. Omaha and Winnebago both
said the roots were used to make a yellow dye. Among the Pawnee
the fruits were boiled to make a remedy for dysmenorrhea and also
for bloody flux. An Omaha medicine-man, White Horse, said the
fruits were boiled to make a styptic wash to stop hemorrhage in
women after parturition, and that a decoction of the root was used
to drink in case of retention of urine and when urination was painful. An Omaha said that a poultice made by l)ruising the leaves was
applied wet in case of poisoning of the skin, as by some irritant
vegetal oil. In case the leaves could not be had the fruits were soaked
and bruised, the application being kept moist with the water in which
the fruits had been soaked.
Toxicodendron toxicodendron

(L.)

Britton.

Poison Oak, Poison

Ivy.

Hthi-wathe-hl (Omaha-Ponca), "plant that makes sore" {Kthi,
sore; wathe, to make; hi, plant, bush, tree, any plant body).
The people knew and dreaded the poisonous effects of this plant,
but I did not learn of any use for it, nor of any antidote for its
poison.

ACERACEAE

Acer saccharum Marsh. Hard Maple.
Cha"-ha sa" (Dakota), "pale-bark" {cha"-ha, bark;

sa", pale or

whitish).

Na"-sa"k (Winnebago), " pure or genuine \TOod " {na'\ wood sa^lc,
real, genuine).
This species was used in Minnesota by the Santee Dakota. Since
their removal to Nebraska in 1866 they have made use of the next
;

species.

Acer saccharinuji L. Soft Maple.
Tahado (Dakota).
cnu-shahethc-hi (Omaha-Ponca),

W

" tree to dye black."
black."
"tree
to
dye
(Winnebago),
Wissep-hu
maple. The Dakota word
sugar
the
soft
made
from
All the tribes

for sugar

is

cha"ha.''pi, literally

"wood"

or "tree juice"

{ha" pi,

The Omaha word is zho"ni {zho", wood or tree; ?)/, water).
juice).
The Pawnee word for sugar, nakits, is also compounded of their
words for "tree" (nalis) and "water" (ki/tsu). From these examples it appears that the etymology of the word for " sugar " in the
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languages of the several tribes is evidence of the aboriginal source
of the article, for if they had first gotten sugar from the traders'
stores it would not have been associated in their minds with the sap
of trees.

Prince Maximilian of Wied, in his journey up the Missouri Eiver
In
in the spring of 1832, observed the process of sugar making.
"
Auch
his journal of the latter part of April of that year he says,
die freien Indianer benutzten jenen Ahorn zur Bereitung des
Zuckers."'

The Omaha and Winnebago names of this tree are given from the
use of maple twigs to make a black dye. The twigs and bark of
new growth were boiled. A certain clay containing an iron compound, found interstratified with the Pierre shales exposed along
This
the Niobrara River, was mixed with grease and roasted.
roasted clay and the water in which the bark was boiled were then
mixed, and the tanned hides which were to be dyed were soaked for
two or three days to get the right color. Treatment for a short time
made them brown, and for a longer time black.

Acer negundo

L.

Boxelder.

Tashkada'^ (Dakota). In the Teton dialect
the name fashkada" or <ha"-sh(ishk((.

it is

called

by either

(Omaha-Ponca), beaver-wood {zhaba, beaver:
wood; ta, genitive sign).
Nahofh (Winnebago).
Osako (Pawnee).
This tree was used also for sugar making by all the tribes. The
Daivota and Omalia and probably the other tribes used boxelder wood
to midve charcoal for ceremonial painting of the person and for
Zhaha-ta-zho"zho",

tattooing.

Previous inforuuition as to the making of sugar from the sap of
among the Pawnee and Omaha, only to times
now many years in the past but it has been found that among some
tribes sugar is still made from this source. In September, 1916, the
writer found a grove of trees on the Standing Rock Reservation in
North Dakota, of which every tree of any considerable size showed
scars of tapping which had been done the previous spring in sugar
making.
this tree pertained,

;

Balsaminaceae
Impatiens pallida Nutt. and I. biflora Walt. Wild Touch-me-not.
The stems and leaves of this plant were crushed together to a pulp
and applied to the skin as a remedy for rash and eczema by the

Omaha.
' Maximilian,
Reise in das Innere Nord-America,
Indians employ that maple for sugar-making."

vol.

1,

p.

279.

" All

the

free

.

.
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Rhamnaceae
L. Red Root, Indian Tea.
Tahe-hi (Omaha-Ponca).
The leaves were used by all the tribes to make a drink like tea.
The taste is something like that of the Asiatic tea and is much better
than that of the South American yerba mate. On the buti'alo hunt,
when timber was scarce, the gi"eat gnarled woody roots of this shrub,
often much larger than the part above groimd, were used for fuel.

Ceanothus americantjs

VlTACEAE.
ViTis ciNEREA Engelm. and V. vtilpina L.
Hasta"h(i"ka (Dakota)

;

Wild Grape.

Teton dialect Cha" w'lyape.

name simply means vine {cha", tree; tvii/ape,
Hazl (Omaha-Ponca). Grape vine, hazi-hi.
Hapsin tsh Winnebago )

The Teton

twine, tree-twiner).

(

Kisufs (Pawnee).
The fruit was used for food, either fresh or dried for winter use.
A Pawnee said he had seen people tap large grapevines in sirring
and collect the sap to drink fresh. He said it tasted like grape juice.

Paethenocisstjs quinquefolia
False Grape.
I"gfha hasi

Itai

(L.)

Planch.

(Omaha-Ponca). ghost grapes

Virginia

Creeper,

{hazi, grapes).

CELASTRt\CEAE

EuoNTMus atropurpurea

Jacq. Burning Brush.
(Omaha-Ponca), " gho3t walking-stick."
Winnebago medicine-man said women drink a decoction of the

Wana''?ia-l-mo"thi"

A

inner bark for uterine trouble.

Celastrus scandens L. Bitter-sweet.
Zusecha-fa-wofc (Dakota), "snake-food"
food;

An

fa,

(sitzecha, snake; wofe,

genitive sign).

Oglala called

it

snake-food and held the notion that

it

is

poisonous.

TiLIACEAE
TiLIA AMERICANA L. (PI. 19,
HiHa-cha'' (Dakota).

b.)

Einde-Tii (Omaha-Ponca).
Hi''shke

(

Winnebago )

inner bark fiber was used by the Omaha and Ponca for making
cordage and ropes. The Pawnee say it was employed also for spin-

The

ning cordage and weaving matting.

;
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Malvaceae
Callirrhoe iNVOLtiCRATA (T. & G.) A. Gray.

Purple Mallow.
Short Bull, a half Brule, half Oglala, called this plant Pezhuta
7ia"fi(izUia, "smoke treatment medicine" (pezhufa, medicine; na''fiazilia having reference to its use to produce smoke for medical use).
Fast Horse, an Oglala, called it pezhuta, " medicine."
Among the Teton Dakota tliis plant was used for the smoke treatment. The dried root having been comminuted and fired, the smoke
was inhaled for cold in the head, and aching parts were bathed in it.
The root was boiled, the decoction being drunk for internal pains.

Malvastrtjm coccineum (Pursh) A. Gray. Red False Mallow.
Heyoka fa pezhuta (Dakota), " medicine of the heyoka " {pezhuta,
medicine; heyoka, a dramatic order among the Dakota; ta, the
genitive sign).

This plant possesses to a large degree the mucilaginous property
which is in some degree common to all species of this family. On account of this property the Dakota heyoka utilized it by chewing it- to
a paste, wliieh was rubbed over hands and arms, thus making them

immune

to the effect of scalding water, so that to the mystification

and wonderment of beholders these men were able to take \\\i pieces
of hot meat out of the kettle over the fire.
The plant was also chewed and applied to inflamed sores and
wounds as a cooling and healing salve.
Violaceae

Viola

sp.

Among

Omaha

children violets were used in playing a game.
group of children would gather a quantity of violets
then, dividing into two equal parties, one party took the name of
their own nation and the other party took another, as for instance
Dakota. The two parties sat down facing each other, and each
player snapped violets with his oi)ponent till one or the other had
none remaining. The party having the greater number of violets
remaining, each party having had an equal number at the beginning,
was the victor and playfully taimted the other as being poor fighters.

the

In springtime

a

LOASACEAE

NuTTALLiA NUDA (Pursh) Greene.
Toka hupepe (Dakota).

The
extract

stems, after being stripped of their leaves, were
tlie

gummy

remedy for fever

yellow juice.

after

it

pounded

to

This was applied externally as a

had been boiled and

strained.

.
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Cactaceae

Opuntia humifusa Raf. Prickly Pear. (PI. '20, a.)
U"chela (Dakota). The fruits are called w'chela faspW.
Piclahatus Pawnee
(

)

An aiimsing summer pame played by small boys of the Dakota
Nation was the " cactus game." Boys gathered on the prairie where
the cactus abounded. One boy who was a swift runner was chosen
to be it," as white children saj- in games.
This boy would take
a cactus plant and impale it on a stick. The stick served as a liandle
by which he held up the plant for the other boys to shoot with their
bows and arrows. When a boy hit the target the target holder ran
after him and would strike him with the spiny cactus; then he would
'"

Thus the
game continued indefinitely at the pleasure of the players.
The fruits were eaten fresh and raw after the bristles had been
removed, or they were stewed. They were also dried for winter use.

•return to the goal and receive the shots of other boys.

Sometimes from scarcity of food the Indians had to resort to the
stems, wliich they roasted after first removing the spines.
The
mucilaginous juice of the stems was utilized as a sizing to fix the
colors painted on hides or on receptacles made from hides. It was
applied by rubbing a freshly peeled stem over the painted object.
On account of this mucilaginous property the peeled stems were
bound on wounds as a dressing.

LoPHOPHOEA wiLLiAMSii (Lem.) Coulter. Peyote.
JIaka" (Omaha-Ponca). The medicine.
The religious cult associated with this plant has been introduced
among the Nebraska tribes from others to the southward. The plant
indigenous to the Rio (irande region, where its cult arose. Thence
spread from tribe to tribe, even to our northern national boundary.
This plant is often popularly but erroneously called mescal. The
use of peyote and the religious observances connected with it were
introduced among the Omaha in the winter of 1906-07 by one of
the tribe who returned from a visit to the Oto in Oklahoma. He
had been much addicted to the use of alcohol and had heard among
the Oto that this religion would cure him. The cult had already
is
it

been inti'oduced into the Winnebago trilae, whose reservation adjoins
that of the Omaha, so when he reached home he sought the advice
and help of the leader of the Peyote Society in that tribe. A society
was soon formed in the Omaha tribe, and although at first much
opposed it grew till it absorbed half the tribe. At the present time
its influence has somewhat weakened.
The peyote plant and its cult appeal strongly to the Indian's sense
of the mysterious and occult. The religious exercises connected with
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are attended by much circumstance of ceremony and symbolism.
The average Indian, with his psychic inheritance and his physical

it

and jDsychic environment, naturally attributes to the peyote most
wonderful mystic powers. As the Semitic mind could conceive, and
the

Aryan mind could accept

the Semitic conception, that deity

be incarnated in an animal body

—that

is,

a

human body

may

—so to the

American Indian mind

it seems just as reasonable to conceive that
dwell in a plant body. So he pays the plant divine honors,
making pi'ayers to it or in connection with it, and eating it or drinking a decoction of it in order to appropriate the divine spirit to

deity

may

—

induce the good, and exorcise the

In brief, the use of peyote by
the Indian corresponds to the Christian use of bread and wine in the
evil.

eucharist.

The body of

doctrine and belief connected with this cult

curious blending of aboriginal American religious ideas with

is

a.

many

imbibed by the Indians from Christian missionaries. In the meeting places the worshipers gather in a circle about a fireplace
in the center of the lodge or tent. A fire is kept up throughout the
meeting. At the west side of the fire sits the leader. In front of him
is spread a cloth like an altar cloth; on this lies a peyote top,
and at the edge nearest to the leader an open Bible. At his right
hand stands a staff symbolically decorated with feather ornamentation.
In his hand he carries a fan made of 12 eagle feathers
symbolizing the 12 Christian apostles. A water drum is beaten
with a low insistent thrumming sound, accompanied by a gourd
rattle, while songs are chanted, and the people gaze into the fire or
sit with bowed head.
Owing to the hypnotic effect of the firelight,
the community of thought, abstraction from all extraneous affairs,
the droning chant, the thrumming of the drum, and the mental
attitude of expectancy induced by the words of the speakers, who
discourse on the visions which shall be seen, combined with the
physiological effect of the drug, which stimulates the optic center,
the people fancy they really see most wonderful visions of spirits.
As an example, the vision described by a certain Omaha may be
related.
It will be observed that his vision was the result of the
juxtaposition of a number of experiences and mental processes recalled and immediately induced by the circumstances of the meeting
and the physiologic action of the drug. He was an ordinary reservation Indian, who had had some schooling and had been in Washington and other eastern cities. On this occasion the opening reading from the Bible had been the storj^ of the Hebrew prophet taken
up to heaven in a chariot of fire. The Indian fell into a trancelike
state and afterwards described his vision. He related that Jesus had
come for him in an automobile and had taken him up to heaven,
where he had seen God in His glory in a splendid city, and with God
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he had seen many of the great men of
remember.

all

Elaeagnaceae
Lepakgyrea argentea (Nutt.) Greene.
Mashtl''cha-pute

time,

[eth. ann. 33

more than he could

•

Buffalo-berry.

(Dakota), "rabbit-nose"

(PI. 20, h.)

{mashti"cha, rabbit;

pufe, nose).

Zho"-hoje-wazhide

(

Omaha -Ponca),

or wazhide Kuta, gray waz-

hide,

Eaz-skutz (Winnebago), "red-fruit"' {haz, fruit; shu-tz, red).
Laritsits (Pawnee).
The fruits are used fresh in season and are dried for winter use.
The fruit was ceremonially used in feasts given in honor of a girl
arriving at puberty. Padus nana was ordinarily used, but Lepargyrea might be substituted. This was a custom among the Dakota.^

Araliaceae

Panax quinqtjefolium L. Ginseng.
A Pawnee gave the information that ginseng

roots in composition
with certain other substances were used as a love charm. From
various individuals the information was gathered bit by bit severally
and adduced, showing that the four species of plants used in compounding this love chann were Aquilecjia canadensis, Lohelki cardinal'ts, Cogswellia daucifolia., and Pan-a.r (juinquefoJiujn or possibly a
species of Ligusticum. Specimens of the latter were not in hand, but
informants spoke of it as AngeUca. They had become acquainted
with Angelica of the pharmacists and probably mistook it for their
own native Ligusticum. It is possible that various combinations
of four plants might have been used, but it appears certain that
Aqiiilcgia canadensis and Cogswellia daucifolia were considered
most potent. The parts used were seeds of Aqvilegia and Cogs-

Panax, and dried roots and flowers of Lobelia
products was mingled red-earth
The possession of these medicines was supposed to invest

wellia, dried roots of

cardinalis.

paint.

"With these vegetal

the possessor with a property of attractiveness to all persons, in

any natural antipathy which might otherwise exist. AVhen
added hairs obtained bj^ stealth through the friendly
offices of an amiably disposed third person from the head of the
woman who was desired, she was unable to resist the attraction
and soon yielded to the one who possessed the charm.

spite of

to these were

1

Dorsey, Siouan Cults,

p. 483.
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Aplaceae

Washingtonia longisttlis
Cha^-pezhuta (Dakota)
Sha''ga.-?naJca"

Kahtstaraka

;

Sweet Cicely.
wood; pezhuta, medicine.

(Torr.) Britton.
cAa",

(Omaha-Ponca), horse-medicine.
(Pawnee), "buffalo medicine" {haJUsu, medicine;

taraha, buffalo).

The Omaha and Ponca say

that horses were so fond of the roots
of Washingtonia that if one whistled to them, while holding out the
bag of roots, the horses came trotting up to get a taste, and so could
easily be cauaht.
to

make

An Omaha

pounded up
Winnebago medicine-man
wounds. A Pawnee said that a

said that the roots were

poultices to apply to boils.

A

reported the same treatment for
decoction of the roots was taken for weakness and general debility.

Heracleum laxatum Michx. Cow Parsnip. Beaver Root.

(PI. 21.)

Zhaba-maka" (Omaha-Ponca), "beaver medicine" {zhaba, beaver;
Tnaka", medicine).

A

"Winnebago medicine-man said the tops of this plant were used
smoke treatment for fainting and convulsions. According to
a Pawnee, the root, scraped or jDounded fine and boiled, was applied
as a poultice for boils. It was learned from an old Omaha woman
that the root was boiled and the decoction taken for intestinal pains
and as a physic. An old Omaha medicine-man said the dried roots
were pounded fine and mixed with beaver dung, and that the mixture
in the

was placed

in the hole in w-hich the sacred pole

CoGsw^ELLiA DATJCiFOLiA (Nutt.) M. E. Jones.

Pezhe hthaska (Omaha-Ponca), "

flat

was planted.

Love Seed.

herb " {pezhe, herb; bthaska,

flat).

Seeds of this aromatic plant with seeds and various parts of
other plants were used as a love charm by men of all tribes in the
Plains region. A Pawnee stated that to carry seeds of C'ogsivellia
rendered the possessor attractive to all persons, so he would have
many friends, all people would serve him well, and if used in connection with certain other plants would make him winning to women,
so he might win any woman he might desire.

CORNACEAE
CoRNTJS AMOMTJM Mill. Eed Dogwood, Kinnikinnick. (PI. 22.)
Cha^-shasha (Dakota), "red wood" (clia", wood; shaxlur, a reduplication of sha, red). So called from the winter coloration
of

its

bark.

.
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Ninigahi (Oiiiaha-Ponca). Contracted from nhii, pipe, and iyahl,
to mix; to mix [with tobacco] for the pipe.
RuM-shutsh (Winnebago).
Rapahat (Pawnee), "red-stick"' (/«, stick; pakaf, red).
The outer bark was removed, after ^Yhich the inner bark was
scraped and dried for smoking. It is fragrant, and all the tribes
were very fond of it.
'

.

CoRNUS STOLONiFERA Michx.

Red Brush, Kinnikinnick.

C?ia"-shasha-hi"chal'e (Dakota), real cha"-shas/ut- {hi"chaJic, real,

very, indeed).

Ninigahi Me (Omaha-Ponca), real ninigahi
This species is preferred for smoking. It is said to be the best of
all, but the Indians describe and name another which was also used,
but which I did not succeed in seeing or identifying. The Omaha
and Ponca call it ninigahi gthtshe, "spotted ninigahi."

CORNUS ASPERIFOLIA
Ma^sa-lite-hi

RoUgll DogWOod.

MicllX.

(Omaha-Ponca), "real arrow tree"

{ma'^sa,

arrow;

Kte, real; hi, plant bodj').

Ma"si-hotsh CWinnebago).
Aaklplstatu (Pawnee), " real arrow tree " {nahaapi, tree; kipis, ar-

row; tatu, real).
This was the favorite wood for arrow

shafts.

Ericaceae
UvA-uRSi xjvA-URSi (L.) Britton. Bearberry.
Nakasis (Pawnee), "little tree," "short tree" [nahas, tree;

kasis,

short).

The

leaves were used for

smoking

like tobacco.

Oleaceae

Fraxinus penxsi'lvanica Marsh.
PsehH" (Dakota).
Ta.^hndnga-hi Omalia-Ponca )

Ash.

(

Bnk

("Winnebago).

Kiditako (Pawnee).

Ash wood was

universally used for

making pipestems;

it

was

used also for making bows, and young stems furnished arrow slitifts.
The ash is one of the trees to which mystic powers are ascribed.
J. Owen Dorsey says " The Omaha have two sacred trees, the ash
and the cedar. The ash is connected with the beneficent natural
:
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powere. Part of the sacred pole of the Omaha and Ponca
of ash, the other part being of Cottonwood."^

The stems

is

made

two principal symbolic objects used in the
Omaha and the corresponding ceremony of
the Hako of the Pawnee were made of ash wood.
of the

Wawa" ceremony

of the

Gentianaceae

Daststephana pxTBERtTLA (Michx.) Small. Gentian.
Maka" chahlwi-cho (Winnebago), "blue-blossom

medicine"

(maka^, medicine; chahiiri, blossom; cho, blue).
Pezhida-zi (Dakota), "yellow medicine" {pezhufa, medicine; z!,
yellow). So called because of the color of the roots.
decoction of the root is taken as a tonic it is so used alone and
also in combination with other medicinal plants.

A

;

Asclepiadaceae
AscLEPiAs TTJBEEOSA L. Buttprflv "Weed, Pleurisy Root.
Maka" saka (Omaha-Ponca), "raw medicine"; (saka, raw;
maka" saka thata i, medicine they eat raw). Another name
given is kiu maka", wound medicine. The name raw medicine
was given because this root was used without lioiling.

The root was eaten raw for bronchial and pulmonary trouble. It
was also chewed and put into wounds, or pulverized when dry and
blown into wounds. It was applied as a remedy for old, obstinate
In the Omaha tribe this medicine and its rites belonged to
sores.
the Shell Society. A certain member of the society was the authorized guardian or keeper of this medicine. It was his prerogative to
dig the root and distribute bundles of it to the members of the society.
The ceremonials connected with

the digging, preparation, consecra-

and distribution occupied four days.

In this connection it
not be out of place to note that four is the dominant number in
all ritual and in all orientation in space and time among the Plains
tribes, just as the number seven is dominant with some other peoples.
Whether four or seven be the dominant number depends on whether
the four cardinal points of the horizon are given preeminence or
whether equal place is given also to the three remaining points, the

tion,

may

Zenith, the Nadir, and the Here.

AscLEPiAS SYEiACA L.

Milkwccd.

(Pis. 23, 24.)

WaKtha ( Omaha-Ponca )
Mahintsh (Winnebago).
Karipiku ( Pawnee )
This plant

young sprouts

is

used for food at three stages of

its

growth

—the

in early spring, like asparagus sprouts; the clusters
1

Siouan Cults,

p.

390.

.
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and the young fruits while firm and green. It is
Small boys used the fiber of the mature stalks
of this plant for popgun wads, chewing it for the purpose.
Wlien the Omaha first saw cabbage and noted its use boiled, as
they boiled vaKtha, they likened it to that, and so named cabbage
waKtha umhe, " white man's wa/ifha." Likewise the Pawnee named
cabbage karipiku tsahiks-taka, "white man's karipiku" {tsahiks,
of floral buds;

prepared by boiling.

person; taka, white).

AscLEPiAS EXALTATA (L.) Muhl. Tall Milkweed.
WaJltha-ska (Omaha-Ponca), white waMha {ska, white; waJitha,
as

before,

stated

is

the

Omaha-Ponca name

of

Asdepias

syriaca)

The

root

was eaten raw

as a

remedy for stomach

trouble.

COXVOLVULACEAE

Ipomoea leptophylla Torr. Bush Morning-glory. (Pis. 25, 26.)
{tuwiriki,
Kahts-tuwiriki (Pawnee), "whirlwind medicine"
whirlwind). So called because of the peculiar twisted nature of
the fibrovascular system.

Among

the

Pawnee

the large, perennial storage root of this xero-

highly prized as a remedy for nervousness and bad
dreams. For this purpose the smoke treatment was used. For alleviation of pain the pulverized root was dusted on the body with
phytic plant

a deer tail or

who had

is

with

a feather brush.

It

was

also used to revive

one

fainted.

CusctTTA paradoxa Raf. Dodder, Love Vine.
Ilakastahkata (Pawnee), "yellow vine" {/uikastah, vine; kafa,
yellow).

The dodder vine was used by Pawnee maidens
their suitors were sincere.

A

girl

to divin.

having plucked a vine,

jT
thought of the young man in mind tossed the vine over her
into the weeds of host species of this dodder. Then, turnir ^ iv^und,
^^
ter
she marked the plant on which the vine fell. The second
i
she would return to see whether the dodder had attached itself
was growing on its host. If so, she went away content with
assurance of her lover's sincerity and faithfulness. If the doa' '
had not twined and attached itself, she took it as a warning n<'t to
trust him.
Dodder was said to be used as a dyestuff to give an orange color
For this purpose the vines were boiled and the mato feathers.
A Mexican Indian now living at
terials to be dyed were dipped.
'
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rattlesnakes take

call

it
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rattlesnake food

and say that

into their dens for food.

it

BORAGINACEAE

LiTHOSPERMUM CANESCENs (Michx.)

Lelim.

Bazu-hi (Omaha-Ponca).
Children used the root of this plant in sport to chew with their

gum (gum

of Silphiuni Icu-imatum) to

make

it

The

of a red color.

flowers of this plant were likewise used to color

gum

yellow.

Verbenaceae

Verbena hastata L. Wild Verbena.
Cha"haIoffa pezhuta (Dakota) ; pezhuia, medicine.
Peshe 7naka" (Omaha-Ponca) ; pezhe, herb; maka", medicine.
Among the Teton Dakota the leaves were boiled to make a drink
as a remedy for stomach ache. Among the Omaha the leaves were
steeped merely to

make

a beverage like tea.

Menthaceae

Monarda fistulosa L. Wild Bergamot, Horsemint.
HeUaka ta pezhuta (Dakota), "elk medicine" {Keilaka,
huta, medicine

;

ta,

genitive sign)

;

elk; pez-

or Keliaka ta wote, food of the

elk (wote, food).

Peshe pa (Omaha-Ponca) " bitter herb " (pa, bitter; pezhe, herb).
Tsttsahtu (Pawnee), ill smelling.
By the Teton Dakota the flowers and leaves are boiled together to
make a medicine which is drunk to cure abdominal pains.
The Winnebago used for pimples and other dermal eruptions on
the face an application made by boiling the leaves.
,

Monarda fistulosa var. Washtemna.
Wahpe washtemna (Dakota), "fragrant leaves" (umKpe,

leaf;

This form is one of the plants
connected with the Sun dance, according to J. Owen Dorsey.^
Isna-Jiithe-iga hi (Omaha-Ponca), referring to its use in compounding a pomade for the hair. Sometimes called pezhe-pa
im"ga in distinction from the other pezhe-pa, in reference to its
washfe, good;

7}i7ui,

odorous).

finer essence and more delicate plant body (Tni^ga, female;
male pezhe-pa)
T^stu (Pawnee), meaning, if any, not found.
^

Siouan Cults,

p. 454.

fe-
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In addition to these two forms, the Pawnee, as said before, recogand name two other forms. All these four forms are included in
our taxonomy under the name Monarda fstitlosa. The two remaining forms, according to the Pawnee classilication and nomenclature,
are tsaJi'US tawirat and parakaha. The latter name, parakaha, signize

fragrant " tsakus tawirat, " shot many times still fighting "
{tsakus, shot many times; tawirat, still fighting).
In the order of

nifies "

;

decreasing desirability for fragrance the

Pawnee

classify the four

forms in this order: parakaha, tsakus tawirat, tsostu, and tsusahtu,
which last name, meaning ill smelling, shows that it is undesirable,
according to their suspectibilities, for this purjaose. One or more of
may often be found wherever the last, ts-usahtu, the

the other forms

common

type form of Monarda fstulosa, is found. The Pawnee
them thus: tsusahtu, with stiff strong stems; tsostu, with
weaker stems and smaller leaves; the next two with weak stems, the
most fragrant one, parakaha, with stems " as weak as straw." But
characterize

they also find differences in the roots, and they say these must be compared in order to make identification certain.
The differences noted by the Indians among these varieties, if we
may be allowed to call them varieties, are fixed and hereditary and
not accidental or dependent on season or situation. Of this I am
assured by my own experience with living specimens of the two
forms designated by the Dakota KeKaka ta pezhuta and waKpe
umshtemna. I have transplanted specimens of these two forms from
the wild state and have had them under observation at all seasons for
five years. I have also noted these two forms in the wild state standing in close proximity to each other.
I give this extended discussion because I have fdund taxonomists
reluctant to admit the possibility of this distinction; at the same

time they did not put

it

Hedeoma

Maka

to the proof.

hispida Pursli.
chiaka (Dakota).

Eough Pennyroyal.

An infusion of the leaves was used as a remedy for colds.
used also as a flavor and tonic appetizer in diet for the sick.

It

was

Pezhc nuhtho" (Omaha-Ponca), "fragrant herb" {nuhtho",

fra-

Mentha

canadensis L.

Wild Mint.

Chiaka. (Dakota).
gi-ant).

Kahts-kiwahaaru

(Pawnee)

;

"

swamp medicine "

{kahfs,

from

kahtsu, medicine; kiwaJtaaru, swamp).

Wild mint was used by all the tribes as a carminative, fo» this
purpose being steeped in water for the patient to drink and sweetened
with sugar. Sometimes this infusion was used as a beverage, like
tea, not alone for its medicinal property but for its pleasing aromatic
flavor.
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They

also

with their stores of dried meat, making alternate layers
of dried meat and mint.
A Winnebago informant said that traps were boiled with mint
in order to deodorize them so that animals might not be deterred
by the scent of blood from entering them.

packed

it

Agastache anethiodora (Nutt.) Britton. Fragrant Giant Hyssop,
Wild Anise.
The leaves of this plant were commonly used to make a hot aqueous
drink like tea to be taken with meals. It was also used as a sweetening flavor in cookery.

SOLANACEAE
Phvsalis heterophylla Nees.

Ground Cherry.

TamanioJipe (Dakota).

Pe igatush (Omaha-Ponca)
name has reference to the

pe, forehead; igatush, to pop. The
;
use by children of the inflated persist-

ent calices which they pop on the forehead in play.
Nikakitspak (Pawnee) nikako, forehead; kitsfak, to pop.
;

The

fruits of the edilile species, P. heterophijlla, are

When

made

into a

them
was found they were dried for winter. When the Dakota first saw
figs they likened them to Physalk {TamamoKpe), and called them
Ta/manioKpe washicku", " white man's tamaruoKpeP

sauce for food by

these tribes.

all

a sufficient quantity of

Phtsalis lanceolata Michx.^ Prairie Ground Cherry.
(Omaha-Ponca), "crooked
hashaho^-sho"
Maka'"-

medicine"

{hashaeho''sho", crooked, referring to the root of this species).

Ha"pok-hischasu (Winnebago), "owl eyes" {ha:"pok,ovi\\ hischasu.
eyes).

was used in the smoke treatment. A decocwas used for stomach trouble and for headache. A
dressing for wounds was also made from it.

The

root of this plant

tion of the root

Nicotiana qitadrivalvis Pursh. Tobacco. (PI. 27, h.)
Cha''di (Dakota) Teton dialect, chaHL
Nini-hi (Omaha-Ponca).
This species of Nicotiana was cultivated by all the tribes of Nebraska. Since the advent of Europeans tobacco is one of the crops
whose culture has been abandoned by these tribes, and they have all
lost the seed of it, so that the oldest living Omaha have never seen it
growing; but they sometimes receive presents of the prepared tobacco
;

1 This is tlie species wliich is intended by the reference or.
p. 584 of The Omaha
The reference here names Physalis
Tribe, Twenty-seventh Rep. Bur. of Amer. Ethn.
viscora, no doubt an error for P. vincosa. But P. viscosa is native to the Atlantic coast
and is not found in the territory of the Omaha,

74936° — 19— 33 eth
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from other tribes to the north, who are still growing it. From an old
man, Long Bear, of the Hidatsa tribe in North Dakota, who was then
73 years old, I obtained specimens and seed in 1908, by which I was
able to determine the species. I planted the seed and have had it
growing every year since. The plant, when full grown, is only about
60 cm. or 70 cm. in height. It is very hardy and of quick maturity, so
that ripe seed will be found in about (>0 or 65 days after coming up,
and fruit bearing continues till frost comes.
According to Nuttall, Nlcotiana quadnvaZvls was cultivated by all
the tribes along the ilissouri.'

A

Pawnee informant

said that his people in the old time prepared

the ground for planting this tobacco by gathering a quantity of dried
grass, which was burned where the patch was to be sown. This kept
the ground clear of weeds, so that nothing grow except the tobacco

was planted.

^vhich

The crop was allowed

to

grow

thick,

and then

— leaves, unripe fruit capsules, and the tender, small
parts of the stems— was dried for smoking. The unripe seed capsules,

the whole plant

dried separately, were specially prized for smoking on account of the
pronounced by the Indians to be like the flavor now found in

flavor,

the imported Turkish tobacco.

A Winnebago informant- told me that his people prepared the tobacco by picking off the leaves and laying tliem out to dry. Next day
the partially dry leaves, limp and somewhat viscid, wei-e rolled like
tea leaves and again laid to dry. When fully dry the leaves were
and stored away. In this finished state the tobacco looks
gunpowder tea. The Indians said it was of very
pleasant odor for smolnng. The species of tobacco which was cultivated by the Winnebago, as well as the other tribes of the eastern
woodland region, was Nicotiana rustica L. It appears that this
species was cultivated by all the tribes from the Mississippi Eiver
eastward to the Atlantic Ocean. It. is said that the woodland tribes
rubbed

fine

somewhat

like

eagerly accepted presents of prepared tobacco of the species Nicotiana

quadnvcHvis from the tribes of the plains region and sought to obtain
seed of the same, but the plains tribes Jealously guarded against
allowing the seed to be exported to their woodland neighbors.

SCROPHULARIACEAE

Pentstemon grandiflorus Nutt. Wild Fox-glove.
A Pawnee informant said that he uses this plant
chills

and

fever, but it is not of

preparation

is a
'

as a

decoction of the leaves, taken internally.

Pickering, Clironologlcal

remedy for

common knowledge and
History of Plants,

p.

741.

use.

The
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Plantaginaceae

Plantago major L. Plantain.
Sinie maka" (Omaha-Ponca).
A Ponca gave me the information that a bunch of leaves of this
plant made hot and applied to the foot is good to draw out a thoni
or splinter.

EUBIACEAE

Galium trifloeum Michx.

Fragrant Bedstraw, Lady's Bouquet.

Wau-peshe (Omaha-Ponca), woman's herb, or wau-inu-rnaka",
woman's perfume (wau, woman).
The plant was used by women on account of its fragrance, a delicate odor given off in withering, which resembles the odor of sweetgrass, a handful of the plant being tucked under the girdle.
Caprifoliaceae

Sambucus canadensis

L.

Elderberry.

Chaputa (Dakota) rhaputa-hu, elder bush.
Wagathaluishha (Omaha-Ponca) wagathahashl-a-hi, elder bush.
;

;

Skirariu

The

(

fruits

Pawnee

)

state.
The larger stems
making popguns. A pleas-

were used for food in the fresh

of the bush were used by small boys for

ant drink was

made by dipping

the blossoms into hot water.

L. Black Haw, Nannyberry.
mna-hu, black haw bush.

Viburnum lentago
31 na (Dakota)

;

N'a"shama"' (Omaha-Ponca).

Wuwu (Winnebago).
Akiwasas (Pawnee) naming names.
The fruits were eaten from the hand, not gathered
;

in quantity.

Viburnum opulus

L. " High-bush Cranberry," Pembina.^
In the north, where Sambuous canadensis is not fovuid, boys made
popguns from stalks of Vihurnum opvlus after removing the ]iith.
• The name petabina is herewith proposed as a popular name for this shrub because of
the atrocious ineptness of the name " high-bush cranberry," since the berry of rihumum
is nothing like a cranberry, and also because of the fact that the name pembina is
already commonly applied to this shrub and its fruit by the people of northern North
Dakota and Manitoba. The word pembina is a white man's corruption of the name of
this berry in the Chippewa language, which is nepin-mtnan, summer-berry
ne/jiii. surami'r
and iiiiiKin berry. The pronunciation of pembina is indicated thus: pem'-bi-na.
This name was applied to a river and mountain in North Daiiota, and subsequently to a
town and county of that State. The Chippewa call the river Nepin-minan Hipi (Summerberry River), because of the abundance of these berries growing along the course of that
;

;

stream.
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They made

the piston from a piece of AmL'Ia)ichicr alnifolia or of
young growth of Querevs macrocarpa. The fibrous inner baric
of Ulmus americana and of U. fuJva was used for popgun wads.
In tlie nortli, wliere BetiCki papyrifera is found, its papery bark was
chewed to a pulp and used for tliis purpose, wliile on tlie western
prairie the tops of Artemisia, were cliewed and so used.

the

Syjiphoricaepos symphoricarpos (L.) MacM. Coral Berry, and S.
occiDENTALis Hook. Wolf Berry, Buck Brush.
Zuzecha-ta-wote sapsapa (Dakota) black snake food {zuzecha,
snake; ^iwte, food; ta, genitive sign; sapsapa, reduplication of
;

sapa, black).

(Omaha-Ponca), eye-lotion plant {t"shta, eye).
make an infusion used for weak or

I'^shtogaKte-hi

The

leaves were steeped to

inflamed eyes.

Cttcuebitaceae

Pepo roETiDissiMA (H. B. K.) Britton. Wild Gourd. (PI. 27, a.)
Wagu7nu" pezhuta (Dakota), pumpkin medicine [waga/nu", pumpkin; pczhuta, medicine).

Niash'iga nuil'a"

human
maka"
This

being;
niiga)

(Omaha-Ponca) human-being medicine (niashiga,
7na/,-a", medicine).
They say it is male {niashiga
and female {niashiga viaka" miga).
,

one of the plants considered to possess special mystic
properties. I'eople were afraid to dig it or handle it unauthorized.
The properly constituted authorities might dig it, being careful to
make the pi-escribed otl'ering of tobacco to the spirit of the plant,
accompanied by the proper prayers, and using extreme care not to

wound

is

the root in removing

it

from the

earth.

A

man

of

my

ac-

quaintance in the Omaha tribe essayed to take up a root of this plant
and in doing so cut the side of the root. Not long afterward one of
his children fell, injuring its side so that death ensued, which was
ascribed by the tribe to the wounding of the root by the father.
This plant is one which is held in particularly high esteem bv all
the tribes as a medicinal agent. As its range is restricted to the
drier parts of the Great Plains, it happens that since the tribes are
confined to reservations they can not get it as easily- as they did
in old times. This explains why, when I have exhibited si^ecimens

of the root in seeking information, the Indians have asked for it.
While they fear to dig it themselves, after I have assumed the risk
of so doing they are willing to profit by my temerity; or it may be
that the white man is not held to account by the Higher Powers
of

tiie

The

Indian's world.
root

is

used medicinally according to the doctrine of signait is believed, the form of the human body, and

tures, simulating,

3

a
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As a remedy for any ailment a porfrom the part corresponding in position to the
for headache or other
affected part of the patient's body is used
trouble in the head some of the top of the root is used for abdominal
trouble a bit of the middle of the root and so on.
A number of species of Cucurbitacese were of undoubted aboriginal
American culture, as attested by the writings of the earliest explorers, missionaries, and settlers, as well as by the stories, traditions,
myths, and religious ceremonies of the various tribes. From all the
evidence I have it appears that the tribes of Nebraska prior to European contact certainly cultivated squashes and pumpkins of several
(PI. 28.)
varieties, gourds, and possibly watermelons.
When we seek the region in which may possibly be found the
original prototypes of the cultivated species grown by the tribes
of Nebraska, naturally we must look to the region of the Rio Grande
thought to be male and female.
tion of the root

—

;

;

or bej'ond.

CucuRBiTA LAGENAELA L. Dipper Gourd.
Wa7)2miha or
PeJie

wahmu

(Dakota).

(Omaha-Ponca).

Among

the tribes generally the gourd was

vide shells of which to

make

For

grown

in order to pro-

purpose the gourd
was indispensable, as rattles made therefrom were essential for all
ritualistic music.
In order to fashion a rattle, the contents of the
gourd were removed and a handle was attached. Seeds of Arisaema,
triphylJum or small gravel were placed in the shell.

Pepo pepo

Wamnu

(L.)

rattles.

this

Pumpkin.

Teton dialect, loagaimX^.
(Omaha-Ponca).
Since the advent of Europeans and the consequent disturbance of
the aboriginal activities the tribes have lost many of the varieties
of their old-time cultivated plants. Some varieties lost by one tribe
are still retained bj' some other tribe, while the latter probably no
(Dakota)

;

^\ata''

longer enjoys plants still in possession of the former. Of their oldtime squashes the Omaha can describe the following eight varieties,
although they have lost the seed of most of them. They do not distinguish between pumpkin and squash, but call them both wata"
with descriptive modifiers affixed. 1. Wata" fiti, "real squash" {Kfi,

This term would seem to indicate that this variety has been
known by the tribe. It is described as being spherical in
form, yellowish in color, " like a cottonwood leaf in the fall."
.3.
Wafa"
2. TFate" miha, small, spherical, spotted black and green.
hazu, large oval, pointed at the ends, greenish in color.
nide
5. Wata"^ miKa snede, long wata'^ mlKa.
4. Wata'^ kukuge, speckled.
real).

longest

"
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Wafa"

mifia

ska, white

black wafa" miJla.

wata"

Wata^ miRa

mi/ui.

7.

[eth. ANN.

Wafa"

mi/iu
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saba,

yellow wata" mifia. These
last four squashes, called waia" miUa, were small summer or fall
8.

si,

squashes.

The Omaha planted

their squashes at the time of blossoming of

the wild plum.
Cucurbita maxiiiia of Tropical or Subtropical America.
The pvmpkin called
Brazilian " jurumu " (Marcgr. 44), in Carib "jujuru" or " babora
(Desc. ), and cultivated from early times: "pompions" were seen by Columbus in 1493 on Oiiadalope (F. Colunib. 47) ... C. maxima was observed by
De Soto in 1542 in Florida, and is known to have been cultivated by the
North American tribes as far as the St. Lawrence.'
April 12, 1.528 (Oabeza de Vaca, and Churchid Coll.), arrival of exped. of
Pamphilo de Narvaez on north side of Gulf of Mexico, west of Mississippi R.
Landed, proceeded inland, and observed pumpkins and beans cultivated by the
in

natives.'

About their liowses they have commonly square plotts of cleered grownd,
which serve them for gardens, some one hundred, some two hundred foote
square, wherein they sowe their tol)acco, pumjxtns, and a fruit like unto a musk
million, but lesse and worse, which they call macock gourds, and such like,
which fruicts increase exceedingly, and ripen in the beginning of July, and
contynue until September they plant also the field apple, the maracock, a
wj'ld fruit like a kind of pome.granett, which increaseth Infinitlye, and ripens
in August, contynulng untill the end of October, when all the other fruicts be
gathered, but they sowe nether herli, flower, nor any other kynd of fruict.'
;

Pepo maxima (Duch.) Peterm. Squash.
This species is found in tropical and subtropical North America.
The squash, called by the New England tribes " asl-iitnsrinasli" (R. Will.),
observed under cultivation by the natives by
and cultivated from early times
W. Wood, R. Williams, and Josselyn is known to have been cultivated throughout our middle and southern States by the natives in the West Indies, as
appears from Dalechanip pi. 616, and was seen by Clianvalon on Martinique
:

—

;

;

(Poiret diet. nat. xi, 234.)

To

'

the southwest, whence

came the crop plants of aboriginal

cul-

ture in Nebraska, the remains in ruins sometimes reveal the identity
of plants of ancient culture there.

The occurrence of squash seeds in some of the mortuary bowls is important,
indicating the ancient use of this vegetable for food. It may, in this connection, be borne in mind that one of the southern clans of the Hojii Indians was
called the

Patun or Squash

Pepo pepo, Dr.

J.

family.'

H. Coulter

in southern and western Texas,

says, "

....

Has

a naturalized variety

(C. texana Graj').""

Pickering, Chronological History of Plants, pp. 700-710.
p. 869.
2 William Strachey. Ilistorie of Travaile into Virginia Britannia,
Pickering, op. cit., p. 141.
^ Fewkes, Two Summers' Work in Pueblo Ruins, p. 101.
124.
» Coulter, Botany of Western Texas, p.
^

2 Ibid.,

p.

72 (1612).

:

;

;

!

;
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Pumpkin seeds have been found in old Pawnee graves in Nebraska.
The squash is mentioned in the Onondaga creation myth, showing
that

it

has been in cultivation by that tribe from ancient times, and

wide distribution from the area of its origin.^
is one of the most conservative elements and
does not readily take up any new thing, hence the religious songs of
a people indicate those things which have been for a long time
familiar to that people. Allusion is made to the squash in some of
this is evidence of its

Religious expression

the oldest religious songs of the

the most ancient

hymns

Pima

tribe in the southwest.

One

of

to bring rain is the following.

He the All-seeing
Sees the two stalks of corn standing
He's my younger brother. Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a!
He the All-seeing sees the two squashes
Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a

!

He's my younger brother. Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a
On the summit of Ta-atukam sees the corn standing
He's my younger brother. Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a
On the summit of Ta-atukam sees the squash standing;
He's my younger brother. Hi-ilo-o woiha
!

!

Another Pima rain song
The blue light of evening
Hi-ihiya naiho-o
Falls as we sing before the sacred timlna.
About us on all sides corn tassels are waving.
!

The white light or day dawn
Hitciya yahina
Tet finds us singing, while corn tassels are waving.
The blue light of evening
Hitciya yahina-a
Falls as we sing before the sacred amina.
About us on all sides corn tassels are waving.
The white light of day dawn
Hitciya yahina
Tet finds us singing, while the squash leaves are waving.'
!

!

!

CtTCTJRBiTA FiciroLiA Bouche.

(C. mela/nosperTna, A. Br.)

The specimens correspond closely with the description of this species
(hitherto known only as cultivated in European gardens and conjectured to be
from the East Indies) excepting in the shape of the leaves, which have the
Giladalajara, cultilobes (often short) and sinuses acute instead of rounded.
vated September (620). The fruit, called " cidra cayote " or " chila cayote," is
about a foot in length, resembling a watermelon in appearance, with a hard
outer shell, the contents white and fibrous, and seeds black. It keeps for many

—

;

months without decay.

A

preserve

is

made

of the inner fibrous portion.

The

" cayote," given to this and other cucurbitaceous species in Mexico, may
the equivalent of the " cha.vote " of Cervantes and the " chayotli " of

name

be
Hernandez.^

1
"

'

Hewitt, Iroquolnn roRmology, p. 174.
Russell, The Pima Indians, p 332.
Watson, Contributions to American Botany,

p.

414.

.
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CiTRULLUs ciTRULLUs (L.) Kaist. Watermelon. (Pis. 29, 29 A.")
Saka yutapi (Dakota), Santee dialect, eaten raw {saka, raw);
Yankton and Teton dialect, shpa"shn.i i/ulapi, eaten uncooked
.shjKi "^kn i, uncooked )
(
Saka thicle (Oniaha-Ponca), or saJia thata, eaten raw {saka, raw).

Wathaka rafdshe (Oto).

When

I first inquired of the

Omaha

in regard to their ancient

named watermelons as one of the crops grown
from time immemorial. They said they had a kind of watermelon
which was small, round, and green, having a thin rind and red flesh,
with small, black, shining seeds; that it was different from the
melons now grown from seed introduced since the coming of white
men. I read the statement made by an early explorer coming up the

cultivated crops, they

Missouri River that the Oto brought presents of watermelons to the
I received from the Ponca, the Pawnee, and the Chej'enne
boat.
an account which was perfectly uniform with that I had from the
Omaha, even to the gestural description of the melon. Lastly, I
was told by a white man who was born in northern Texas and had
been familiar all his life with the natural characteristics of northern
Texas and southern Oklahoma, that he had often found and eaten
wild watermelons on the sand bars and banks of Red River, Pecos
River, and other streams of northwestern Texas. He said further
that his father had told him of finding them on still other streams
of that region. This man described the wild watermelons to me
exactly as all the tribes before mentioned

had described

their culti-

vated melons.
This hitherto unthought of probability of the presence on the
American continent of an indigenous species of Citrunus caused me
to make search through the literature and to make inquiry by corre-

spondence, with the results I have here appended. The more I
searched into the matter the more unlikely it seemed to me that even
so desirable a fruit as the watermelon, should it be granted to have
been introduced by the Spaniards at the time of their very first settlement, could have been disseminated with such astonishing rapidity

and thoroughness as to be found so common among so many tribes
of eastern North America from the Gulf of Mexico to the Great
Lakes, and from the Atlantic coast to the Great Plains. Such a
result would be all the more astonishing, considering the barriers to
be passed in its passage from tribe to tribe; barriers of racial antagonism, of diverse languages, of climatic adaptation, and the everpresent barrier of conservatism, of unwillingness of any people to
adopt a new thing. But if none of these barriers had intervened,
and if each tribe had zealously propagated and distributed as rapidly
as possible to its neighbors,

it

can scarcely be believed that time
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enough had elapsed for this to be accomplished at the first contact
of the French and English explorers. The watermelons grown by
the various tribes seem to be of a variety distinct from any of the
many known varieties of European introduction.
I append here some quotations from literature which I have found
in various sources bearing on the subject.
J. M. Coulter (Cont. U. S. Nat. Herb., vol.

ii, p. 123, Botany of
Western Texas), after describing adds: " Said by Dr. Havard to be
found wild in many places west of the Pecos."
Concerning its origin, C. Conzatti, in " Los Generos Vegetales

Mexicanos,"
.

.

.

p. 348, states

Es genero

iiitroducirlo

del

Viejo Mundo, y de

#1

se ciiltiva

entre

"

Cidra-

nosotros una de las dos especies que conpreude: C. vulgaris Schrad.. 6
cayote."

According

to

Uue plaute dout

De Bry

the watermelon

is

I'origiue est inoeitaine d'apres les auteurs.

Liuug

(Sp., p.

1435) dit: "Habitat in Apulia, Calabria. Siellia." Seringe (Prodr., Ill, p. 301)
I'uis il a.ioute une vallate decrite an Bresil par
dit: "in Africa et India."
Warcgraf, ce qui couiplique encore la question.
La planche et le teste de Marcgraf {Bras., p. 22) me paraissent bien s'appliquer a la Pasteque. D'un autre cote, rien ne prouve que la plante n'eflt pas
ete apportee au Bresil pas les Europeens, si ce n'est le fait d'un uom vulgaire
Jaec, mais I'argument n'est pas fort. Jlarcgraf cite aussi des noms europeens.
Sloane
II ne dit pas que I'espece flit spontanee, ni tres generalement cultivee.
I'indique coninie cultivee a la Jatnalque (I, p. 226), sans pretendre q'elle filt
.

.

.

assurement le silence des premiers auteurs, sauf Marcgraf. le
rend bien peu probable."
Je conclus de ce qui precede que toutes les especes de Citrullus ^numer^es
dans la synonymie que j'ai donnge ci-dessus n'en font qu'une; que cette espece,
toujours annuelle, et par la facile a distlnguer de la Coloquinte officinale, est
essentiellenient africaine qu'elle existe encore a I'etat sauvage en Afrique, et
qu'elle est cultivee depuis un temps inim&niorial dans la vallee du Nil, d'oil
elle a pass&, meme anciennenient, cbez la plupart des peuples civilises du bassin
m&literran&en Au.i'ourd'hui, elle existe dans tous les pay cbauds de la terre, et
coniine les graines en sont .let^es au hasard. partout oil on la consomme, il n"y
a rien, d'^tonnant qu'on la retrouve a denil-sauvage dans beauconp de contr&es
ou elie u'existait certaiuement pas primitivement.'
Sakaf'ide uke^i", the common watermelon, was known to the Omahas before
the coming of the white men. It has a green rind, which is .generally striped,
and the seeds are black. It is never dried, but is always eaten raw, hence
the name. They had no yellow saka0ide till the whites came but they do
not eat them.'
The Mahas [Omahas] seem very friendly to the whites, and cultivate corn,
anifiricaine, et

;

;

beans, melons,
valvis]

squashes, and a small species of tobacco

[Nieotiauii

quadri-

."

Conzatti, Loi5 Generos Vegetales Mexicanos, p. 348.
De Candolle, Geographie Botanique, Tome 2, p. 908.
' NiTudiui
Revue des Cucuibitac(^es, Annates des Sciences NaturcUes,
XII, pp. 107-108,
< Dorsey, Omaha Sociology, p. 306.
' Bradbury, Travels in the Interior of America, p. 77.
'

"
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Wiitermelous are cultivated in great plenty in the English and Frenchcolonies, and there is hardly a peasant here who has not a tield
planted with them.
The Indians plant great quantities of watermelons
at present, but whetlier they have done it of old is not easily determineti.
For an old Onidoe Indian (of the six Iroquese Nations) assured me that the
Indians di<l not know wateniielons Ijefore the Europeans came into the
country and communicated them to the Indians. The French, on the other
hand, have assured me that the Illinois Indians have had abundance of this
fruit, when the French first came to them, and that they declare, they had
planted them since times immemorial. However, I do not remember having
read that the Europeans, who Hrst came to Nortli America, mention the
watermelons in speaking of the dishes of the Indians of that time.*
After several miles of marching along extensive and well-cultivated fields of
squashes, pumpkins, beans, melons, and corn the Dragoons reached the village.
Here then was the Toyash or Pawnee Pict village, the main goal of this expedition.
Col. Dodge encamped in a fine position about a mile from the
village, and the hungry Dragoons were soon enjoying the Indian hospitalities.
Dishes of corn and beans dressed with buffalo fat were placed before them.
For dessert the soldiers en.ioyed liberal supplies of watermelons and wild plums.'
When Garces was among the Yumas in 177.5 they were raising "countless"
calabashes and melons cnhihti-.as y iucUhh-k perhaps better translated
squashes and cantaloupes, or pumi)kins and muskmelons. The Piman and Yuman
tribes cultivated a full assortment of cucurbitaceous plants, not always easy to
identif,v by their old Spanish names.
The Sand'm was the watermelon invariably the melon, usually a muskmelon, or cantaloupe; the calabaza. a calabash,
gourd, pumpkin, or squash of some sort, including one large, rough kind like
our crook-neck squash." ^

American

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

;

MELONS AMONG THE NATCHEZ
Father Petit in a letter to Father d'Avaugiior, from New Orleans,
July 12, 1730, writes, "Each year the people assemble to plant one
vast fiehl with Indian corn, beans, ptimplrins, and melons, and then
again they collect in the same way to gather the harvest." ^
The vegetables they [the Iroquois] cultivate most are Maize, or Turkey com,
French beans, gourds, and melons. They have a sort of gourd smaller than
ours, and which taste much of sugar [squashes] they boll them whole in water,
or roast them under the ashes, and so eat them without any other preparation.
The Indians were acquainted, before our arrival In their country, with the common and water melon.'
Toute sorte de Melons croi.ssent a souhait dans la Louisiane; ceux d'Espagne.
de France, et les melons Anglois, que Ton nonnne melons blancs, y son infiniment
meilleurs que dans les Pays dont ils portent le nom mais les plus excellens de
tons sont les melons d'eau. Connne ils sont pen connus en France, ou Ton n'en
volt gu^res que dans la Provence, encore sont-ils de la petite espfce, je crois que
Ton ne donne trouvera point niauvais que j'en la description.
;

:

'
''

Knlm, Travpls into North America,
Pelzpr, Heury Dodge, p. 100.
Rvissell,

'Jrsiiit
'

The Pima Indians,

RfJatioihi. vol.

fi.«t.

p.

p.

vol. 2, p. ,385.

91.

1.S7.

Charievoix, Journal of a Voyage to North America, vol.

i,

p. 2ri0.
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La tige de ce melon rampe coiuine celle ties notres. et s'etend jusqu'a ilix pieds
de I'endroit d'ou elle sort de terre. Elle est si dfilicate, que lorsqu'on I'ecrase en
marchaiit dessus, le fruit uieurt et pour peu qu'on la froisse, il s'echaude. Les
feuilles sunt tres decoupees. d'un verd qui tire sur le verd de mer, et larges
comuie la main quand elles scut ouvertes. Le fruit est ou rond comme les
potirons, ou long: il se trouve de bons melons de cotte deruiere espfice; mais
ceux de la premi&re espece sont plus estimgs, et meritent de I'etre. Le poids des
plus gros passe rarement trente livres mais celui des plus petits est toujours au
dessus de dix livres. Leur cote et d'un verd paie, mel6 de grandes taches
blanches, et la chair qui touche a cette cote est blanche, crue. et d'une verdeur
de.sagrenlile aussi ne la mange t-on jamais. L'interieur est rempli par une substance legere et brillante comme une neige. qui seroit de eouleur de rose elle
fond dans la boucbe comme seroit la neige meme, et laisse un goQt pared a
clui de cette eau que Ton prepare pour les malades avec de la gel6e de groseille.
Ce fruit ne peut done gtre que tr^s rafralchissant, et il est si sain que de quelque
maladie que Ton soit attaqu6, on peut en satisfaire son appetit sans crainte d'en
gtre incommode. Les melons d'eau d'Afrlque ne sont point a. beaucoup pres si
delicieux que ceux de la Louisiane.
La graine ilu melon d'eau est placee comme celle du melon de France sa
figure e.«t ovale, plate, aussi epaisse a ses extremities que vers son centre, et
a environs six lignes de long sur quatre de large les unes Font noire et les
autres rouge mais !a noire est la meilleure, et c'est celle qu'il convient de
semer pour etre assure d'avoir de bons fruits, pourvfl qu'on ne la mette pas dans
des terres fortes, od elle dggenereroit et devlendroit rouge.'
;

;

:

:

;

:

;

TRANSLATION
All kinds of melons grow admiralil.v well in Louisiana.
Those of Spain,
of Prance, of England, which last are called white melons, are there infinitely finer than in tlie countries from which they have their name; but the
best of all are the watermelons. As they are hardly known in France, except
in Provence, where a few of the small kind grow, I fancy a description of
them will not be disagreeable to the reader.
The stalk of this melon spreads like ours upon the ground, and extends
to the length of ten feet. It is so tender that when it is in any way bruised
by treading upon it the fruit dies and if it is rubbed in the least it is
scorched. The leaves are very much divided, as broad as the hand when they
are spread out, and are somewhat of a sea-green colour. The fruit is either
round like a pompion, or long. There are some go<id melons of this last
kind, but the first sort are the most esteemed and deservedly so.
The
;

weight of the largest rarely exceeds thirty pounds, but that of the smallest

is

always about ten pounds. Their rind is of a pale green colour, inter-spersed
with large white spots. The substance that adheres to the rind is white,
crude, and of a disagreeable tartness, and Is therefore never eaten.
The
space within that is filled with a light and sparkling substance, that may
be called for

its

properties a rose-coloured snow.

It

melts in the mouth as

were actually snow, and leaves a taste like that of the water prepared
for sick people from currant .ielly. This fruit cannot fail, therefore, of being
very refreshing, and is so wholesome that persons in all kinds of distempers
may sati-sfy their appetite with it, without any apprehension of being the
worse for it. The watermelons of Africa are not near so refreshing as those'
if it

of Louisiana.
1

Lp Page du Pratz, Histoirc de

la Louisiane.

Tome

2,

pp. 12-14.
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The seeds
oval

is

and

[eth.

of watermelons are like those of French melons.

being as

flat,

tliick

at
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Their shape

the ends as towards the middle

;

their

about six lines, and their breadtli four. Some are black and others
red but the black are the best, and it is those you ought to chuse for sowing,
if you would wish to have the best fruit
which you can not fail of if they are
not planted in strong ground where they would degenerate and become red.
length

is

;

;

MELONS GROWN BY INDIANS Ol' VIRGINIA BEFORE THE COMING OF
WHITE MEN
.

.

.

but none of the Toils of Husbandry were exercised by

this

happy

People, except the bare planting a little Corn and Melons,
And indeed
all that the Entilish have uone since their going thither, has been only to
.

make some

of these Native Pleasures more scarce.
provements equivalent to that Damage.'

.

.

.

.

.

hardly making Im-

MELONS FOUND BT LA SALLE IN TEXAS IN IGST
This instrument [wooden hoe] serves them instead of a hoe, or spade,
they have no iron tools. When the land has been thus tilled, or broken up,
women sow and plant the Indian corn, beans, pompions, watermelons
other grain and garden ware, which is for their sustenance.
[Account of

for

the

and
the

Cenis, (Caddos), 1687.]"

we met

a company of Indians, with axes, going to fetch barks of trees
They were surprised to see us, but having made signs
to them to draw near, they came, caressed and presented us with some watermelons they had
There we met
We halted in one of their cottages,
several women who had brought bread, gourds, beans and watermelons, a sort
of fruit proper to quench thirst, the pulp of it being no better than water.'
.

.

.

to cover their cottages.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WATERMELONS AMONG THE ILLINOIS

We continued some time in Fort Louis [on the Slisslsisippi among the Illinois]
without receiving any news. Our business was, after having heanl mass, which
we had the good fortune to do every day, to divert ourselves the best way
we could. The Indian women dail.v brought in something fresli we wanted
not for watermelons, bread made of Indian corn, baked in the embers, and
other such things, and we rewarded them by little presents in return.'
The natives of the country about (among the Poutouatannis [Pottawatomies]
which is half way to Michilimaquinay ) till the land and sow Indian corn,
;

melons and

gourds.'^

MELONS AND OTHER CULTIVATED PLANTS AMONG TRIBES OF WESTERN
PRAIRIES

The savage peoples who inhabit the prairies have life-long good-fortune;
animals and birds are found theve in great numbers, with numberless rivers
abounding in fish. Those people are naturally very industrious, and devote
I

Bevprloy. History of Virginia (170.5), Book
Jourueys of La Salle, vol. 11, p. 139.

^t'ox,

190-191.

=

Ibid.,

pp.

«

Ibid.,

p.

1!22.

'•Ibid.,

p.

229.

11,

p.

40.
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themselves to the cultivation of the soil, which is very fertile for Indian corn.
produces also beans, squashes (both small and large) of excellent flavor,
They have in especial a certain method ot
fruits, and many kinds of roots.
preparing squashes with the Indian corn cooked while in its milk, which they
mix and cook together and then tlry, a footl which has a very sweet taste.
Finally, melons grow there which have a juice no less agreeable than reIt

freshing.'

The relation of Marquette's first voyage, 1673-1677, mentions " melons, which
are excellent, especially those that have red seeds," among the Illinois."
The latitude is about that of
Thence we a.scended to Montreal.
.

.

.

Bordeaux, but the climate is very agreeable. The soil is excellent, and if the
Gardener but throw some Melon seeds on a bit of loosened earth among the
Squashes are
stones they are sure to grow without any attention on his part.
raised there with still greater ease, but differ nuich from ours some of them
having when cooked, almost the taste of apples or of pears."

—

WATERMELONS AMONG CULTIVATED CROPS OF V1RGINL\ INDIANS
Several Kind.s of the Creeping Vines bearing Fruit, the Tntlians planted in
Gardens or Fields, because they would have Plenty of them always at

their

such as Musk-melons, Watermelons, Pompions, Cu.shaws, Macocks and
Gourds.
1. Their Musk-melons resemble the large Italian Kind, and generally fill
Four or Five Quarts.
2. Their Water-melons were much more large, and of several Kinds, distinguished by the Colour of their Meat and Seed some are red, some yellow,
and others white meated and so of the Seed some are yellow, some red, and
some black but these are never of different colours in the same Melon. This
Fruit the Muscovites call Arpus ; the Turks and Tartars Karpits, because they
are extremely cooling: The Persians call them Hindamies, because they had
the first Seed of them from the India's. They are excellently good, and very
pleasant to the Taste, as also to the Eye having the Rind of a lively green
colour, streak'd and water'd, the Meat of a Carnation and the Seed black and

hand

;

;

;

;

;

;

it lies in the Melon.
Their Pompions I need not describe, but must say they are much larger an<l
finer, than any I ever heard of in England.
4. Their Ciishaws are a kind of Pompion. of a bluish green colour, streaked
with White, when they are fit for Use. They are larger than the Pompions,
and have a long, narrow IS'eck. Perhaps this may be the Ecushaic of T.

shining, while
3.

Harriot.

Macocks are a sort of Mclopeponcs, or lesser sort of Pompion or
Of these they have great Variety but the Indian Name Macock
serves for all, which Name is still retain'd among them. Yet the Clypeatw
are sometimes called Cymnels, (as are some others also) from the Lenten Cake
Sc/iiash, or Squa.nterof that Name, which many of them very much resemble.
Squash, is their Name among the Northern Indians, and so they are call'd in
New-York and New-Enptand. These being boil'd whole, when the Apple is
young, and the Shell tender, and dished with Cream or Butter, relish very
5.

Tlieir

cushaw.

;

1 Perrot, M^moire, in Blair, Indians of the Upper Mississippi,
vol.
ten probably during 1680 to 1718.)
-Jesuit Relations, vol. 59, p. 129.
» Relation of 1662-1663, in Jesuit Relations, vol. 48, p. 169.

I,

p.

113.

(Writ-
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And

well with all sorts of Butcher's Meat, either fresh or salt.

where.is the

Pompion is never eaten till it be ripe, these are never eaten after they are
6. The Indians never eat the Gourds, but plant theiu for other uses
.

ripe.
.

.

[They] use the Shells, instead of Flagons and Cups.
7. The Maidiock. which is the Fruit of what we call the Passion-Flower, our
Natives did not take the I'ains to plant, having enougli of it growing everywhere; the' tliey eat it
this Fruit is about the Size of a Pullet's lOgg.
Besides all these, oin- Natives had originally amongst them, Indian Corn,
Peas, Beans, Potatoes, and Tobacco. This Indian Corn was tlie Staff of Food,
upon which the Indians did ever depend.
There are Four Sorts of Indian Corn: Two of which are early ripe, and Two,
late ripe, all growing in the same manner
every single Grain of this when
planted, produces a tall, upright Stalk, which has several Ears hanging on the
Sides of it, from Six to Ten Inches long. Each Ear is wrapt up in a Cover of
many Folds, to protect it from the Injuries of the Weather. In every one of
these Ears are several rows of Grain, set close to one another, with no other
Partition, but a very thin Husk.
So tliat oftentimes the Increase of this
Grain amounts to above a Thousand forione.
The Two Sorts whicli are early ripe, are distinguish'd only by the Size, which
sliows itself as well in the Grain as in the Ear and the Stalk. There is some
Difference also in the Time of ripening.
The les.ser Size of Early ripe Corn yields an Ear not much larger than the
Handle of a Case Knife, and grows upon a Stalk between Three and Four Feet
high.
Of this are connnonly made Two Crops in a Yeai, and, perhaps, there
might be Heat enough in England to rixien it.
The larger Sort differs from the former only in Largeness, the Ear of this
being Seven or Eight Inches long, as thick as a Child's Leg, and growing upon
a Stalk Nine or Ten feet high. This Is tit for eating about the latter End of
May, whereas the smaller Sort (generixlly speaking) affords Ears fit to roast
by the middle of May. The grains of both the.se Sorts are as plump and swell'd
as if the Skin were ready to burst.
The late ripe Corn is diversify'd by the Shape of the Grain only, without any
Respect to the accidental Differences in colour, some being blue, some red,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

some yellow, some white, and some streak'd. That therefore which makes tlie
Distinction, is the Plumpness or Shriveling of the Grain
the one looks as
smooth, and as full as the early ripe Corn, and this they call Flint-Corn; the
other has a larger grain, and looks shrivell'd, with a Dent on the Bacli of the
Grain, as if it had never come to Perfection; and this they call fihc-Corn.
This is esteera'd by the Planters as the best for Increase, and is universally
chosen by them for planting; yet I can't .see but that this also produces the
;

Flint-Corn, accidentally

among

the other.

All these Sorts are planted alike, in Rows, Three,

Four or Five Grains in a
Four or Five feet Distance, the lesser Sort nearer.
Tlie Indians used to give it One or Two Weedings, and make a Hill about it,
and so the labour was done. They likewise plant a Bean in the same Hill
with tlie Corn, uiion whose Stalk it sustains itself.
The Indians sow'd Peas sometimes in the Intervals of the Rows of Corn, but
more generally in a Patch of ({round b.v themselves. They have an unknown
Variety of them (but all of a Kidney-Shape), some of which I have met with
wild but whence they had their Indian Corn I can give no Account for I
don't believe that it was spontaneous in those parts.
Their Potatoes are either red or white, about as long as a Boy's Leg, and
sometimes as long and as big as both the I^eg and Thigh of a young Child, and
Hill

the larger sort at

;

;

;

;
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these Kinds to be th3 same with
Herbals to be Spanish Potatoes. I am
sure, those call'd English or Irish Potatoes are nothing like these, either in
Shape, Colour, or Taste. The Way of progagatiug Potatoes there, is by cutting
the small ones to Pieces, and planting the Cuttings in Hills of loose Earth
but they are so tender, that it is very difficult to preserve them in the Winter,
for the least Frost coming at them, rots and destroys them, and therefore
People bury 'em under Ground, near the Fire-Hearth all the Winter until the
Time comes, that their Seedings are to be set.
How the Indians order'd their Tobacco I am not certain, they now depending
chiefly upon the English for wluit they smoak
but I am inform'd they used
to let it all run to Seed, only succouring tlie Leaves 'to keep the Sprouts from
growing upon, and starving them and when it was ripe, they pull'd off the
Leaves, cured them in the Sun, and laid them up for Use. But the Planters
make a heavy Bustle with it now, and can't please the Market neither.'

very

those,

it

in

Sliape.

which are represented

I talje

in the

;

;

CULTIVATED CROPS, INDIANS OF VIRGINIA; MELONS
Pagatowr a kind of graine so called by the inhabitants tlie same in the
West Indies is called Mayze Englishmen call it Guinney-wheate or Turkie
wheate, according to the names of tlie eountrey from whence the like hath been
brought. The graine is about the bignesse of our ordinary English peaze and
not much different in forme and shape but of divers colours some white,
some red, some yellow and some blew. All of them yeelde a very white and
sweete flowre being according to his kinde, at maketh a very good bread.
Wee made of the same in the eountrey some mault, whereof was brued as good
ale as. was to bee desired.
So likewise by the help of hops thereof may bee
;

;

:

:

made

as good Beere.
.
Okindgier, called by us beanes, because in greatnesse and partly in sliape
they are like to the Beanes of England, saving that they are flatter.
Wlckonzowr, called by us peaze, in respect of the beanes for distinction
.

.

.

.

.

much lesse although in forme they little differ.
Macocqwer, according to their seyerall formes, called by us, Pompions.
Mellions, and Gourdes, because they are of the like formes as those kindes in

sake, because they are

;

.

.

.

England.'^
I

have also seen, once, a plant similar

Melon of India, with

to the

fruit tlie

size of a small lime.^

He

does not state at what stage of growth he saw it " the size of
He mentions pumpkins in the same Relation.

a small lime."

They [the Illinois Indians as seen by him on his first visit] "live by game,
which is abundant in this country, and on Indian corn [bled d'inde], of which
they always gather a good crop, so that they have never suffered by famine.
They also sow beans and melons, which are excellent, especially those with a
red seed. Their squashes are not of the best they dry them in the sun to
eat in the winter and spring.'
;

^Beverley, History of Virginia, Book ii, p. 26 et seq.
- Ilariot. A Brlefc .ind Tnio Report, pp. 13-14.
' Bressani's Relation, 1652-1653, in Jesuit Relations, vol. 38, p. 243.
* Narrative of Fatlier Marquette, in Frencti, Ilistorfcal CoUections
of hoiiiniana,
p. 33.

pt.
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DESCRIPTIOX OF DOMESTIC LIFE OF VIRGINIA INDIANS IN 15S5
OF MELONS.

5IENTI0N

;

From De Bry:
Some of their towns
are not inclosed witli a palisade, and are much
more pleasant Secotan, for example, here drawn from nature. The houses
are more scattered, and a greater degree of comfort and cultivation is observed, with gardens in which tobacco ... is cultivated, woods filled with
In the fields they erect a stage ... in which a
deer, and fields of corn.
"

.

.

.

;

sentry is stationed to guard against the depredations of birds and thieves.
Their corn they plant in rows
for it grows so large, with thiclt stallj
and broad leaves, that one plant would stint the other and it would never
where they convene
arrive at maturity. They have also a curious place
and from which they go to the feast.
with their neighbors at their feasts,
and near to it the sepulcher
On the opposite side is their place of prayer
They have gardens for melons
and a place
of their chiefs
where
they build their sacred fires. .\t a little distance from the town is the pond
from which they obtain water."
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

In the light of what I had heard from the Indians and what I
found in the writings of the first white men who came in contact
with the tribes, I wrote to several persons, whose replies follow these
;

are self-explanatory.
... As

to

Shawnees raising watermelons

liefore

the advent of our white

any melons except
those wliose seed was first given them by tlie early .Jesuit fathers wlien they
lived on the Wapakoneta in Ohio.
However, they did raise a small pumpkin,
which they called by a name meaning " little pumpkin," from which T deduce
that they probably raised a larger variety, but of which they seem to have lost
the seed.
Pierrepont Alford,
December 4, 1914.
Front iichh-ii. Okla.
brethren, I doubt

I

it

;

I

liave never lieard of their raising

you anything worth while aliout watermelons in
have met the plant throughout the eastern United States,
the Southern States, but only as an escape.
1914.
J. K. Small,
Neip York liotiinic Garden,
Brotix Park. Ncip York City.

regret that I can not give

Nortli America.

particularly in

January

12,

I

have the small round melon with the small black seed. We sell it under
of the Pickaninny. ... I don't know anything about the origin of
this variety we got it from a woman in Kansas.
Henry Field Seed Co.,
January 13, 1914.

We

the

name

;

By Henky

Field, rrcnidcnt.

We have your favor of the 8th instant, and in reply mail you a copy of
Burpee's Annual for 1914, and for small fruited variety of watermelon refer
you to the Baby Delight, described on page 21. We also have offered for
several seasons seed of Burpee's Hungarian Honey watermelon, which is early,
'

De

Bry, quoted by Thomas,

Mound

Explorations, p. 622.

.
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small in

size,

and has deep-red

flesh of finest quality.

Delight, you will note, is not black, but of a light brown.

January

,

.

.

.

The seed of Baby

.

.

.

W. Atlee Bubpee &

14, 1914.
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Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Tour letter received. I did not answer at once because I wished to confer
with Prof. Thoburn, who has been ab.sent from the university investigating
some mounds supposed to be of historical interest.
He agrees with nie tliat the watermelons to which you refer in your letter
are what are popularly known as the " volunteer melon." I have a ranch in
an Indian neighborhood and the so-called " pie melon " or citron is almost a
The " volunteer melons." are not unusual and they often hybritlize
pest.
with tlie " pie melon." This may account for the fact that the " volunteer
melon " differs from the ordinary melon of commerce. While I have no proof
to sustain my statement, I do not believe that the melon is indigenous to
Oklahoma,
Should there develop any further information in regard to the subject I
shall be glad to communicate with you further.
I shall be much interested
in the results of your investigation and hope to keep in touch with the work
which you are doing in this line.

January

A. H. Van Vleet,
Professor of Bioloijy and Dean of the Graduate
School, the University of Oklahoma.

23, 1914.

MiCEAMPELis LOBATA (Miclix.) Greene. Wild Cucumber.
WaJin aUnahecha ( Dakota )
Wafa"(jffni (Omaha-Ponca), from ivata", squash or melon, and
ghost ghost melon.
Oglala said the seeds were used for beads.

i"fff7i^,

An

;

Campantjlaceae
Lobelia cardinalis L. Red Lobelia, Cardinal Flower, Red Betty.
This species is ))eculiar in its situation in Nebraska, in that it is
found in some isolated areas, all within the ancient domain of the
Pawnee Xation. These areas are far distant from any other region
in which the species is found.
It is listed among " Species peculiar
to the Republican District,"^
Again ''Lobelia cardinalis and L.
inflata^ which are known for one or two stations in III [Sand Hill
region] along the southern edge of the State." In another jjart of the present work the suggestion is made that
the pre.sence of this species in the Pawnee country may be due to
introduction by Pawnee medicine-men. This explanation is suggested in view of the value placed on the mystic powers attributed
to the species by that people.
One use of this plant was in the
composition of a love charm. The roots and flowers were the jjarts
used.
Other plants combined with Lobelia in compounding this
charm were roots of Paruix quin que folium, and Angelica^ and the
seed of Cogs^ceUia (hiucifolia.
Pound, Phytogeography of Nebraska,

'

Clements

=

Ibid, p. 297.

*

See discussion of Panax.

.and

74936° — 19— 33 eth

9

p.

SI.

'
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COMPOSITAE

Helianthus ANNtJUS

Sunflower.

L.

WaKcha-sizi (Dakota), " yellow flower " {waficha, flower;
duplication of

zi,

zizi, re-

yellow).

Zha-zi (Omaha-Ponea), "yellow weed"' {zha, weed; zl, yellow).
Kirih-tara-kata (Pawnee), "yellow-eyes" {kirik, eye; tara, having; kaia, j^ellow).
I can not find that the sjiinflower was ever cultivated by any of the

Nebraska tribes, although its culture among eastern tribes is reported by explorers, and it was and still is cultivated by the Arikara,
Mandan, and Hidatsa in North Dakota. P. de Charlevoix, in a
letter written in April, 1721, mentions sunflowers as one of the crops
of the tribes of eastern Canada.

The

soleil is

another very

common

plant in the fields of the Indians, and

Its Hower, wliicli is very
has much the same figure with that of the marigold, and the seed is
disposed in the same manner the Indians extract an oil from it by boiling,

which

rises to the heiglit of seven or eight feet.

thick,

;

with which they anoint their hair.

Champlain observed the sunflower cultivated by Indians

in

Canada

in 1615.=
All the country

some twenty
It is

where

I

went

[vicinity of

to thirty leagues, is very fine,

very extensively cleared up.

Lake Simcoe, Ontario] contains
and situated in latitude 44° 30'.

They plant

in

it

a great quantity of Indian

which grows there finely. They plant likewise squashes, and sunflowers,
from the seed of which they make oil, with which they anoint the head.
There are many very good vines and plums, which are excelleiit, raspberries,
strawberries, little wild apples, nuts,' and a kind of fruit of the form and color
of small lemons, with a similar taste, but having an Interior which is very
good and altoost like that of figs. The plant which bears this fruit is two and
a half feet high, with but three or four leaves at most, which are of the shape
of those of the fig tree, and each plant bears but two pieces of fruit. [Podophyllum peJtatum, May apple?]
corn,

.

.

.

Among

the Teton Dakota a remedy for pulmonary troubles was
boiling sunflower heads from which the involucral bracts
were first removed. The Teton had a saying that when the sunflowers
were tall and in f uU bloom the buifaloes were fat and the meat good.

made by

A

pounded up with certain roots, the
not yet a.scertained, were taken in the dry form,
witliout further preparation, by women who became pregnant while
This was done in order that the suckling child
still suckling a child.

Pawnee

identity of

said that the seeds

which

is

should not become sick.
daga creation myth.''
1

=

'

The sunflower

.is

mentioned

Chaiievoix, Journal of a Voyage to North America, vol.

Champlain's Voyages, vol. iii,
Hewitt, Iroquoian Cosmology,

p.
p.

119.

174.

in the

i,

p.

250.

Onon-

.
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Helianthus tubekosus

L.

Jerusalem Artichoke.

131
(PI. 30, 6.)

Pa^gi (Dakota).
Pa"}ie

(Omaha-Ponca).

Pa"M (Winnebago).
Kisu-sit (Pawnee)

kisu, tapering;

;

sit,

long.

the Nebraska tribes say they never cultivated
this plant, though they used its tubers for food. The Pawnee say

The people of

all

they ate them only raw, but the others, according to their own statement, ate them either raw or boiled or roasted.
Champlain reports seeing HcJianthus tuherosus under cultivation
by Indians near Cape Cod in 1G05 and again at Gloucester in 1606.^

Ratibida columnaris (Sims) D. Don.
AVaJicha-zi chikala (Dakota), little waliclui-zi {chikala, little).
An Oglala said the leaves and cylindrical heads of this plant were
used to make a beverage like tea.

Echinacea angustlfolia DC.

Comb

Plant.

Narrow-leaved Purple Cone Flower,

(PI. 30, a.)

lihaJipe-ku (Dakota), " whip plant " (icA^A'/^c, whip).

Mika-hl (Omaha-Ponca),

comb plant

''

{mika, comb)

;

also called

comb also called {.'"sMogaJite-M, referring
an eye- wash (i"shta, eye).

ikir/ahm., to

for

"

;

to its use

Ksapitahako (Pawnee), from iksa, hand; pitahako, to whirl. The
name refers to its use by children in play when they take two
stalks of it and whirl one round the other, the two stalks touching by the two heads. Also called tSapandu kahts, mushroom
medicine, so called from the form of the head, compared to a

mushroom

{sapar'tdu)

This plant was universally used as an antidote for snake bite and
other venomous bites and stings and poisonous conditions.

Echi-

have been used as a remedy for more ailments than
any other plant. It was employed in the smoke treatment for headache in persons and distemper in horses. It was used also as a
remedy for toothache, a piece being kejjt on the painful tooth until

7iacea seems to

and for enlarged glands, as in mumps. It was
hands and arms in the juice of this
plant so that they could take out a piece of meat from a boiling kettle
with the bare hand without suffering pain, to the wondei'ment of
onlookers. A Winnebago said he had often used the plant to make
his mouth insensible to heat, so that for show he could take a live
coal into his mouth. Burns were bathed with the juice to give relief
from the pain, and the plant was used in tlie steam bath to render
there

was

relief,

said that jugglers bathed their

the great heat endurable.
'

Champlain's Voyages, pp. 82, 112.
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SiLPHiuM

PERFOLiATtTJi L. Cup-plant, Square-stem, Angle-stem.
tanga (Omaha-Ponca), big- weed, because of its size; ashudeMthe because of the use of root stocks in the smoke treatment;

Zha

And zha-haho-hi, weed with angled stem {zha, weed;
ing corners;

bah.o,

hav-

plant body).

A/,

Rake-m-ozhu (Winnebagp), weed that holds water {ral-e, weed; iii,
water; ozhu, in, full or containing). Another name is rakeparaparatsh, square- weed {paraparatsh, square).
The root stock of this plant was very commonly used in the smoke
treatment for cold in the head, neuralgia, and rheumatism. It was
used also in the vai)or bath. A Winnebngo medicine-man said a
decoction was made from the root stock which was used as an emetic
in preparatory cleansing and lustration before going on the buffalo
hunt or on any other important imdertaking. It was thus used
also for cleansing from ceremonial defilement incident to accidental
proximity to a

woman during her

menstrual period.

SiLPHiuM LACiNiATUM L. Pilot Weed, Compass Plant, Gum "Weed,
Rosin Weed.
Cha:"sM"shMa (Dakota), Teton dialect, cha"sMlsMlya.
Zha-pa (Omaha-Ponca), bitter weed {zha-, weed; pa, bitter), and
maha''-tanga, big medicine, or root.
Shoka"uHi-hu ("Winnebago), gum plant (shoko"wa, gum).
Kahts-tawas (Pawnee), rough medicine (kahtsu, medicine;
tawas, rough) also called naJiisokut or nakisu-Mitsu {naklsu,
;

pine; kiitm, water).
The children gathered chewing

stem, whei;e the

gum

Ponca say that where

gum from

the upper parts of the

exudes, forming large lumps.

abounds lightning

The Omaha and

very prevalent,
such a place. The dried root was
burned during electrical storms that its smoke might act as a charm
According to a Pawnee a decoction made
to avert lightning stroke.
from the pounded root was taken for general debility. This prepso they will never

this plant

make camp

is

in

aration was given to horses as a tonic by the Omaha and Ponca, and
a Santee Dakota said his people used it as a vermifuge for horses.

Ambrosia elatior L. Ragweed.
"Wliite Horse, an Omaha medicine-man, said that this plant was
an Oto remedy for nausea. In the treatment the surface of the
abdomen of the patient was first scarified and a dressing of the
bruised leaves was laid thereon.
Fetid Marigold, Prairie-dog Food.
Pizpiza-ta-wote (Dakota), prairie-dog food {pizpha, prairie dog;

BoEBERA PAPPOSA (Vent.) Rydb.
wote, food;

ta,

genitive sign).

(Omaha-Ponca), vile weed, referring to
[pezlie, herb; piazM, bad, mean, vile).
Askutstat (Pawnee).
Pezhe

piazh'i

its

odor
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The Teton Dakota say that this plant is always found in prairiedog towns, and that these animals eat it. A decoction of Boehera
together with

Gutierrezia

is

used as a medicine for coughs in

it

will cause nosebleed

horses.

According

to the

Omaha

for that purpose to relieve headache.
ized,

were snuffed up the

The

and they use

it

leaves and tops, pulver-

nostrils.

GtrrrERREZiA sarothrae (Pursh) Britton & Eusby. Broom- weed.
decoction of the herb was given to horses as a remed_y for too
lax a condition of the bowels. They were induced to drink the bit-

A

ter preparation

by preventing them access to any other drink.

Grindelia sqttarrosa (Pursh) Dunal. Sticky Head.
Pte-whi-yuKa (Dakota), curly buffalo {pte, buffalo; ichi, together;
yuKa, curly, frizzly).
Pezhe-wasek (Omaha-Ponca), strong herb {wasek, strong).
BakshitUs (Pawnee), stick-head {hah, head; skififs, sticky).
Among the Teton Dakota a decoction of the plant was given to

A

Ponca said this was given also for
children as a remedy for colic.
consumption.
The tops and leaves were boiled, according to a
Pawnee informant, to make a wash for saddle galls and sores on
horses' backs.

SoLiDAGO

Goldenrod.

sp.

Zlia-sagc-zi

(Omaha-Ponca), hard yellow-weed (sAa, weed; sage,

hard; zi, yellow).
Goldenrod served the
calendar.

They

Omaha

as a

mark

or sign in their floral

was syncln-onous with
when they were on the sunmaer buffalo

said that its time of blooming

the ripening of the corn; so

on the Platte Eiver or the Republican Eiver, far from their
homes and fields, the sight of the goldenrod as it began to bloom
caused them to say, " Now our corn is beginning to ripen at home."
liunt

Aster

An

sp.

Prairie Aster.

was declared. by a Pawnee to be the
The stems were reduced to charcoal which,
a few millimeters in length, was set on the skin over the

unidentified prairie aster

best material for moxa.

in pieces

affected part

and

fired.

Laciniaria scariosa (L.) Hill. Blazing Star. (PI. 30 A.)
Ao"tashe (Omaha-Ponca) also called nuika^-sagi, hard medicine.
Kahtsu-datcidu or kahtsu-rawidu (Pawnee), round medicine
(kahfsy, medicine; raw/'du or daundu, round).
A Pawnee said the leaves and corm were boiled together and the
;

decoction was given to children for diarrhea. An Omaha made the
statement that the corm after being chewed was blown into the

.
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them to run well without getting out of
was supposed to strengthen and help them. The flower
heads mixed with shelled corn were fed to horses to make them'
swift and put them in good condition.

nostrils of horses to enable

breath.

It

Achillea MrLLEFOLitnvr L. Yarrow, Milfoil.
Ha^k-sintsh (Winnebago), woodchuck tail {ha"k, woodchuck;
sintsh, tail). Named from the appearance of the leaf.
An infusion of this hei-b was used by the Winnebago to bathe
swellings. For earache a wad of the leaves, also the infusion, was
put into the

ear.

Artemisia DRAcrNCTJLOiDES Pursh.

Fuzz_v-weed.

(Omaha-Ponca)
Rdke-Tii^shch (Winnebago), bushj^ weed, or fuzzy weed
TJuisata-hi

{ral-e,

weed; hi"sh£k, bushy, fuzzy).
Kihapiliwus (Pawnee), broom {kiharu,hvoom; p/ZiK^MS, to sweep).
Among the Winnebago the chewed root was put on the clothes
as a love charm and hunting charm. The effect was supposed to he
secured by getting to windward of the object of desire, allowing the
wind to waft the odor of the herb thither. The Omaha ascribed the
same powers to this species and used it in the same ways as they did
the gray species of this genus next mentioned. It was used also in
the smoke treatment. A Winnebago niedicine-maii said a handful
of the tops of this species dipped into warm water served as a
sprinkler for the body to relieve fevers. According to a Pawnee informant a decoction made of the tops was u&^d for bathing as a
remedy for rheumatism. Brooms for sweeping the lodge floor were
made by binding together firmly a bundle of the tops. From this
use comes its Pawnee name. The plant was liked for this purpose
because of its agreeable, wholesome odor.

Artemisia frigida Willd. Little Wild Sage.
Wia-ta-pezMhuta (Dakota), woman's medicine (w/a, woman;
genitive sign

;

pezhikuta, medicine)

as explained farther on.
Pezhe-Rota zhinga (Omaha-Ponca),
Jlota, gi'ay;

zMnga,

.

The name

little

refers to

gray herb

its

{pezh'i,

fa,

use

herb;

little).

KiwoKhi (Pawnee).

A decoction of this species was used for bathing and
internally

was also taken
by women when menstruation was irregular; hence the

Dakota name.
Artemisia gnaphalodes Nutt.

PezMKota

Wild Sage.

hl<tsha (Dakota), flat pezhlhota.
Pezhe-Kota (Omaha-Ponca), gray herb.
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Hu^wi'^sha (Winnebago), white herb (hWiri", herb; ska, white).

Kiwaut (Pawnee).
All that

is

said of this species applies in general to all species of

Artemisia.

A

A bunch

of Artemisia

was sometimes used for

a

towel in old times.

decoction of the plant was taken for stomach troubles and

many

was used also for bathing. A person who
had unwittingly broken some taboo or had, touched any sacred
object must bathe with Artemisia.
The immaterial essence or. to
use the Dakota word, the to", of Artemisia was believed to l)p effectual as a protection against maleficent powers; therefore it was
always proper to begin any ceremonial by using Arteinisia in order
to drive away any evil influences. As an example of the use among
the Omaha of Artemisia to avert calamity it is related that two
horses ran wild in the camp, knocking down the Sacred Tent. Two
old men, having caught the horses, rubbed them all over with wild
sage, and said to the young son of their owner, " If you let them do
other kinds of ailments.

It

that again, the buffaloes shall gore them.'"

In the ceremonies of the installation of a chief among the Omaha
wild sage was used as a bed for the sacred pipes.- One of the personal

names of men

in the Te-sinde gens of the

Omaha

tribe

is

Peshe-liota.^
It has already been mentioned that the various species of Artemisia were used in old times as incense for the purpose of exorcising
evil powers. It has also been .stated that cedar twigs or sweet grass,

either one, were used as incense to attract

Christian Indians also

employ

still

all

good powers.

Some

these species as incense for

these specific purposes, in church services, especially at Christmas,

Easter, Pentecost, and on occasion of funerals.
seen the

iise

The

writer has

of Artemisia as an incense before a church door just

before the body was carried into the church.

A

small

fire

was made

before the steps of the church, Artemisia tops being used to raise a
cloud of smoke.

Arctiuim minus Schk. Burdock.
This plant is a European introduction, probably not earlier than
the time of the first overland traffic by horses, mules, and oxen. It
is even now found commonly only along or near the old military
roads.
It has been adopted by the Indians! for medicinal use.
White Horse, of the Omaha, gave information, which he had obtained
from the Oto, of a decoction of the root being used as a remedy
for pleurisy.

Omaha

1

Dorspy.

2

U)id.,

p.

=

Ibid.,

p.

35n.
244.

Sociology, p. 235.
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Lygodesmia juncea (Pursh) D. Don. Skeleton Weed.
The Omaha and Ponca made an infusion of the sf»ms of Lygodesmia for sore eyes. Mothers having a scanty supply of milk also
drank this infusion in order to increase the flow.
In the north where Silphium laciniaium is not found Lygodesm/ia
was used for producing chewing gum. The stems were gathered
and cut into pieces to cause the juice to exude. Wlien this hardened it
was collected and used for chewing.

ANCIENT AND MODERN PHYTOCULTURE BY THE
TRIBES

In former times the plants cultivated by the tribes inhabiting the
region which has become the State of Nebraska comprised maize,
beans, squashes, pumpkins, gourds, watermelons, and tobacco. I

have not found evidence of more than one variety each of tobacco

and watermelons.

By

tions incident to the

the larger

among

number

disturbance of their industries and institu-

European incursion they have

lost the seed of

of the crop plants they formerly grew.

several tribes I have been able to collect seed of

varieties than

crops once

any one

grown by

By search
many more

tribe could furnish at the present time of the
all these tribes.

Of maize {Zea mays) they

cultivated all the general types, dent corn, flint corn, flour corn,

sweet corn, and pop corn, each of these in several varieties. Of beans
{Phaseolus vulgaris) they had 15 or more varieties, and at least 8

pumpkins and squashes {Pepo sp.).
After diligent inquiry, the only cultivated crop plants of which I
am able to get evidence are corn, beans, squaslies and pumpkins,
tobacco, and sunflowers. These are all of native origin in the Southwest, having come from Mexico by way of Texas. But a large number of plants growing wild, either indigenous or introduced by human
agency, designedly or undesignedly, were utilized for many purposes.
No evidence appears that any attempt was ever made looking to the
domestication of any of these plants. The reason for this is that the
necessary incentive was lacldng, in that the natural product of each
useful native plant was always available. In their semiamiual hunting trips to the outlying parts of their domains, the Indians could
gather the products belonging to each phytogeographic province.
The crop plants which they cultivated, however, were exotics, and
hence supplemented their natural resources, thereb}' forcing a distinct adjunct to the supply of provision for their needs.
But since the advent of Europeans the incentive is present to
This
domesticate certain native plants which were found useful.
incentive arises from the fact that the influx of population has
greatly reduced or almost exterminated certain species, and, even if

varieties of
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the natural supply sliould suffice, the present restriction in range

and movements of the Indians would prevent them from obtaining
adequate quantities. This restriction results from the changed conditions of life and occupation, which necessitate their remaining
tit home attending to the staple agricultural crops or working at
whatever other regular employment they have chosen. As a consequence, I have found in every tribe the incipient stage of domestication of certain wild fruits, roots, and other plant products for
food or medicinal use, for smoking, or perfume. I have thus been
privileged to see the beginnings of culture of certain plants which
in future time

may

yield staple crops.

In this

way

a lively con-

ception can be formed of the factors which in prehistoric time

brought about the domestication in Europe and Asia of our present
well-known cultivated plants.

CONCLUSION
From

this partial survey of the botanical lore of the tribes of

the region under consideration

we may

fairly infer,

from the general

popular knowledge of the indigenous plants, that the tribes found
here at the European advent had been settled here already for
many generations and that they had given close attention to the

From the number of species from the
floral life of the region.
mountain region, on one hand, and the woodland region, on the
other, and also from the distant southwestern desert region, which
they imported for various uses, we know the,y must have traveled
extensively.

The
all

several cultivated crops

grown by

we can

this fact

culture

The

from

see that thei-e

the tribes of Nebraska are

indigenous to Mexico. From
was widely extended borrowing of

of southwestern origin, probably

all

tribe to tribe.

present study suggests the

in the migration of

human agency

some species of wild

as the efficient factor

plants, or plants

growing

without cultivation. If this be the true explanation it affords the key
to the heretofore puzzling isolation of areas occupied by certain
species.

From

the floral nomenclature of each tribe

at least the

meager beginning of taxonomy.

plants show in

many

we find that they had
The names applied to

instances a faint sense of relationship of species

to species.

My informants generally showed keen powers of perception of
the structure, habits, and local distribution of plants throughout a
wide range of observation, thus manifesting the incipiency of phytogeography, plant ecology, and morphology. The large number of
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and their many uses show considerable development of

practical plant economy, or economic botany.

All these considerations of the relations between the aboriginal
population and the flora of the region are instructive to us

human

as indicative of

what must have

own

l)een the early stages in the develop-

In
botany we have opportunity to observe the beginnings of a system of natural science which never came to matui'ity,
being cut off in its infancy by the superposition of a more advanced
stage of culture by an alien race upon the people who had attained
the degree of culture we have here seen.

ment of

oui-

present highly differentiated botanical science.

this study of ethnic
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ARRANGHB ALPHABETICALLY UNDER OMAHA NAME—Centinued
Omaha name.
Pezhe 'Nubtho"
Peshe-pa
Pezhe-pa Minga

.

.

Scientific

Mentha canadensis.
Monarda fistulosa.
Monarda fistulosa

.

Omaha name.

name.

Thasata-hi

Pezhe-zonsta oga"

..

Pezhe- wasek

,

(fra-

Salix sp.

Corylus americana.

Wagathashka

Sambucus canadeusis.

Melilotus alba.

Wahaba

Zea mays.

Grindelia squarrosa.

Wahabigaskonthe
Wahaba-hthi

Ustilago maydis.

Pezi

Grossularia

Asclepias syriaca.

Wana''ha-i-mo«'thi»

Euonymusatropurpurea,

Watan

Pepo pepo;
ma.

Citnillus citrullus.

Wataagtha

Micrampelis tobata.

Washingtonia

Wathlbaba maka"

Anemone

Waii pezhe

Galium

Ribes americanum.
Scirpus validus.

Saka-thide

Shanga maka™

,

longisty-

lis.

She
Siniemaka"

Malusioensis.

Wenu shabethe

Plantago major.

SU

Sagittaria latifolia.

Zizania aquatica.

Wazhide
Zhaba maka"*
Zhaba ta zho°

Ceanothus americana.

Zha-pa

Si° wamnde
Tabft-hi

,

Tashka

Quercus macrocarpa.

Tashnanga-hi

,

Taspan
Tdika-shanda

,

Tdika-shanda Nuga

Tdage
Te-hu"to"-hi

,

Te-hunton-hi Nuga.

Tethawe

,

Te-zhinga Maka"^

Typha latifolia.

Wafitha

missourien-

sis.
,

Thihe-sage-hi

Savastana odorata.

Physalis heterophylla.

Sarhi

dracuncu-

_

Unzhinga

P&-igatush

Pezi nuga

Artemisia
loides.

grant variety).

Pezhe Zonsta

name.

Scientific

hi

I'epo ma.\i-

cylindrica.

triflorum.

Acer saccharinum.

Rosa pratincola.
Heracleum lanatum.
Acer negundo.
Maka'

(also

Silphium laciniatum.

tanga).

Fraxinus sp.

Zha-sage-zi

SoUdago

Crataegus sp.

Zha-tanga

Silphium perfoliatum.

Zha-zi

HeUanthus annuus.

Geoprumnon
pum.

crassicar-

sp.

Zhon-hoji- wazhide

Lepargyrea argentea.

Baptisia bracteata.

Zho^hoda

Amelanchier alnifoUa.

Juglans nigra.

Zho° -pahithatha

Zanthoxylum americanum.
Toxylon pomi'erum.

Amorpha canescens.
Lespedeza capitata.

Zho^i-zi-zhu

Nelumbo lutea.
Anemone canadensis.

Zbu

- nakada
makan.

-

tanga

Caulophyllum

thalic-

troides.

ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY UNDER WINNEBAGO NAME
Winnebago name.

Scientific

name.

Winnebago name.

Scientific

name.

Chak

Juglans nigra.

Honink

Chashke

Quercus macrocarpa.

Honi^k-boije

Falcata comosa.

Crataegus sp.

Corylus americana.

PhaseoIiLs ^'ulgaris.

Ha"k-sintsh

Achillea milierolium.

Huksik
Kantsh

Hanpok-liischasu

Physalis lanceolata.

Kiiho-hi"

Typha latifoUa.

Chosanwa

Hap-sintsh
Ha° wii»-ska

Haz-ni-hu

,

,

,

,

Haz-ponoponob

Prunus americana.

Vitiscinerea.

Mahintsh

Asclepias syriaca.

Artemisia gnaphalodes.

Maka° -chahi\vi-cho

Dasystephana puherula.

Rhus

Maka"-kereti

Acorus calamus.

Manuska

Savastana odorata.

glabra.

Grossularia

raissourien-

sis.

Ma° si-hotsh

Cornus

Acer negundo.

asperifolia.

Amelancliier alnifolia.

Nahosh
Nanpashakanak

Haz-shutsh

Lepargyrea argentea.

Na^sa^k

Acersaccharum.

Hedte-shutsh

Erythronium mesochore-

Panja

Hicoria ovata.

Haz-shchek
Haz-shutsh

Fragaria \irginiana.
,

um.
Hinshke

Tilia americana.

Gymnocladus

dioica.

Panfii

HeUanthus tuborosus.

Pefi-hishuji

Sanguinaria canadensis.

.
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ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY UNDER WINNEBAGO NAME—Continued
Winnebago name.

Scientific

name.

Rak

Fraxinus sp.

Rake-hinshuk

Artemisia

Rake-ni-ozhu (also Rake

Silphium perfoUatum.

dracuncu-

loides.

paraparatsh).

Winnebago name.

Scientific

name.

Tdo

Olycine apios.

Tdokewihi

Psoralea esculenta.

Toshunuk-aliiinshke

Smilax herbacea.

Tsherape

Nelumbo

Wake-warutsh

Celtis occidentalis.

lutea.

RuM

Salix sp.

Wakidikidik

Ulmus

fulva.

Ruhi-shutsh

Cornusamomum.

Wanaghi-haz

M en

p e r m*u

Shinhop

Allium mutabile.

i

s

m

cana-

dense.

Shokanwa-hu

Sllptiium laciniatum.

Wissep-hu

Acer saccharinum.

Si«>

Zizania aquatlca.

Wuwu

Viburnum

Sinporo

Siigittaria latifoUa.

lentago.

ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY UNDER PAWNEE NAME
Pawnee name.

Scientific

name.

Aparu

Vibumura lentago.
Rubus occidentalis.

Aparu-huradu

Fragaria virginiana.

Akiwasas

'

Pawnee name.

Scientific

name.

Sagittaria latifolia.

Kirit

Kirit-tacharush

Typha latifolia.

(also

Hawahawa).
IleUanthus tuberosus.

Askutstat

Boebera papposa.

Kisusit

Atit

Phaseolus vulgaris.

Kisuts

Atit-kuraru

Falcata comosa.

Kitapato

Atikatsatsiks (also Kjts-

Acuan illinoensis.

Kitsitsaris (also Atika-

Vitis cinerea.
,

Salix sp.

Acuan

illinoensis.

tsatsiks).

itsaris).

Bakskitits

Grindelia squarrosa.

ICitsarius

Chakida kahtsu

Yucca glauca.

Kitsuhast

Hakakut

Menispermum

caiia-

dense.

Zanthoxylum

Hakasits

america-

num.
Hakastah-kata

Cuscuta paradoxa,

Hawahawa

Typha latif olia.

(also Kirit-

Chenopodiimi album.

Amorpha

fruticosa.

Kiwo&ki

Artemisia

frigida.

Ksapitahako

Echinacea angustifoUa.

,

Kus aparu karuts

Primus

I>aritsits

Lepargyrea argentea.

Nahaapi nakaaruts

Padus nana; P. melano-

Nahata pahat

Quercus rubra.

besseyi.

carpa.

tacharush).
Its

Glycine apios.

Nakasis

Uva-ursi u\ a-ursi.

Kaapsit

Celtis occidentalis.

Nakipistatu

Cornus stolonifera.

Kahts'-ha-itu

Acorus calamus.

Nakitsku

Kahts'-kiwaharu

Mentha canadensis.

Natakaaru

Toxylon pomiferum.
Populus sargentii.

Kahtsu dawidu

Laciniaria scariosa.

Nikakitspak

Physalis heterophylla.

Kahts' pira kari

Rumex

Nikiis

Kahts'Takat
Kahts'Taraha

Allionia nyctaginea.

hymenosepaliLs,

Washingtonia longistylis.

Nikso

Zea maj^.
kahtsu

kor(5rik

Arisaema triphyllum.

nitawdii.

Silphiimi laciniatum.

Niwaharit

Pnmus americana.

Kahts '-tuwiriki

Ipomoea leptophylla.

Acer negundo.

Karipika

Asclepias syriaca.

Nuppikt
Osako
Osidiwa

Kahts'-Tawas

(also

Na-

kisokiit).

Kariplka

tsitsiks

Dichrophyllum margina-

Rhus glabra.
(or

Osidiwa

Allium mutabile.

Tsaliiks).

Pahatu

Rosa pratincola.

Kataaru

Savastana odorata.

Pakarut

Eqiiisetum sp.

Kiditako

Fraxinus sp.

Parus-as

Lespedeza capitata.

Kiharpiliwus

Artemisia

Patki natawawi

Quercus macrocarpa.

Kiha-piliwus-hawastat

Petalostemum

tum.

dracuiiculoi-

des.

ptxrpur-

eum; P. candidum.
Kirik-tara-kata

Helianthus aanuus.

I'atsuroka

Psoralea esculenta.

Pidahatus

Opuntia humifu^a.

Pira-kari

Baptisia bracteata.

Pkthahatusakits Tsuhast

Glycyrhiza lepidota.
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